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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

April – June 2015 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Alcohol and Drug Abuse 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth  

Consumer 

Court and Legal Decisions 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Elderly-Seniors-Retirement 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Housing 

Immigration 

Lifestyle 

Poverty 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials. 

 
NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at Noon 12:00pm – 1:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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0:17 4/1/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

in anaheim a truck struck  and killed a person on a  bicycle. the 
bicyclist died there. the driver of the semistopped  and is 
cooperating. the coroner is trying to  identify the victim.   

0:18 4/1/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two stranded hikers use  their cell phoned to lead  rescuers to 
them. the two ended up stuck in coyote  canyon at 9:30 this 
morning. rescue crews used 500 feet of  rope to guide the hikers 
to  safety.   

0:38 4/2/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an intense and deadly hotel  fire. people jumping out the windows. 
dozens injured. now investigators are calling it  suspicious. fire 
crews arrived at the  wilmington hotel just three  minutes after 
getting the call,  but a chaotic scene was already  unfolding with 
people jumping  out the windows to survive. it took more than 100  
firefighters to put it out. one person died. more than a dozen 
others  suffered injuries. 

0:19 4/3/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a traffic tie up in north  hollywood after a woman with car  trouble 
is hit on the 170  freeway. she was struck while standing  outside 
of her car. this was not a hit and run and  the driver stayed right 
there. her injuries appear to be  moderate and all lanes of the  
freeway are once again open.   

0:12 4/3/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and this is video just in  from a fire in huntington beach. news 
chopper 4 was over the  scene just after 7:00 tonight. no word on 
how the fire started.   

0:19 4/3/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the roller coaster at disney  california adventure stalled  with 
hundreds of riders feet  from the first big drop. they were restarting 
it without  riders for test runs. it took half an hour to walk  everyone 
down from the ride. no one was hurt.   

0:44 4/3/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

lost at sea for two months  and after 66 days adrift in a  sailboat 
alone. a man is back home and the coast  guard rescue was all 
captured on  camera. the crew on a german cargo ship  spotted 
his sailboat on  thursday. they hoisted him to safety and  took him 
about 200 miles back to  north carolina. 

1:57 4/6/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman and her dog, dead. the possible cause here,  dangerous 
levels of carbon  monoxide. >> we go live to alhambra, with  the 
focus of this investigation. hetty? >> reporter: neighbors are  
astonished what happened in  their neighborhood. police arrived 
here around noon  to find the woman and the family dog 
unconscious. and very interesting levels of  carbon monoxide. she 
describes how she discovered her neighbor and her toy poodle. 
>> she was like, come here. and i went.  

0:28 4/6/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and new details, tonight,  about two teenage hikers who  managed 
to get stuck on a cliff  in ventura county today. the girls seen in 
these photos  were hiking in the hills with  two other people when 
they found themselves stranded down a very  steep hill. 

0:45 4/6/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

amazing video to show you  tonight of a rescue. a car flipped over 
on the  freeway. other drivers jumped in to  rescue a mom and her 
young son. this happened over the weekend  in the san diego 
area. part of this was captured on a  cell phone video.  

1:37 4/7/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a husband and wife trapped  inside a high-rise building on  fire 
tonight. nbc 4 is there as firefighters  moved in to rescue them. >> 
tonight, a woman who he is  came. >> reporter: robert and colleen,  
certainly terrifying moments for  that woman and the dozens of  
others who were here when the  fire started. tonight we are 
learning that  this building does not have  sprinklers. a terrifying 
scene. huge flames and smoke billowing. lori worked on the fourth 
floor,  narrowly escaping the intense  flames.  
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1:32 4/7/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

that's right. this right here is a ladder  truck 11. this is the truck that 
was used  to make that rescue. and you can see all the way up. it 
is a very long way down. for two people who thought they  would 
never make it out. flames, heavy smoke and trapped  inside, 
people who tell us they  couldn't hear alarms. >> i called my 
children to say  goodbye.  

0:26 4/7/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have more news to tell  you about. gasoline has spilled all over  
the 605 in lakewood after a  tanker overturned. this is near the 
east carson  exit. that means all southbound lanes  are shut down 
right now. investigators don't know what  caused it to overturn but 
we  know at some point, another car  was hit and two people had 
to be  taken to the hospital. 

0:20 4/7/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 as fire crews  scrambled to pull a driver out  of a 
mangled car in gardena. the white bmw crashed into a  tree. there 
was only one person in the  car. we still don't know how badly  that 
driver was injured or what  actually caused the crash. 

2:14 4/8/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

if i die, i die a hero. now he died because he tried to  save 
somebody's family. >> they say their son jumped to  his death 
because he was trying  to save another life. >> nbc 4's patrick 
healy spoke  with the family. >> reporter: we learned from  those 
grieving that he was  athletic with the right stuff  from the army. in 
an icy mountain pool he tried  to save another going under. she 
survived. he did not. 

0:25 4/8/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

one of the main questions  coming out of that high rise  fire in west 
lake, how could a  building not have an emergency  sprinkler 
system? you saw it last night at 11:00  as one person was rescued 
as the  building went up in flames. it was a commercial building  
built in the 1960s and it was  legal not to have a system.  

2:12 4/9/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two children trapped in a car  sinking into the ocean. a couple 
inside the car manages  to get out. they escape. they swim to the 
surface, and  they scream for help. sadly tonight, one child has  
died. nbc 4's beverly white live on  scene where she spoke with  
witnesses out there tonight 

0:42 4/9/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

his army recruiter told us  tonight he is years ahead of  other 
teenagers his age. just one of many tributes we  heard tonight 
about an  18-year-old who died jumping off  a cliff trying to save a 
life. friends and family gathered to  remember jesse ute at the 
army  recruiting center in long beach  where he had just signed up. 

0:52 4/10/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and new information just in  on the family whose car went off  the 
pier into the harbor in san  pea -- pedro. the second child pulled 
from the  car has died. 

0:49 4/13/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a man is arrested. his family lucky to be alive  tonight thanks to 
chp officers  who pulled them from their  burning car on the 
freeway this  morning. this crash happened early this  morning on 
the northbound 55  freeway offramp to 17th street. as the chp 
officers responded to  the suv, it is exploded into  flames. and they 
spotted two people  still inside. 

0:15 4/14/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
a sheered hydrant turning a  street in whittier into a river  today. it 
took firefighters about 30  minutes to shut off the water.   

1:54 4/16/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now at 11:00, breaking news. a large apartment fire. this is in 
panorama city. dozens of residents are  displaced tonight as  
firefighters remain on the scene  putting out the hot spots.  >> 
beverly white is there on the  scene and joins us with the  latest. 
beverly? >> reporter: we are in the 9000  block of cedros avenue 
in  panorama city surrounded on both  sides by apartment 
buildings. the one that burned is to my  left. 
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0:40 4/16/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

fast acting neighbors are  being called heros tonight  helping to put 
out a fire in  west adams where a mother and  two children were 
trapped inside  for time. cell phone video shows what the  two men 
saw when they came home  from work. smoke pouring out from 
the back  of the house. 

0:28 4/16/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to a story we brought  you as breaking news earlier  today on 
the news at 5:00. a fox 11 news helicopter is  damaged this 
afternoon in an  accident here at the van nuys  airport. 

0:47 4/16/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

dangerous dry and windy  conditions move flames into a  
neighborhood in europa valley. in the confusion a family pet  ran 
back into a burning home.  >> come here, puppy. the dog went in. 
the dog went in. 

0:24 4/16/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

more breaking news now from  our top story tonight. that 
apartment fire in panorama  city. we are just learning that two  
people were in fact injured, and  one we're told is a firefighter. both 
had slight burns. they are being treat at the  scene. 

0:50 4/16/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

where there is smoke there  is usually fire. that's what a fast 
agenting  officer realized while on patrol  in texas. what happened 
next is all caught  on his body camera. 

0:12 4/17/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 over this  apartment fire in watts tonight. this is on 
south central. we're told no one was hurt. and firefighter have now 
got  this fire under control there.   

0:27 4/17/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

several homes burning in san  pedro. evidence the fire conditions 
are  extreme even close to the ocean. news chopper 4 was 
overhead  today. all this started with a  grassfire in a nearby park. 
strong winds pushed the fire  into the backyards of those  homes. 
one house was heavily damaged. 

0:23 4/17/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

another fire. news chopper 4:was there as  well. crews kept a 
brushfire from  spreading in malibu. embers from the first fire are  
said to have sparked a second  fire not that far away. those two 
fires burned 30  minutes or so and burned about  4.5 acres. the 
first fire started when a  car crashed into a utility pole.   

0:44 4/17/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a powerful explosion and  fireball critically injured four  men when 
a gas line was  punctured ten miles northeast of  fresno today. 
most of the injured were county  jail inmates assigned to work at  a 
sheriff's shooting range. heavy equipment ruptured the gas  line at 
the range. 

0:18 4/17/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this plane made an emergency  landing onto a golf course in la  
quinta. there is no word on injuries. officials say the plane had 
some  sort of mechanical failure.   

0:38 4/21/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a 6-year-old is in serious  condition after she was hit by a  car. 
when you see what happened you  real it could have been so 
much  worse. it happened next to wanetka  elementary school. the 
girl was pinned between the  cars. 

0:29 4/23/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>> breaking news at 11:00 a high  school musical ends with that  
stage collapsing right under the  performers. nearly two dozen 
students are  injured, one of them critically.  >> ambulances 
rushed to the  school in indiana to help the  injured teens. the 
students were. approximating american pie when  the stage 
collapse during the  journey song don't stop  believing. 

1:47 4/24/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a developing story now at  11:00, a hillside home explodes,  
revealing a dangerous operation  just a couple of hundred feet  
from a middle school.  >> nbc's 4's beverly white live  in the silver 
lake area. she spoke with terrified  neighbors out there. 
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0:27 4/24/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a pit stop in the nascar x  finity race in richmond,  virginia, tonight 
was anything  but routine. tense moments when the fire  broke out 
in the pit for driver  brendan gaughan. it happened just before the  
halfway point of the race. several members of the pit crew  were 
engulfed in the fireball. 

0:41 4/24/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

last night we showed you the  video of a stage collapse during  a 
high school musical. tonight we are hearing from the  students 
who were actually  there. \m\m >> 16 students were injured when  
they fell into a covered  orchestra pit at westfield high  school north 
of indianapolis.  

0:44 4/27/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the fire is out. but fire crews are keeping a  close eye on granada 
hills  tonight, where a wind-driven  wildfire burned dangerously  
close to homes there. the high water fire, that's what they're calling 
it, was  accidentally started by a  homeowner who was clearing  
brush. firefighters backed by water. dropping helicopters got near  
the flames.  

0:27 4/27/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

no sign of a man who  disappeared while hiking in  riverside 
county with family and friends over the weekend. the 34-year-old 
called for help  from his cell phone saying he  was lost. and his 
phone was low on  battery.  

0:13 4/28/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a big fire in manhattan  beach. the flames shooting out. at least 
one store there. there are flames on top of the  building. this is 
close to the water on  manhattan beach boulevard. a huge 
response from fire crews  trying to stop this fire from  spreading 
from building to  building. it is a very congested area. the 
firefighters did get the  upper hand and we're still  checking to see 
if anyone was  inside that very busy shopping  center.  

0:26 4/28/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

just in, search and rescue teams  found the a missing hiker in the  
san jacinto mountains alive. today volunteers from the  ventura 
sheriff's department  joined the search team, los  angeles along 
with orange county  along the pacific crest trail. that's where they 
found him. he is suffering from  dehydration, he is expected to  
fully recover.  

0:22 4/28/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters made quick work  of a brush fire in eagle rock. the fires 
never really got out  of control. the police got there around  6:00. 
the aggressive air and ground  attack. it was limited to mostly two  
acres.  

2:15 4/29/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

but first, we want to get  you out to more breaking news  right now. 
this is a gusher, and they  simply cannot turn it off. a fire hydrant 
shooting water  into the sky and into a valley  village 
neighborhood. and firefighters are helpless. >> nbc 4 hetty chang 
joins us  where the water has been gushing  for several hours 
now. >> reporter: they got the call  about 8:55 or just before 9:00. 
so the better part of two hours. 

0:34 4/29/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

one of two pregnant cows had  to be euthanized after livestock  
trailer overturned. this was on the 210 freeway in  the sylmar area. 
the trailer was hauling farm  animals, cows, sheep and a dog  
when the pickup pulling the  trailer went over an embankment. 
animal rescuers had to use a  hydraulic lift to pull the cows  out of 
the trailer. 

0:21 4/29/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're going show on the  screen right now before and  after that 
hydrant that went  crazy in valley village. they have finally capped 
it. remember, it was sheared off by  a car. and this was spewing 
water out  for hours before they finally  got it capped.  
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2:23 5/1/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

all i know is i think about  him. >> emotions still raw as the  
mystery deepens as to how a car  flipped off a bridge, killing a  
group of young friends. >> hetty chang is live where she  talked 
with the victims' family. >> reporter: you can see that  the yellow 
crime scene tape is  still up. there's now a very large  memorial put 
on by family and  friends who did not get a chance  to say good-
bye.  

0:41 5/1/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're going to stay in long  beach. a metro bus fire, gill avis is  
above the scene in news chopper  4. >> reporter: you're looking at  
the westbound 91 freeway. you can see that mta bus on the  
shoulder. drivers were calling in  reporting that the bus was on  
fire, fire on the backside of  it.  

1:49 5/1/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

if you happen to be driving  through lincoln heights around  5:30 
this evening, you probably  saw massive smoke coming from a  
fire causing people to run from  their homes. news chopper 4 was 
there for it  all. and we're live with new video  from neighbors. 

0:18 5/4/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

more breaking news tonight. at least a dozen people hurt  when 
two cars flipped over on  the northbound side of the 710  freeway. 
this is right at the 91  interchange there. we still don't know the 
extent  of injuries. you can see this is a massive  response 
underway.  

0:37 5/4/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

amazing video out of new  york shows you dangerous the  
electronic subway rail can be. take a look. okay. here's what 
happened. a worker was trying to remove a  trash can off the 
tracks when  all of a sudden it exploded. he was not seriously hurt. 

0:35 5/4/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and caught on video here, a  group of good samaritans rush to  
help this motorcycle rider  trapped underneath a truck. this is on 
the 91 freeway on  friday. corona fire says he sideswipe  add car, 
fell off his  motorcycle. the driver of the pickup  couldn't stop in 
time and ran  over him trapping him underneath  the truck.  

0:23 5/5/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

these burned out vehicles  give an idea what kind of heat  
firefighters face in cypress. news chopper 4 covered the fire  at 
5:00 and then from the ground you can see what the smoke was  
covering. 

0:33 5/5/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a rampaging driver who went  into several parked cars is in  jail 
tonight. a surveillance camera caught  part of what happened at 
41st  and figueroa.  

0:19 5/5/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

also caught on camera, a tree falls on a playground in  
massachusetts. paramedics rushed two little  boys to the hospital. 
with possibly a fractured skull. they don't know what caused the  
tree to all of a sudden fall,  but they closed down the park  and 
they are checking other  trees in the area as well.  

20:44 5/5/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

back out to the scene of  breaking news right now. we are taking a 
look at it. in news chopper 4, chris, where  are you now and is this 
a house  or a brush fire? 

0:19 5/6/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a massive scene in south  l.a. drivers urged to avoid this area  
following a deadly accident. the victim is a teenage boy. the driver 
who did hit him  stopped after the accident. investigators are now 
on scene  trying to figure out what  happened.  

1:43 5/7/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

over a large power outage in  bell, this was reportedly caused  by 
lightning. chris christie above it all. >> reporter: it was caused by  
lightning. you can see the cvs shopping  center in the dark. you 
can see just a few cars  navigating the dark streets. the so cal 
edison streets, 7500  people were without power. they've already 
made  considerable progress.  
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0:30 5/7/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we've got news chopper 4  moving around. it was over this head-
on  collision in downey. we're told there are injuries  but it is not 
clear how severe. the roads are slick tonight but  we still don't 
know if weather  was a factor here.  

0:33 5/7/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and news. a missing family of three with  young children lost in the  
snowstorm, found. the bay area father, his  5-year-old son and 3-
year-old  daughter were supposed to be  back from their camping 
trip on  tuesday. 

0:34 5/7/15 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 over an  accident on the 101. >> reporter: the 
scene of a  violent crash involving a bad  wreck on the 101. it will 
be northbound 101. you can see the truck there. 

0:34 5/8/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to one of those classic  caught on camera tapes. a bus driver 
not wearing a seat  belt loses control of the bus  when she falls out 
of her seat. here we go. you can see the woman fall as  she's 
trying who hold onto the  steering wheel. she was trying to make a 
u-turn. the bus jumped a concrete  barrier and ended up on some  
train tracks. 

0:22 5/8/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a small plane crashed on an  atlanta highway killing all four  
people on board. you're looking at cell phone  video moments after 
the crash. the pilot struggled trying to  get the nose of the plane 
up. it crashed about a mile from the  airport where it took off. 

0:17 5/11/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters in del  ray say someone in bed started  this house fire. 
we're told a 94-year-old woman  suffered minor smoke inhalation. 
she was taken to the hospital  and rescued from the house by  her 
grandson and a neighbor.  

0:19 5/11/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening now, a mysterious  mercury spill in simi valley  forced 
people out of their homes  within the last hour or so. crews were 
able to contain the  spill on cochran between tappo  and tappo 
canyon road. at least six homes were  affected. still no source 
identified for  the mercury. 

0:39 5/11/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

investigators trying to  determine if a northridge shop  is 
structurally safe. take a look. the bus crashed into the  robertson 
home decor after 3:00. no students were on the bus and  the 
driver was not hurt. the store's manager was inside  at the time 
and wasn't sure what  had happened. 

0:30 5/11/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

what caused the fire that  gutted this home? that's what fire 
investigators  want to know. as news chopper 4 arrived there,  the 
flame and lots of thick  smoke as you can see, coming  from the 
roof of that home. firefighters battled to save as  much as they 
could and stop the  flames from spreading to  neighboring homes. 

1:00 5/11/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the worst of all possible  situations for two young  children as they 
had to watch  from the back seed as their  mother's vehicle 
collided with  another. both drivers were killed. sandra mulleded in 
ao was  driving with her son and  daughter early sunday morning  
when they crashed into another  car near laguna canyon. 

2:02 5/12/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

still developing at this  hour, at least five are dead and  75 others 
injured. a train headed for new york city  derailing outside 
philadelphia,  sending passengers flying,  screaming, and fighting 
for  their lives.  >> live in the news room, the  dramatic images 
from the scene  there, robert? >> reporter: colleen and chuck,  
from what we know, we are  talking about an m-track train,  from 
our national rail service. there are no seat belts on that  trains.  
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0:41 5/13/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and you're looking live  right now a large part of the 57  freeway, 
you see right there  still shut down in fullerton  after a deadly 
crash. one person died, several others  taken to the hospital. now 
police on scene tell us  several vehicles and a big rig  were 
involved in this mess. in fact, this is what it looked  like just after 
7:00 p.m. 

0:33 5/13/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the amtrak engineer at the  controls of the train that  derailed 
outside philadelphia  once worked right here in  california. brandon 
bastion worked with the  san francisco commuter train  system 
several years ago,  however, that agency is not  saying what 
exactly it was that  he was doing here. 

0:21 5/14/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a food for less in south  l.a. one customer was injured when  the 
ceiling gave way because of  the heavy rain there. firefighters 
treated and  released the customer at the  scene. the store had to 
close its doors  and will need to be inspected  before it can 
reopen.  

0:37 5/14/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

suddenly a father realized  he left his 1-year-old daughter  locked 
in his car. the problem is, he's now on a  train and getting further 
away  with every minute. all he can do is make this  urgent call to 
911. 

0:20 5/14/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 over what was  a large structure fire. this is in sun 
valley. this is a suspected illegal grow  house. that means 
marijuana plants  inside. now a lot of these have illegal  wiring and 
are a fire hazard. 

0:20 5/15/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a man in a car in west los  angeles found himself surrounded  by 
tree branches. a large tree came crashing down  and narrowly 
missing him and not  his car. wind and the wet storm helped  the 
tree topple over on federal  way near santa monica boulevard. 

1:48 5/18/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a freeway inferno. a big rig crashes into the  center divider, 
exploding into  names and trapping drivers. >> ted chang is out 
with crews  trying to fix this mess. >> we are here on huntington  
drive along the 210. 

0:45 5/18/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

for the first time, we were  hearing from a family of a  14-year-old 
boy who accidentally  shot and killed his 9-year-old  brother. 
investigators in perris say he  found the gun in a box and  started 
to play with it. 

0:42 5/18/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a wedding and party planning  business that caters to  celebrities 
and overseas clients  goes up in flames. anaheim firefighters 
faced a  scary moment when they cut the  door open to vent the 
fire. 

0:35 5/18/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have breaking news right  now just in. the family of a man with  
alzheimer who is disappeared  during a camping trip thes your  
help to try to find him. 

0:25 5/18/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

cell phone video captured a  dramatic rescue from a fiery  next 
north carolina in the  raleigh durham area. the silver suv slammed 
into the  red car and an army captain  happened to be driving by.  

1:36 5/20/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and we're closely monitoring  a construction collapse that  
happened in downtown los  angeles. a story we first broke on the  
nbc news app late this evening. beverly white is live on the  scene 
now with new information  on the workers buried under the  
cement.  

0:24 5/20/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

one woman hospitalized  tonight after being attacked by  a swarm 
of bees at the lake  elsinore levee. she and a friend were hiking  
this morning when she was stung  more than 200 times. now the 
area around the levee  was closed. an exterminator was called in. 
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0:50 5/20/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now we want to take you out  quickly to the scene of breaking  
news. aging pipes could be responsible  here. a water main break 
in commerce. let's find out. here is chris kristie.  

1:55 5/22/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we are tracking a breaking  story for you. a 3-year-old girl attacked 
by a  coyote in irvine. robert is live now with  information on how 
that little  girl is doing. >> reporter: fortunately that  little girl is 
going to be just  fine.  

0:27 5/22/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

investigators are trying to  twharm sparked a fire in kudahy. >> 
that was the moment  firefighters knew they had just  fallen 
through the roof. the firefighters managed to  slide down the roof. 
they are all expected to  survive. one did suffer severe burns.  

0:41 5/22/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the final report on the fiery  collision that killed people. the report 
flame the fedex  driver, but parents of the  southern california 
students  that are killed are not  satisfied. five students, three 
chaperons  and the driver of the bus and  the fedex truck was 
killed in  the crash. 

0:18 5/22/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a major miscalculation sent a  navy jet and pilot into san  diego 
bay. the pilot overshot the runway  during a training flight and he  
managed to eject the jet before  it hit the water and a nearby  
boater rescued him and brought  him back to the base. 

0:49 5/25/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

at first light, rescue teams  will resume their search for  survivors 
here after devastating  flash flooding that took place  in texas and 
oklahoma. at least four people were killed  and more than a dozen 
are still  missing tonight, including three  children. days of heavy 
rain sent the  blanco river between austin and  san antonio. 

0:48 5/25/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a wrong turn and a heart  breaking end to the search for a  missing 
orange county couple. only one of them survived. that, thanks to a 
man who  discovered them. it was an intense two-week  search for 
cecil and diana  bedwell. and yesterday a driver in a dune  buggy 
found the couple's car  stuck in a sandy crevice. 

0:28 5/25/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

dramatic video captures a  powerful waterspout sending an  
inflatable bounce house soaring  into the air on a south florida  
beach. a person captured it on a cell  phone with three children 
still  inside. the three children fell onto the  beach. all three were 
hurt.  

0:46 5/28/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a risky rescue pays off  for a group of good samaritans  after 
they spotted a car with  man inside slowly sinking into a  canal 
here. this happened yesterday in  antioch, which is in the east  bay 
this the san francisco area. police say the driver lost  control of his 
car, went off the  side of the road. 

0:55 5/29/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the san bernardino fair is  open for business, but the  attraction 
where a navy veteran  fell 28 feet to her death  remains shut 
down. the new free fall attraction is  where navy veteran sabina 
gordon  was killed. she climbed to the middle of the  section tower 
there where the  object is to jump into an  inflated air cushion 
positioned  below.  

0:34 6/1/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a live picture and breaking  news at 11:00 in burbank where a  
pickup truck broadsided a bus,  leaving several injured. this is a 
live picture from our  photo journalist on the ground  where this 
crash happened on  hollywood way and alameda 

0:22 6/1/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video tonight of a  rescue. firefighters pulling a man who  fell 
about 25 feet off a  motorcycle into a ravine near  corona. he went 
off the road near  hostetler. a team managed to pull him up to  
safety, although he did have  serious injuries. we're told his 
condition now is  stable.  
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0:26 6/1/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and the situation remains  critical for a little girl who  was hit by a 
car at terminal  seven at l.a.x. late this evening, her family  told us 
doctors tried to awaken  the 7-year-old, but she remains  
unresponsive. 

0:43 6/1/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

some dramatic moments after  a car barrels onto a sidewalk in  
brooklyn, knocking over a small  boy. we want to warn you going 
in the  video is graphic. playtime quickly turned into  chaos. the car 
jumped the curb, hits  the young child.  

1:15 6/2/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and more breaking news. first it was a call for help,  and now it's a 
murder  investigation as a tow truck  driver is ambushed on a 
service  call. >> we have new information from  investigators out 
there.  

0:19 6/2/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and this just in. investigators are on the scene  of a deadly 
pedestrian accident. this one in malibu. it happened on pacific 
coast  highway near zuma beach. the driver did stop, tried to  help. 
pacific coast highway is closed  in both directions in this area.  

0:40 6/2/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a pregnant woman and two  other people are in the hospital  
right now after a driver hit  them and crashed into several  cars in 
a parking lot in south  l.a. police say a man smashed into  seven 
cars and hit at least two  pedestrians near the  intersection of 
vermont and  vernon.  

0:35 6/2/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

wow, this disturbing video  out of texas shows the very  moment a 
car explodes, injuring  the driver and two police  officers. those 
officers were trying to  talk a man parked at a  convenience store 
when he ran  into the car and the explosion  went off inside.  

0:27 6/2/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and take a look at this. a quick-acting police officer  pulled a man 
from a burning car  and it's caught on the officer's  dash cam. early 
saturday morning, the  officer spotted this car in a  parking lot. it 
was burning while an over was  using a fire extinguisher he  
noticed a man in the driver's  seat. 

0:45 6/2/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it is nothing short of a  miracle, what you're going to  see here, a 3-
year-old boy run  down by a car in brooklyn, new  york, walks out 
of the hospital  just hours later with no serious  injuries, and there 
he is now,  24 hours earlier was quite a  different story. 

0:34 6/3/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

exclusive video obtained by  our sister station in san diego  shows 
a driver allegedly drunk  and stumbling out of a 10,000  gallon jet 
fuel tanker truck. 

0:31 6/4/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

frightening moments in west  hollywood. thick smoke went through 
an  apartment complex. this was the scene on beptly  avenue. it 
was contained to one unit,  but at least one person was  taken to 
the hospital. 

3:43 6/5/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now at 11:00, breaking news. a raw sewage leak and a huge  
response. nearly 30 ambulances called to  help patients 
overwhelmed by the  sewage. 

0:35 6/5/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a horrific freak accident  happened at boston's fenway park  
tonight. at least a fan with  life-threatening injuries after  a broken 
bat went flying into  the crowd. this happened during the second  
inning between the red sox and  it hit a woman in the face 

1:28 6/5/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
let's get an update right  now on that raw sewage leak in  san 
gabriel. in news chopper 4. 

0:37 6/5/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

emergency vehicles lighting  up the night outside the  assisted 
living facility in san  gabriel where we have the raw  sewage. let's 
go get the latest 
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0:28 6/8/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

another driver involved in  the deadly crash on pacific  coast 
highway is suing bruce  jenner known as caitlyn. the talent 
manager filed a  lawsuit. she was driving the car that was  rear 
ended in a pile up on  february seventh. according to papers, she 
has  mounting bills from lost wages,  hospital and medical 
expenses. 69-year-old kim howell of  calabasas was killed in the  
accident. >>  

1:37 6/9/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, the light rain  out there made for slick roads. the lapd 
said an suv veered off  the road in someone's yard in  pacific 
palisades. let's go to gotti schwartz with  a look at the damage left  
behind.  

1:08 6/10/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with breaking news. a three-car hit-and-run  accident. a 
search is under way for the  driver who may be responsible. >> 
one woman is dead and two  children are in critical  condition. over 
the scene in irvine, gill? >>  

2:20 6/10/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a bus driver is trapped for  hours after colliding with the  truck and 
the bus slammed into  the pole pinning the driver  inside. robert is 
in lakewood for us  where those who heard the crash  ran out to 
help. >>  

0:19 6/10/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news. you are looking at a wrong way  car crash in 
malibu. two people hurt. the driver of a honta civic was  going the 
wrong way and crashed  into another car on pch at  latigo canyon. 
>>  

0:22 6/11/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this just in. as crews ton work to shut off  the fire hydrant in west  
chester, in front of l.a.x. the lights making a sight. a driver hit the 
hydrant sending water several feet into the air  on west century 
boulevard. it did cause traffic problems  around the airport. the 
driver who hit the hydrant  took off.  

2:14 6/12/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

billowing smoke and you can see  this for miles after a cosmetics  
plant went up in flame. concerns for the firefighters  still on scene 
and for those who  live nearby. >> beverly white is in la puenty  
was there when some of them felt  a large blaze.  

0:14 6/12/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the wet weather out there  tonight caused this deadly next  
laverne. one person was killed when this  corvette went off the 
road on  the foothill on ramp to the  westbound 210 freeway and 
closed  that stretch of the road for  about two hours this evening. 

0:22 6/12/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the revolution roller coaster  at magic mountain is supposed to  be 
exciting or heart pounding. for a 10-year-old girl it was  way too 
much. she was found breathing, but  unconscious.  

0:13 6/15/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
and someone hit a fire  height right-hand that created  this instant 
hydrant. the leak has now been capped.  

0:23 6/15/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a popular roller coaster was  shut down after a child died,  
martinez was unconscious. magic mountain has said that the  roll 
coaster had nothing to do  with her death.  

0:45 6/15/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

shark attacks. and both children had to have an  arm amputated. 
yesterday afternoon, a  12-year-old girl was attacked  and an hour 
later, a panic call  911 came in and this time a  16-year-old boy 
taking a chunk  out of his arm. 

0:22 6/16/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an 89-year-old missing hiker is rescued. she was pinned between 
two  boulders in simi valley. in this photo you can see the  fire 
rescue team trying to get  her free from the rocks there. just a 
short time ago we learned the woman did not appear to have any 
kind of serious injury.  
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0:44 6/16/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, a growing  memorial for the victims who  were on a 
balcony that suddenly  collapsed in berkeley. people came to 
leave flowers  tonight, many of them shocked  and wondering how 
this ever  could have happened. a 21st birthday party turned  into 
an international tragedy. 

0:34 6/16/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a 16-year-old boy who lost  his left arm after a shark  attack on a 
north carolina beach is now talking about what  happened. >> i 
didn't see it coming. like i said, i felt it on my  leg. and then i saw it 
once it had  attacked my arm because it was  out of the water a 
little bit. 

0:22 6/17/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

crews are working to contain  this fire in the san bernardino  
national forest. this is south of big bear lake. the fire is only 15% 
contained. no structures have been damaged,  but several are at 
risk in the  area. five camps in the area have been  evacuated to 
be on the safe  side.  

0:35 6/17/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

meantime, hundreds of people  gathered in berkley, a  candlelight 
vigil and prayer for  the victims who died when a  balcony 
collapsed on tuesday. one man spent hours at the  hospital with 
survivors, and he  has a very tough job of telling  one young man 
his best friend  has died. 

0:19 6/18/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a pilot of this small single  imagine plane went off the  runway in 
long beach crashing  into a fence while he was trying  to land. this 
is a perimeter fence to the  long beach airport.  

2:02 6/18/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening now, 10,000 acres  and still spreading. the lake fire 
continues to burn  through the mountains in san  bernardino. 
patrick healy has been out there  on the fire lines all day and  back 
again in the big bear area. 

0:24 6/18/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

excessive chlorine may be to  blame for making dozens sick at  a 
california water park. paramedics called to antioch to  help a child 
having trouble  breathing. 

0:28 6/19/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now, firefighters are  scrambling to keep the lake fire  from 
jumping highway 38. fit does, it's making a run to  big bear. it's 
extremely close right now  and the highway is shut down  from 
angeles oak to lake  williams. it's about 10% contained. 

0:18 6/19/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a tragic sky diving  accident. a man is killed in san diego. the man 
was moving the  parachute's toggles but that  didn't seem to slow 
him down. he died at the scene.  

0:20 6/19/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

what caused a piece truck to  slam in a pizza place? the driver and 
passengers were  taken to the hospital. the truck traveled 90 
yards, hit  bushes before it ran into the  restaurant. eight other 
people are  recovering after a car slammed  into a restaurant with 
people  inside. 

0:18 6/19/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the lapd is calling it an  accident. it happened in midtown at a  
shopping mall this afternoon. detectives say a woman in her  60s 
was behind the wheel.   

0:48 6/19/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight we know how two women  were able to jump from a 
second  story balcony in toluca lake  without any injury as fire  
thread through their building. this was under construction this  
afternoon destroying cars and  really just about anything in  its 
path. 

0:20 6/22/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

take a look at this video of a  car fire on 118 freeway. westbound 
side. west of rocky peak road. ventura and l.a. county  firefighters 
responded to the  car fire that spread to the  surrounding brush.  
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0:44 6/22/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a pet rescue. this one caught on camera in  south dakota. two 
friends coming back from  rock climbing with their new  go-pro 
camera. saw smoke from an apartment  complex. that's when they 
realized  firefighters weren't there yet.  

0:36 6/22/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

fire investigators trying to  figure out what started a barn  fire in 
little rock that claimed  the lives of several animals. l.a. county 
officials say the  fire started before 2:30 this  afternoon.  

0:24 6/23/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and two teenagers died in a  crash on this freeway. they say justin 
and walker  suddenly start swerving across  the freeway and hit 
the back of  a big rig.  

0:14 6/24/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

fire races right up to the  doorsteps. >> looking good so.  >> it 
started to get a little  more nervous inside. >> people escape, 
hoping  firefighters will save their  homes.   

3:01 6/24/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and crews are now confident  it's safe for residence to  return. >> 
reporter: they're able to  return, all except those in the  crescent 
valley mobile estates. that is a a very promising sign  and another 
promising sign,  containment at 20% that came at  a valiant fire 
fight. and you saw a lot of their  efforts up here on the channel 4  
news cast at 5:00 and 6:00. 

0:28 6/24/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this would be a good time to  go over to chris coleman with  how 
temperatures are going to  effect through the night. >> at the start 
of the fire, 30  mile-per-hour gusts out of the  south. and it's cooler 
but actually  drier right now.  

0:34 6/24/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to breaking news on  another fire. fixed-wing aircraft 
grounded. pilots spotted a mystery drone  flying above big bear. 
and the forest service is taking  its flee whoever it is that is  driving 
the clone to stop. they will not fly any fixed-wing  aircraft until they 
know it's  safe.  

1:41 6/25/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a head-on crash. three people killed. two others listed in serious  
condition. nbc 4s beverly white joins us  live from the crash scene 
where  she learned a possible cause  behind this accident. 

0:32 6/25/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening right now -- fire  fighters battling a brushfire in san 
bernardino. exploded in city limits east of  del rosa avenue. at one 
point two drones got in  the way of crews fighting the  flames. 

0:19 6/25/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a deputy's body camera  captures dramatic rescue of a  woman 
whose house was on fire. this happened in south dakota. all the 
doors were either locked or blocked. this deputy head to smash  
through a win deto get inside. 

0:18 6/26/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

terrible fireworks accident  as a teenager loses three  fingers. 
firefighters say the 13-year-old  boy was holding some type of  fire 
work when it suddenly  exploded in his hand.  

0:28 6/26/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

just in two people who died  in the plane crash in alaska  were 
from lodi, central valley  california. the couple on a sight seeing  
plane that crashed into a  mountain 25 miles outside of the  local 
city. 

0:24 6/29/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a fire in lompoc and burned  328 acres. and it's still too risky to let  
people return. it's only 55% contained. peal rr update you with new  
information on "today in l.a."   

0:23 6/29/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

they believe accelerants may  have fuelled the flames that  church 
and the fire crews kept  that fire from spreading and  considering 
the building is made  from wood and only damaged the  front 
porch and attic.  

0:50 6/29/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this next story really does  give the new meaning to dine and  then 
dash. imagine you're sitting down for  lunch and suddenly a tire 
flies  through the door and into the  restaurant. it actually 
happened yesterday  in santa ana.  
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0:53 6/29/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight, an identity  mystery, a woman found doesn't  know who 
she is and now she  wants her help. firefighters found her on  
february first. rushed her to a hospital, she  woke up in the cancer 
ward and  told she had a tumor on her  ovaries. all she can 
remember is what is  in her dreams. she remembers traveling to  
australia and to hawaii.  

0:22 6/30/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news a manhole  explosion triggers a power  outage for 
thousands in silver  lake. crews are working on the  situation that 
unfolded. power has just been turned back  on for 12,000 
customer. and more than 8,000 still in the  dark perhaps until 6:00 
a.m.  

0:21 6/30/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and injures several children. a woman hit a van with five  children 
inside. detectives think the driver may  have been distracted. 
they're not listed in critical  condition.  

0:34 6/30/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

nobody likes to see this. new tonight, another historic  black 
church burns to the  ground. it caught fire tonight in  greeleville, 
south carolina. years ago, the ku klux klan  burned it down. it's to 
early to tell if it was  a arson or a lightning storm. there have been 
a string of  fires at churches in the south.  

0:50 6/30/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight a dog that died  after being hilt is credited for  saving at 
least one of their  lives. they were hiking when all 13  people were 
struck, all of them  trance ported including jonathan  hardman who 
had been hiking with  his dog ram bow. 

0:26 6/4/15 11:15p 
Alcohol and Drug 

Abuse 

300 kilos of cocaine worth  $35 million on the street have  been 
sieged. they were found at the home and  in the trunk of a car in 
the  victorville area may have ties  to the sinaloa drug cartel  in  
mexico. they were packaged in bundles  and covered in laundry 
deterge  ept and plastic. >>  

0:28 4/6/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

a job at starbucks come  could with a free college  education. the 
company says it will offer  workers four years at arizona  
university. this is an expansion of the  two-year college 
achievement  program. and more than 140,000 full-time  and part-
time employees are  eligible for this program.  

0:27 4/16/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

in culver city, officials at  sony pictures are fuming over  the latest 
posting by wiki  leaks. the website has published a  searchable 
database of sony  e-mails and documents stolen  last year by 
hackers and anyone  can now look through that  database and 
read more than  200,000 e-mails and other  documents. 

0:28 4/23/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

the apple watch arrives  tomorrow. the lines have let the record  
started. they want this watch. fred, more than a dozen people  
camped outside this boutique to  purchase a watch from this  
fashion boutique. the store is one of only a  handful of retailers 
worldwide  that has it for sale. it's not cheap. the apple watch 
starts at $350. depending on the model it can go  up to $15,000. 

1:49 4/24/15 11:06p 
Business & 

Industry 

happening right now,  starbucks shutdown. a massive computer 
glitch  forcing some stores to close and  others to give out free 
coffee  tonight. tonight some are worried the  chain was the target 
of a hack. 

0:22 4/24/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

pepsi is going to make a  change. the company is dropping  
aspartame and replacing it with  splenda in diet pepsi. pepsi says 
it is listening to  its customers and making the  change even 
though studies show  the aspartame is safe.   

0:29 5/4/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

we're now learning how tech  genius david goldberg died. they say 
he suffered head trauma  and blood loss after collapsing. goldberg 
found surveymonkey and  married to facebook chief  operating 
officer and author  sheryl sandberg. the couple was on vacation 
with  their two children when this  accident happened.   
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0:39 5/4/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

tonight a bigger fight  breeing out of the  mayweather/pacquiao 
boxing  match. people were live streaming this  weekend's $100 
pay-per-view  fight. that means a lot of people  apparently watched 
it for free.  

0:28 5/7/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

one woman is suing verizon  wireless because she says  customer 
service gave her a  heart attack. the woman is from virginia. she is 
suing for more than $2  million. she claims representatives  
accused her of saying she was  going to kill everyone and they  
threatened to call the police. 

0:19 5/11/15 11:32p 
Business & 

Industry 

a wire fraud scheme has a  newport man facing charges only  the. 
55-year-old stevens seeking  bogus deals. he had no business 
with the  rights.  

0:17 5/15/15 11:08p 
Business & 

Industry 

if you shop at target, you might  be getting a few extra dollars  
thanks to the  multimillion-dollar settlement. it's for those who are 
part of  that huge data breech around  christmas 2013. 

2:05 5/19/15 11:10p 
Business & 

Industry 

price gouging or capitalism. an uber driver teaches people  how to 
drive up prices and make  money. after we showed you this video  
on you tube, it vanished. for the first time, we talked  with that uber 
driver behind the  tutorial. 

0:42 5/22/15 11:04p 
Business & 

Industry 

happening now disneyland is  forced to close their gates. the party 
shut down for some  guests when the park hit maximum  capacity. 
full capacity is between 75 and  85,000 people. 

0:19 5/22/15 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

no deal. a $19 million settlement between  target and mastercard 
is off. that was after and about 40  million credit and debit card  
attacks. >> an adult online dating  service is reporting a security  
breech. 

0:20 5/25/15 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

for this tee shirt of an  upside down american flag, it  took off on 
social media with  many people calling it  disrespectful. it's widely 
known that they're  flown upside down in emergency.  

0:21 5/25/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

we may be just a few hours  from the announcement of a deal  
where charter communications  takes control of time-warner. the 
today in l.a. team will show  you what the potential is for  dodger 
fans in the morning.  

0:19 6/4/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

subway is going all natural. they are pulling artificial  ingredients 
from their menu. one ingroedient that is going is  carmel coloring 
that is added to  steak and pastrami. it won't be complete for 
another  two years. >>  

0:23 6/15/15 11:20p 
Business & 

Industry 

the gap is now planning to  close 105 stores. they say the move is 
necessary  to boost their struggling  brands. gap outlet are not part 
of this  closure. and their eliminating other  corporate shows.  

0:22 6/22/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

kfc says the chicken breast  served was not a rat. now we first 
brought you the  story last week when the story  went viral on 
social media. kfc sent a piece of the checken  breast for testing. 

0:28 6/24/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

whole foods is accused of  over charging on prepackaged  foods. 
inspectors say the over charging  ranged from 80 cents to nearly  
15 bucks in some cases. whole foods calls the finding  over 
reaching allegations. in 2012, they found over pricing  in california 
as well.  

0:31 4/23/15 11:05p Children & Youth  

new tonight, video showing  the very moments the 6-year-old  boy 
from fontana with autism is  reunited with his family. take a look. 
>> whose coat is this? the family's so excited. police say cristobal 
patino  wandered away from his home on  manzanita drive 
wearing just a  diaper this afternoon. he was found near a 
neighbor's  home. he is home now and safe.   
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0:27 5/6/15 11:33p Children & Youth  

to parents, if you haven't  heard about the game of 72. teenagers 
dare each other to  disappear for 12, 24 or 72 hours  without telling 
their family. it's difficult to track just  exactly how many kids are 
doing  it. but police say it is something  to be aware of.  

0:44 5/26/15 11:10p Children & Youth  

a softball team heartbroken  that a community now coming  
together for a high school  freshman who suffered a brain  
aneurism while at bat during a  softball tournament. she is now on 
life support after collapsing last weekend during  the final inning of 
her team's  softball tournament. her family says she is not  
showing any signs of brain  activity. 

0:48 5/26/15 11:17p Children & Youth  

what an experience this was. she thought she was going to die 
and so did those on the ground  who watched as the children's  
bounce house literally flew  across a florida parking lot  with the 
kids inside. just about everybody on the  beach saw this powerful  
waterspout coming ashore, except for one and two others playing  
inside the bounce house. some held on, and samoya  couldn't. 

0:29 6/1/15 11:11p Children & Youth  

and a high school football  player remains hospitalized  after he 
collapsed on the field. but his coaches may have saved  his life. 
this is video of the football  team conditioning in la verne  earlier 
this morning. 

2:06 6/17/15 11:06p Children & Youth  

now to a story that's  touched a lot of people. a family's heartache 
as a father  says his son was bullied to  death. the 16-year-old had 
asperger's  and committed suicide after  leaving behind a very 
powerful  letter. nbc 4's patrick healy is live  with the message 
spreading on  social media. 

0:45 6/29/15 11:17p Children & Youth  

and these teens wrote to  whitey. and they were shocked when 
they  got his response. >> someone who was different  from a 
president or a positive  role model. >> the students say that the  
letter didn't match up with the  mob boss that they researched  
who lived 11 years as a  murderer.  

0:45 6/30/15 11:14p Children & Youth  

controversy over a  6-year-old's hair kit. now there, are claims that 
child  was the victim of racial  discrimination. attorneys for the 
african  american boy filed a civil  rights complaint. it's called a 
buzz. the school policy calls it an  extreme haircut. >> we believe 
he was treated  differently. 

0:47 4/3/15 11:15p consumer 

the internet or wi-fi nanny  cams are used to monitor  children 
while they are in  another part of the home or  away. what if you 
are not the only one  watching. hackers broke into their nanny  
cam and posted pictures of their  child on a website along with a  
lot of other kids. 

0:42 4/6/15 11:16p consumer 

and the market for breast  milk is booming. but tonight, research is 
warning mothers that some milk sold  online can hurt your baby. 
women who can't produce enough  breast milk turns to an online  
market that is unregulated. doctors in ohio tested 100  samples. 

0:23 4/13/15 11:18p consumer 

you can expect to see your  water bill going up in the  coming 
months. that's one of the many issues  bog brought up at the mwd  
meeting today. everyone agreed the rates will  go up. tomorrow a 
26 board members will  vote on theels rules discussed  today 
which actually affect  something like 19 million people  here in 
southern california.   

0:43 4/15/15 11:15p consumer 

growing outrage. some say the u.s. government is  not going to 
enough to contax  payers out of millions of  dollars. nearly half 
million complaints  have come in about those calls  and tax payers 
duped into  handing over $15 million. dozens contacted us.  
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0:19 4/15/15 11:33p consumer 

hopefully you know today is  tax day at least what is left of  it and 
some post offices are  staying open late. two are open for 25 
minutes more  if you still need to mail out  your taxes, one on 
central  avenue in l.a. and on sunday  flower avenue in santa ana.  

0:46 4/16/15 11:18p consumer 

warning tonight if you were  looking to add a pet to your  family. 
online pet adoption scams are  skyrocketing. website like this one 
post  hundreds of dogs and cats for  sale. experts say many of 
these  listings are actually fake with  the photos lifted from other  
website. 

1:07 4/27/15 11:16p consumer 

a billing error nearly cost  a woman $15,000. lessly tells the i team, 
she  contacted the transportation  authority to change the credit  
card on her fast track account  five years ago. she says the new 
credit card  apparently never registered. at that point, she owed 
money  for missed tolls. 

4:19 4/28/15 11:10p consumer 

now for the first time,  we're about to take you behind  the scenes 
at some of l.a.'s  most popular restaurants to  expose food 
poisoning. joel grover who has been  exposing the it for decades. 
and he joins us now to name  names in his latest restaurant  
investigation.  

0:47 4/30/15 11:04p consumer 

erin brokovic, says she now plans to file a class action lawsuit for 
local residents angry about the black water coming from their taps. 
now we first reported on this issue in february. at a townhall 
meeting tonight, she announced the law suit against golden state 
water company on behalf of thousand of customers in gardenia, 
hawthorne, and lawndale 

0:51 5/6/15 11:15p consumer 

do you know anyone who signed up  for the do not call registry 
who  is not getting unwanted  telemarketing calls? for most, these 
calls remain a  nuisance, and signing up for  that national registry 
is not  enough, but new tools promise to  help block those calls 

0:38 5/7/15 11:15p consumer 

you know the keyless entry  fobbs that you use for your  kafrl it 
makes life a lot easier  and it is making it easier for  thieves break 
in. there is a new and perhaps  really odd way that is a  solution to 
the problem. here's video thieves in long  beach using a cheap 
amplify per  extends your fob signal. 

0:54 5/8/15 11:17p consumer 

a security deposit scandal,  and it's possible that you might  be a 
victim. under a new class action  settlement, apartment complexes  
all across southern california  have to repay hundreds of  dollars in 
fees that they kept  from tenants when they moved  out. up to 
$288 is up for grabs for  tenant whose lived in one of 31  
apartment buildings, dating back  to 2008. they are shown on a 
map that we  have. we have locations that range  from burbank to 
long beach. 

0:32 5/12/15 11:17p consumer 

hackers are using the  starbucks app to get into your  bank 
account. the company's auto function used  to refill accounts is the 
target  here. hackers are hitting the mobile  payment app and 
starbucks gift  cards. people who use the auto function  could 
actually be sending their  money to accounts created by  hackers. 

0:26 5/15/15 11:06p consumer 
we have a warning if you are  buying disneyland tickets on  
craigslist. a scammer has been selling phony  half price tickets on 
the  website. 

2:28 5/18/15 11:14p consumer 

the new online video that is  raising questions about whether  uber 
drivers can jack up prices  before they pick up a customer. this is a 
part of what some call  driving for a surge. >> this is that video. it's 
basically a how to surge  quite and trying to get other  drivers to to 
do the same. 
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3:15 5/19/15 11:14p consumer 

food poisoning at a popular  southern california restaurant. 
exposed on social media because  your health department is not  
telling but the risk. joel grover has been uncovering  the dangerous 
of dining out and  they uncovered another food  poisoning 
outbreak. here's the latest restaurant  investigation. 

0:19 5/22/15 11:16p consumer 

adult friend finder said 4  million of their 64 million  members may 
have been  compromised including names and  e-mail addresses 
and they are  not sure if financial  information was also  
compromised. 

0:20 5/26/15 11:07p consumer 

more than 100,000 taxpayers  had their identity stolen from  the irs 
database. the irs says sophisticated  criminals hacked into a 
system  called "get transcript", and  stole people's information. the 
irs is notifying those  affected.  

0:28 5/28/15 11:18p consumer 

identity thieves have a new  way to get your money, and they  are 
preying on people affected  by store security breaches. here is 
how it work. the federal trade commission  says the thieves are 
now posing  as credit card representatives. they ask for your 
security code  to verify suspicious activity on  your account. 
instead, they sell that code  online. if they call you, you need to  
hang up and call customer  service for your credit card to  make 
sure it's the real deal.  

0:21 6/12/15 11:18p consumer 
now to a father's day warn  figure you haven't found a gift  for dad 
yet. beware of online thiefs that may  be flooding your e-mails with  
fake promotions. 

0:27 6/16/15 11:16p consumer 

a mysterious text alert is  tricking a lot of people out of  their 
money. so how do you spot a fake? wells fargo says scam artists  
are sending these texts and  e-mails to customers saying  there's 
a problem with their  debit card. 

0:23 6/16/15 11:33p consumer 

just hang up. that's what police are  suggesting orange county  
residents do if they're getting  calls from aggressive scammers. 
there are more and more reports  of people pretending to be from  
the irs these days. in the past 24 hours newport  beach police 
received more than  150 calls. hang up and then you should fill out 
a report on the irs website.  

0:23 6/17/15 11:17p consumer 

the fcc is telling at&t to  pay up. it plans to fine the company  $100 
million for misleading  consumers about their unlimited  data plan. 
they say the company slowed down  data speeds after people  
purchased those plans. at&t say it will dispute the  fine.  

0:28 4/2/15 11:15p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

a landmark ruling bay  federal judge has given a  transgendered 
california inmate  the right to have a sex change. michelle 
norsworthy, formally  known as jeffrey norsworthy will  undergo 
gender reassignment to  become a woman. 

0:34 4/16/15 11:18p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

a medical marijuana delivery  app for smart phones will not be  
making deliveries here in los  angeles. but not in other parts of  
california, where it's  apparently okay.  

0:33 4/21/15 11:09p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

an orange county judge who  gave a reduced sentence to a  
convicted child molester is once  again being asked to resign. 
today orange county supervisors  passed a resolution asking for  
the resignation of the superior  court judge mark kelly,  according 
to the l.a. times  kelly sentenced a man to ten  years in prison 
marry than the  minimum 25 years mandated by  law.  

2:45 6/9/15 11:00p 
court and legal 

decisions 

>> today's decision shows the  justice system if run by decent  and 
honest people will find the  right answer. >> satisfaction and 
justice. after los angeles police  commission rules that one  officer 
was out of policy in the  shooting death of her son. >>  
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0:26 6/9/15 11:10p 
court and legal 

decisions 

former lapd officer henry so  liz had his bail increaseed from  two 
million to $10 million. that happened today. this is video at today's  
hearing. prosecutors asked for the  increase because he has 
prison  to be a flight risk. the 27-year-old is accused of  shooting 
and killing a man at a  pomona bar and trying to hide in  mexico. 
he is due to be arraigned june  30th.  

0:28 6/10/15 11:15p 
court and legal 

decisions 

charles merit is accused of  killing his business person and  his 
wife and two youngs five  years ago. they argue they beat them in  
their home. there is other evidence that  disputes that claim. he is 
scheduled for a  preliminary hearing next monday. >>  

0:32 6/10/15 11:16p 
court and legal 

decisions 

the sheriff's deputy is  facing perjury charges and  filing a false 
arrest report. they stem from the 2012 arrest  of chris gray who 
said he was  falsely accused of trying to  free someone in custody 
in a  patrol car. 

0:40 6/11/15 11:08p 
court and legal 

decisions 

new tonight, a push to  legalize street vendors in los  angeles, and 
it heats up. dozens packed the van nuys city  hall demanding that 
law  enforcement stop harassing  street vendors. they say the 
vendors contribute  to the local economy, and the  culture of los 
angeles and the  city should recognize that. 

2:39 6/26/15 11:00p 
court and legal 

decisions 

victory and vows. celebrations to night from the  white house to 
west hollywood. the supreme court ruling gay  marriage legal in all 
50 states. >> nbc 4s robert kovacik in west  hollywood where 
thousand are  celebrating this historic  moment.  

0:50 6/26/15 11:03p 
court and legal 

decisions 

many conservative, religious  groups are vowing to fight the  
ruling. one local religious leader says  heap is disappointed but  
certainly not surprised. >> the five supreme court  justices got it 
wrong. 

1:06 4/1/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man ambushed, shot and  killed in his own yard and at  11:00, a 
killer is on the run.  >> nbc 4's gadi schwartz just  spoke with 
investigators. he joins us live from valley  glen. >> reporter: the 
police response  out here was extremely quick. but the gunman is 
still on the  loose. witnesses down the street on  fulton say they 
heard one or two  shots earlier around 8:00 but it  did not seem as 
though the  gunman or two suspects got in a  getaway car.  

0:18 4/1/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a string of home break ins. police are asking woodland hills  
residents to be on the look  outout for this car. lapd says this car 
has been  linked to eight home burglaries.   

2:12 4/1/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a deadly shooting in  hawthorne. two people in a woman 
killed. the shooter died in the middle  of the street and a 12-year-
old  boy is in the hospital with  gunshot wounds. nbc 4's beverly 
white pieced  together more on the gunman and  what happened. 
>> reporter: the child survived  this apparent ambush. he was shot 
at close range by a  man who police say executed the  boy's 
mother before being killed  himself by a patrol officer with  the 
hawthorne police officer. 

0:25 4/1/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information in  the assault and robbery of an  87-
year-old man near the rose  bowl in pasadena. three suspects in 
custody and  officers have the name of the  fourth person who is 
still at  large. 

0:58 4/1/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are hearing from the  family of a man killed in what  police are 
saying is a street  racing accident. the children of brian douglas --  
>> [ inaudible ] on instagram and said a mustang  and --  >> that's 
his daughter emily. the kids are urging the driver  who left the 
scene to come  forward to help with the  investigation. 
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2:31 4/1/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story  tonight. a bombshell of accusations set  
to rock the los angeles county  district attorney's office. law 
enforcement insiders saying  that a lawsuit just filed stands  to 
open a huge fault right  through the most powerful  division. nbc 
4's robert kovacik is one of  the first reporters to get a  copy of the 
lawsuit and he is  gathering the details for us. 

0:32 4/1/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and as robert mentioned the  legal team for real estate heir  robert 
durst is getting ready to  appear tomorrow in court in new  orleans. 
lawyers argued that fbi agents  illegally searched his new  orleans 
hotel room before he was  arrested on charges of gun and  drug 
possession and attorneys  tried to cover it up. durst faces a 
murder charge in  los angeles for the death of his  friend susan 
berman. 

0:30 4/1/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are waiting for the  autopsy results on andrew getty  who was 
found dead in his home  yesterday. two weeks ago he filed a  
restraining order against his  ex-girlfriend. he wrote about suffering 
from a  serious medical condition that  puts him at risk of death. 

0:45 4/1/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police officer who was not  in uniform is caught berating an  uber 
driver in a roadside tirade  caught by a contact seat camera.  >> 
how long you been in this  country? you're not important enough.   

0:39 4/1/15 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pursuit with a motorcycle  just ended. let's go to news chopper 4.  
>> a very high speed chase on  the 605 freeway south coming to  
the 405 and then on 7th street  in the long beach area. they lost 
the motorcycle for a  time but recovered him with the  help of the 
airship overhead. the suspect turned the  headlights off on the 
motorcycle  and gave up here. now the suspect is in custody. 

2:05 4/2/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00. she screamed and then she  
disappeared. tonight the search is on for  this car, linked to a 
toddler's  abduction. >> nbc 4's beverly white was  with police 
when they learned  the little girl had been found. beverly? >> 
reporter: carolyn, you could  almost see the relief on their  faces. 
veteran law enforcement officers  who feared the worse and say  
gardena has never had a case  like this, a stranger abduction  in 
broad daylight that began as  a critical missing person.  

2:15 4/2/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now the a troubling new  twist in a phone scam that we're  
following. irs impostors swindling one  woman out of thousands of  
dollars and her husband is  reporting her missing. nbc 4's gadi 
schwartz is live  with more on how this all went  down. gadi? >> 
reporter: chuck, this scam  was happening so often today  here in 
sierra madre that the  police chief thought somebody  had just 
grabbed the sierra  madre phone book and started  calling as 
many people as they  could.  

2:15 4/2/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story we  revealed for the first time last  night 
at 11:00. a jaw-dropping lawsuit as the  head of the most powerful  
prosecution unit in los angeles  is accused of sexually harassing  
two of his attorneys. robert kovacik broke that story  last night and 
continues tonight  with new information. robert? >> chuck, 24 
hours later, and we  still have yet to hear back  interest the district 
attorney's  office. 

0:18 4/2/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a teenager is  recovering after being shot  while walk 
do you think the  street. it happened around 5:00 this  evening in 
santa ana. police say the 15-year-old saw a  green car driving 
toward him,  but the next thing he knew,  medics were take him to 
the  hospital. no word on who shot him or why,  but the boy is 
expected to  survive.  
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0:42 4/2/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother is remembered  tonight after she was gunned  down in 
front of her son in  hawthorne. denise berry and her 12-year-old  
son were driving in their car  yesterday when police say they  
noticed someone's feet hanging  out of the window of a cadillac. 
berry and her son laughed. 

0:24 4/2/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bizarre scene in court  today during the hearing of real  estate 
heir and accused murderer  robert durst. the fbi agent subpoenaed 
by his  defense team never showed up. durst faces several firearm  
challenges in new orleans. agents for durst say agents  illegally 
searched his room. 

0:27 4/2/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a taxi ride turned violent  in san francisco when the  passenger 
starts hitting the  driver with a padlock. a camera that was 
attached to  the rear view mirror shows the  guy in the back seat 
repeatedly  punching the driver with a  padlock in his fist. 

0:23 4/2/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in new york, two women are  in jail after police say they  plan to 
commit a terrorist  attack like the boston marathon  bombings. noel 
valencez and siddiqi are  accused of having inspirations  to turn 
the tanks into bombs.  

0:47 4/2/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to the story of an  overanxious tow truck driver who  hooks up 
a car with kids inside. this happened in friday in  arlington, virginia. 
this father says that his  7-year-old son had a bad cold,  so he 
went out to a cvs to get  some medicine. his 17-year-old daughter 
waited  this the car with her brother,  and suddenly they felt a large  
volt. 

2:28 4/3/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she didn't deserve this. she did not deserve this.  >> sadness and 
anger as friends,  family and co-workers gather to  remember a 
mother gunned down  because she looked at someone  the wrong 
way.  >> nbc 4's beverly white was at  the vigil tonight and joins us  
now. >> reporter: an outpouring for  the whom who drove buses 
for a  living but died behind the wheel  of her personal car. her 
killer is dead but for her  loved ones is it a profound  injustice. the 
intersection was not on  denise barry's mta route. 

0:41 4/3/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the serge continues for a  child predator who kidnapped a  2-year-
old girl. the child is safe after the  kidnapper dropped off off in a  
parking lot last night. here's what police have. this video showing a 
nissan  altima that was seen casing a  car wash in gardena where 
the  girl disappeared. we spoke with a witness who  spotted her in 
the parking lot  two and a half hours after the  abduction. 

2:40 4/3/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're learning details about  the man who shot and killed  himself 
at universal studios  today scaring people up the hill  at the theme 
park. nbc 4's kate larsen is live with  what led up to the single shot. 
>> reporter: that's right. you know, sheriffs are still  investigating 
how that man got  on to the lot with a gun today. now security here 
like at many  theme parks only enforces bag  checks at the 
entrance. 

0:48 4/3/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a judge sentenced a former  special education teacher to  three 
years in prison for having  sex with students. summer hanson is 
her name and  she entered a guilty plea to 16  sex-related felonies 
with  underage students. after listening to the pain  expressed by 
the parents of her  victims she made an apology. 

0:19 4/3/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have video of a  particular they want you to see. take a look 
at this. this man broke into a home and  stole jewelry and a laptop  
computer. a couple days later, the  homeowner received an alert 
that  her computer was at local  pawnshop. the man left before 
police could  get there.   
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0:20 4/3/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have a new sketch of  a man wanted for a brutal attack  at 
a metro green line station. he attacked a young woman. the man 
pulled at her purse and  started kicking and punching her  in the 
face. this happened last november. the attacker took off with her  
cell phone.   

0:29 4/3/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a disturbing attack in san  francisco. a homeless man hit in the 
whed a  pipe. this video shows a well-known  panhandler sitting on 
a bucket  and a man walks up and bashes  him in the head. the 
homeless man is in critical  condition with 50 stitches. police 
arrested the man who  attacked him. 

0:40 4/3/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

remember that nypd detective  caught lashing out at an uber  
driver he is apologizing  tonight.  >> you are not important enough.  
>> that is just part of the  encounter. now the detective says he is  
sorry and he wants to buy that  driver dinner 

0:26 4/3/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a judge sentenced a san diego  man for creating a revenge porn  
website. the man was sentenced to 18  years in prison. he allowed 
ex-husbands and  ex-boyfriends to submit  embarrassing photos 
to his  website for revenge.  

0:27 4/3/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

several san francisco police  officers could be suspended over  a 
racist text scandal. it stems from a federal  investigation into a 
sergeant  convicted of fraud and  conspiracy in february. 
investigators uncovered  countless racist and homophobic  text 
messages exchanged with  other san francisco police  officers. 

0:18 4/6/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following breaking  news from palms, where police  are 
investigating a shooting  there. we're told the victim walked  into a 
restaurant on venice  boulevard, saying he had been  shot and 
needed help. paramedics arrived and took him  to the hospital. 
police are trying to figure out  what happened and to find the  
shooter.  

1:42 4/6/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an 8-year-old boy remains in critical season after a stray  bullet hit 
him in the head while he was asleep in what was  supposed to be 
the safety of his own bed. we go live to del rey with the  latest on 
the investigation. gadi? >> reporter: the gunman may have been 
wearing a ski mask. the family has no idea who he  was, and 
neither do police. 

2:10 4/6/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators find a new  clue on a brutal attack at a  beach. a 
woman was sexually assaulted  no the sand on manhattan beach,  
when her boyfriend was nearby,  helpless to stop it. we go to 
manhattan beach, where  beverly has been talking with  
investigators. beverly? >> reporter: they confirm the  presence of 
police all on the  lookout for the stranger, who  stole the couple's 
sense of  security, and property, last  seen wearing a hoodie and 
jeans. 

0:21 4/6/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pasadena police are  investigating two businesses  suspecteded 
of making hash oil. news chopper four over the scene when units 
were at their command post. an anonymous call came in this  
afternoon, reporting the  businesses manufacturing a  controlled 
substance. 

0:17 4/6/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police trying to find the  reason why two men were shot in  long 
beach tonight. one of them critically bounded. it happened just 
before 5:00. one person is now in custody. 

0:21 4/6/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police, tonight, are  trying to figure out what led to a deadly 
shooting in azuza. we told you about the story on  our news today 
at noon. a man was found shot to death at north side park. his 
body discovered before 7:00  this morning. 
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0:17 4/6/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation underway in arcadia, after a nordstrom store was 
evacuated because of a bomb  threat. a search of the store did not  
turn up an explosive device. 

0:46 4/6/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, a man is under  arrest for attempted robbery at  a riverside 
gas station. thanks to the quick actions of a good samaritan. we 
showed you the surveillance  video earlier today. you see the 
moment a man jumps  at the cash register. but is stopped by a 
man in the  red shirt.  

0:51 4/6/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a criminal investigation is  under way tonight after a  delaware 
family was found  poisoned while they were on  vacation in the u.s. 
virgin  islands. the two teenage boys are in  critical condition, while 
the  father is improving and the  mother is released and said to  be 
doing well. 

0:26 4/6/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the jury of seven women and  five men are slated to begin  
deliberations in the boston  marathon bombing trial. they used 
graphic images that  this attack was intended to  spread terror. the 
defense team for dzhokhar  tsaranev, admitted his role in  the 
bombing.  

0:42 4/7/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what if there was no video? a family is asking that question  
tonight. but they are thankful there was  indeed video. and it has 
now led to murder  charges filed against a white  south carolina 
police officer. accused of shooting and killing  a black man. now 
we've stopped the video here  because it is too disturbing to  
show. a bystander recorded this on  saturday as patrolman 
michael  slager shot and killed walter  scott. 

0:29 4/7/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a warning from police  after a robbery at the atm on  the 
campus of ucla. a man near the ucla medical  plaza told a victim 
he had a gun  and board person to withdraw  money from the atm. 

0:16 4/7/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new video out of  tarzana. take a close look at this  
surveillance video. four burglars breaking into cars  there. they 
were caught here striking  around reseda boulevard and  collins 
street just north of the  101 freeway.  

0:25 4/7/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight two men are out on  bail after being busted bypass  dean a 
police for a drug lab. they say they seized 500 pounds  of pot and 
200 bottles of hash  oil. police booked jeffrey and mark. their 
attorneys say they were  making legal botanical products  and they 
will fight any charges.  

0:28 4/7/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues for a  man police say kidnapped and  injured 
a 2-year-old girl in  gardena. investigators had been following  up 
on a number of 10s police had  been receiving but the child  
predator is still at large. the child wantedered away from  her 
mother. 

0:39 4/7/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

authorities are looking for  two men caught on camera and  
robbing a doughnut shop and  putting the employee in a  
chokehold. these two men dress in the  hoodies were there 
sunday night. that's when the san bernardino  county sheriff's 
department said  one of the men grabbed an  employee in the 
back of the  store and then forced him to the  front in that 
chokehold.  

0:26 4/7/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an attorney for the family of  a tv producer mistakenly shot  and 
killed by l.a. county  sheriff's deputies says there's  a settle. but it 
needs to be approved by  the l.a. board of commissioners. you 
may remember last year the  deputies killed 30-year-old john  
winkler. 
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0:23 4/7/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now attorneys are  asking for rob durst to be  extradited. 
today they said that he will  cover the cost here but  prosecutors 
say the extradition  could take months. that's because he is facing  
weapons charges. there he is accused of killing a  friend in beverly 
hills in order  to keep her from talking about  the disappearance of 
his first  wife.  

1:10 4/8/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news. an officer-involved shooting in  boyle 
heights. >> reporter: a wild night here  at boyle heights. you're 
taking a look that crime  scene. this is right in front of the  carl's jr. 
where police  responded a short time ago and  found a victim, a 
gunshot victim  there at the center of the  street. they arrived on 
scene and were  able to track down the suspect,  and a foot 
pursuit ensued up the  block here, a short distance  into this 
residential  neighborhood.  

0:30 4/8/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more breaking news  right now out of arcadia. cameras 
are there as deputies  moved in. a man wanted for kidnapping and  
sexually assaulting a woman. she was kidnapped early this  
morning and managed to escape  and get a neighbor to call. they 
found him hiding in the  same neighborhood. he's currently out on 
bond on a  similar arrest from the past. 

1:55 4/8/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time, a family  is pleading for two hit-and-run  driver s 
to come forward as of  this both hit a man this  morning. and police 
are also asking the  public to try and help track  down those 
drivers who fled the  scene. nbc 4's hetty chang is live for  us, and 
she spoke to the family  for the first time. hetty? >> reporter: robert 
and colleen,  the family tells me they are  simply devastated by 
what  happened near this intersection. 

0:16 4/8/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and happening right now, the  lapd bomb squad just cleared a  
scene in downtown l.a. after  finding a suspicious package. the 
intersection at melrose near  the 101 was shut down.  

1:58 4/8/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a burglary caught on  camera. a group of men breaking into a  
pot shop, dragging a safe out  the front door. the search is on for 
the men who  did this. nbc 4's beverly white talked to  the store 
owner. >> reporter: management tells us  they relocated from 
hollywood  because they thought venice  boulevard would be 
safer. 

0:44 4/8/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man behind this video of  an officer shooting, a black man  in 
south carolina is speaking  out now for the first time. faden 
santana hit record and  captured michael slager shooting  at walter 
scott eight times,  slager is now charged with  murder. santana 
said he worried for his  own safety and considered  erasing the 
video but ultimately  decided to come forward. 

0:18 4/8/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and torrance police want  people to be aware of a man  exposing 
himself to teenage  girls. it has happened two times. last friday 
near ingrum way. there may be more unreported  incidents out 
there. the flasher drives a four-door  silver sedan.  

0:22 4/8/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is a hunt for a killer  tonight in santa ana. and he's been on 
the run since  we first reported it at 5:00. still nowhere to be found. 
police say this man shot and  killed a 44-year-old man during  an 
argument in the middle of  chestnut avenue this afternoon. when 
the shooter fled, he left  behind his jacket and his gun.  
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0:45 4/8/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight police are looking  for a father accused of driving  drunk 
and causing a deadly crash  that claimed the life of his  daughter. 
the crash happened in march of  last year. the driver, angeline 
soto posted  bail several weeks later, but he  has not been seen 
since. three of soto's children were  injured in the crash and his  5-
year-old daughter was also  killed. 

0:51 4/8/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is really hard to imagine  what an 81-year-old woman is  going 
through tonight. thieves broke in, stole her  husband's ashes from 
her home in  arcadia. a man walked up asking to look  at a power 
pole. apparently he distracted her  while someone took her  
valuables, including a box with  her husband's ashes. 

0:42 4/8/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager mistakenly shot  in the back by a lapd officer is  now 
suing the city of los  angeles for $20 million. in february, jamar 
nicholson and  three classmates were in an  alley when one of the 
boys  pulled out a toy handgun. at this point, nicholson's  attorney 
says the officer did  not identify himself and just  opened fire hitting 
nicholson. 

0:29 4/8/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

life or death? the boston marathon bombing  trial moves into the 
penalty  phase. it found the jury a day and a  half to find dzhokhar 
tsarnaev  guilty. the jury that convicted him will  decide whether he 
will be put to  death or spend the rest of his  life in prison. that is 
scheduled for next week. but for now, many say the  verdict is a 
victory.  

0:23 4/8/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and robert durst will not be  back in los angeles to face  murder 
charges anytime soon. he was indicted in louisiana on  weapons 
charges. he was arrested last month in  louisiana but wasn't this 
court  until today. he's accused of killing his  friend susan berman 
16 years  ago.  

0:46 4/8/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he went on craigslist to  find a companion but tied up and  robbed 
by the same man i met  online. bill woke up with a man standing  
over him. the man tied him up, tased him,  put him in the bathtub 
and ran  off with his debit card and  $600. 

2:30 4/9/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

how can you be tased and  still feel it's necessary to  beat him like 
that? >> a family in disbelief. a sheriff disturbed. nbc 4 capturing 
this pursuit  takedown for the first time. and now deputies are 
under  investigation. >> nbc 4's gadi schwartz tonight  is with the 
family of the man  seen beaten in the desert. >> first, nbc 4's tony 
shin  spoke with the san bernardino  sheriff about our video, now  
triggering a use of force  investigation. tony? 
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1:44 4/9/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we are now hearing from  the suspect's family. gadi 
schwartz is live in apple  valley with that part of our  coverage. 
gadi? >> reporter: well, tony, we  actually just checked in with  the 
family. they tell us they have been on  the phone all night. and so 
far they have not been  able to get an update on his  condition 
either. >> here we go. suspect being tased. >> reporter: of the 
dozens of  punches and blow, it's these  first kicks to the face with  
hands behind the back that are  the hardest for jolene bidener  to 
watch.  >> i don't understand. he puts his hands behind his  back. 
how can you be tased and them  still feel it's necessary to  beat 
him like that.  >> reporter: the suspect is her  boyfriend and the 
father of her  three children.  >> i still to this moment do not  know 
what he is doing. i don't know what hospital he is  at. they have 
failed to tell me  anything.  >> reporter: she says when she  called 
to find out about his  condition, they were worried  about their own.  
>> he could still be  unconscious. they have not told me a thing. 
their main focus was on deputies  who were dehydrated.  >> the 
sheriff comes out and  makes comments like oh my god,  they 
were dehydrated. from what? from running out of steam  beating 
the man? is outrageous.  >> reporter: tonight her lawyer  says he 
thinks this would have  never come to light without  newschopper 
4 overhead.  >> if the helicopter caught all  the video, no one 
would ever  know about it. thank god it was a newschopper. >> i'm 
lost for words. these are the people that are  sworn in, right, to 
protect  people? and this is what they do. >> reporter: jolene tells 
us all  she has heard so far is that his  condition is not life  
threatening. all of this began during an  investigation into identity  
theft. reporting live from apple  valley, gadi schwartz, nbc 4  news.  

0:18 4/9/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the aclu just released a  statement. they said they understand 
police  officers are authorized to use  force, but are deeply 
troubled  by the video images that appear  to show san bernardino 
county  sheriff's deputies beating a man  after he surrendered. 

0:17 4/9/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

yes, that man is naked. police tell us he tried stealing  a car. and 
when that failed, he somehow  ended up in another car and took  
police on a short chase through  woodland hills. no word yet on 
how he ended up  without any clothes on, or if  that other car was 
stolen.  

0:24 4/9/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, police find  card skimmers at a bank of  america. it 
happened at this branch in  beverly hills on beverly drive. 
investigators say they removed  several cameras and devices that  
capture your pin at the atm. 

0:27 4/9/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more thieves caught on  camera, this time in tarzana. we first told 
you about the  story last night. a group of men spotted breaking  
into cars. well, now police say a man and  woman were caught on 
tape  saturday after they broke into a  car near ventura boulevard 
and  yolanda avenue. 

0:22 4/9/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a guard at the  headquarters of u.s. census  bureau in 
maryland has died  after a gunman opened fire there  today. the 
chaos started when the  gunman kidnapped his wife this  
afternoon. 

0:40 4/9/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we now have a police sketch  of a man police say randomly  
stabbed a young woman multiple  times in las flores park. laverne 
police have already  stepped up their patrols since  last night. a 
21-year-old was just walking  her dog around 6:00 at the park  on 
bowling avenue. that's when the woman says a man  walked up 
and began stabbing  her. 
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0:45 4/9/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an apology tonight from the  mother of the ex-police officer  who is 
facing murder charges for  shooting and killing a black  man. >> 
one mother to another mother,  i can understand this. so i just -- i 
just want them to  know i'm sorry that this  happened, and that that 
this has  made a change in everybody's  life. 

0:40 4/9/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pot shop crackdown. the city takes aim at hundreds  of medical 
marijuana businesses  operating illegally. now many of those 
shops close to  schools and day care centers. hector sanchez, the 
father of  three teenaged girls says it has  gone on way too long. 
>> what is that? is that like a hospital? o no, it's not. don't worry 
about it.  

0:39 4/9/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

real estate heir robert  durst isn't sitting quietly  behind bars. he 
has apparently written a  letter to an l.a. times  reporter. the 
reporter telling nbc the  letter that is still not  verified is written in 
cursive  and simply signed bob. it does not discuss details of  the 
case, but offers several  personal details. 

0:24 4/9/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look. do you know this man? the lapd in mission hills  
certainly hopes so. they say he has robbed three  respado express 
juice stores in  the past three weeks. as you can see, he is caught 
on  camera stealing thousands of  dollars. there is a large cross or 
emblem  tattoo on his right forearm. 

0:27 4/9/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a detective with the nypd is  now suspended after video  appears 
to show him stealing  money from a business. take a look. you can 
see the officer grabbing  the money, then putting  something in his 
pocket during a  raid on a brooklyn deli. the store owner says he 
took  about 2500 bucks. 

0:46 4/9/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an internal and criminal  investigation now under way in  san 
bernardino tonight. deputies under investigation  after we captured 
this exclusive  look at the end of a pursuit. now the video is making  
headlines all across the  country. tonight retired lapd captain and  
use of force expert greg meyer  reviewed the takedown with us. 

2:13 4/10/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an suv driver with a family  on board loses control, hitting  people 
before slamming into a  house.  >> nbc 4's hetty chang joins us  
live in south l.a. with what may  have caused this crash. >> 
reporter: police are  investigating this as a possible  hit and run 
accident. you can see where the driver of  the suv slammed into 
the fence  and ended up landing on the  porch of this home. 

1:53 4/10/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another bad accident in  pasadena. a child is one of four people  
hurt after a chase ended in a  head-on crash in pasadena. but this 
started in toluca lake  tonight. beverly white joins us tonight. this 
call started with a  suspected drunk driver.  

2:25 4/10/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are learning more about  the wanted man who was  repeatedly 
punched and kicked by  deputies in san bernardino  county. but no 
one knows where he is  tonight. patrick healy has new details  
about the 30-year-old at the  center of this pursuit takedown.  

0:40 4/10/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

p.i.t. that vehicle. 103rd. they are holding him.  >> that p.i.t. 
maneuver ended a  nearly two hour pursuit. a driver carjacked a 
taxicab  driver. at one point he started throwing  what appeared to 
be money, some  sort of cash out of the cab. some people 
cheered him on. but officers tell us they had to  be cautious. 

0:23 4/10/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have some more dash cam  video to show you from that  
deadly police shooting in south  carolina. now we showed you 
video from  this vantage point yesterday of  walter scott running 
before he  was shot by officer michael  slager.  
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0:49 4/10/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an eight-year-old boy home  just days after being shot in  the 
head. an armed intruder broke into his  home in culver city. the 
man fired 14 times into  leo's room. a bullet piercing his skull. leo 
got to go home today. although the family believes it  is too early. 

0:25 4/10/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there may be a change in the  status of the pillow case  rapist. 
today, a judge agreed to  consider revoking the release of  
christopher hubbard. he lived at a home in lake los  angeles since 
july. l.a. district attorney jackie  lacy says she is happy with the  
ruling and the final decision  could be made this month.   

0:30 4/10/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look, a deadly brawl  between a family and police is  caught 
on camera. this is video just released from  the fight back in march 
at an  arizona wal-mart. scratching, punching, kicking,  officer 
hitting people with  batons, pepper spray and tasers 

0:34 4/10/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man in bakersfield is in  jail for punching a little boy,  very little 
boy in the face. this is all caught on camera and  this is hard to 
watch. 

0:38 4/10/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a group of women on the  campus of usc is fighting back  against 
serial gropers. the group calls themselves the  girl mafia. they are 
warning women that  there is someone groping  students on 
campus. 

0:43 4/10/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new york city woman is  accused of getting married ten  times 
without ever getting a  divorce. six of her illegal marriages  came 
back to back in 2002. the grooms came from several  different 
countries so  immigration fraud is a possible  motive here.  

0:25 4/13/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in, a missing  teenager with autism from mar  vista found 
and safe with her  family tonight. 15-year-old kimberly greenberg  
was missing for nearly three  weeks. the lapd can only tell us she  
was found in silver city and was  reunited with her. mo. they have 
detained several  people for questioning. still unclear who they 
are. we will stay on top of the  developments overnight and bring  
you the latest as soon as we get  it.   

2:34 4/13/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight he is out of jail  and for the first time sharing  his story. new 
revelation inside the man  beaten in front of cameras in  the high 
desert. tonight he is speaking with nbc  4's gadi schwartz.  >> 
reporter: our video went  viral within just a few hours. people 
around the world watched  it. and the question that many of  our 
viewers asked us is why  didn't he just stop? tonight francis pusok 
answers  that question in his own words.   

0:40 4/13/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight an east los  angeles family is pleading for  help in 
finding a pregnant woman  who went missing five days ago. police 
say julia watson is at  risk because she has medical  issues and is 
also seven months  pregnant. she was last seen in the  vicinity of 
anderson road and  corona drive after an argument  with her 
family. 

0:28 4/13/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is in jail after a  strange ending to a police chase  late this 
evening. we watched it untold on the 5,  the 55, and the 405 
freeways  until it ended in irvine. the driver eventually got off  the 
freeway, appeared to toss  something from the car, and  then, as 
you can see here,  jumped out to surrender. that's when police 
apparently  ordered him to crawl over to  them. 

0:20 4/13/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men are dead. another man in the hospital  tonight with 
broken leg after a  shooting in south l.a. this happened near 52nd 
and  central avenue just before 3:30  this afternoon. the l.a.p.d. 
says two other men  were in an suv and shot at the  victims. 
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0:23 4/13/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera in beverly  hills, this newly released  
surveillance video showing a man  at a construction site stealing  
more than $10,000 in equipment. last tuesday, a manwaring a  
construction outfit entered the  site, grabbed what he could,  
loaded it into a ford taurus,  and then drove off. 

0:51 4/13/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

despite being called an  accident, manslaughter charges  will be 
brought against a  73-year-old reserve deputy who  shot and killed 
a man. and it was all caught on a body  camera. >> roll on your 
stomach. now! 

0:38 4/13/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newly revealed dash cam  video from five south carolina  police 
cruisers. tonight that video is filling in  some of the gaps about 
what  officer slager did in the  moments after shooting an  
unarmed black man in the back. >> get home, probably be a good  
idea to kind of jot down your  thoughts of what happened. 

0:32 4/13/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former nfl  running back serving 31 years in  prison tonight is 
suspected of  killing his cell mate. 39-year-old lawrence phillips is  
serving time at the concern  valley state prison near  bakersville. 
guards found the lifeless body  of his cell mate over the  weekend. 
phillips was convicted of  spousal abuse and auto theft. 

0:43 4/13/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 is over the  scene of a of the suge, a bus  stop 
shooting in south gael  gate.  >> reporter: that's right. you are 
looking at california  avenue and michigan. just before 11:00 p.m. 
tonight  south bay p.d. responded to a  shooting at the bus stop. 
when they arrived they found one  person down suffering from gun  
shot wounds. 

2:11 4/14/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman was killed near camp  pendleton by a hit and run  driver. 
her father is offering a $10,000  reward for information leading  to 
an arrest. we are in irvine with where a  best friend is speaking 
out.  >> reporter: madison was  supposed to go with her best  
friend that friday night. what happened to vaughn that  night is a 
mystery. 

1:45 4/14/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 33 yearly man is behind  bars tonight accused of raping a  15-
year-old autistic girl. she was missing nearly three  weeks. tonight 
she is safe as hole as  we are getting new details on  how it was 
she was rescues. gadi schwartz is at the police  station with 
details.  >> reporter: it was the first  time in 21 days that a mother  
heard her 15-year-old daughter's  voice in a phone call arc quick  
phone call, that ended up  cracking this case.  

0:42 4/14/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more than a dozen people  arrested after stopping a train  and 
traffic in downtown l.a.  during rush hour today. right now service is 
restored. earlier, protesters blocked the  metro blue line by 
standing on  the tracks at broadway and  washington. the group 
was protesting police  brutality. 

0:39 4/14/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

uc riverside is on alert to  an as campus police continue to  search 
for an armed man who  targeted at least one student on  campus. 
surveillance cameras show the  suspect wearing a white hoodie  
and getting away in what looks  like a honda civic hatchback. 
police say the gunman targeted a  student walking near the arts  
building on campus. 

1:13 4/14/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police officer in arizona  is now cleared after  deliberately hitting 
an armed  suspect with his patrol car. although this happened in  
february, video was just  released today. a warning here that what 
happens  is graphic. and some my find what you are  about the 
see disturbing. 
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0:31 4/14/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight in san jacinto  police arrested two men for  targeting 
deputies. twice in the past week someone  fired on depths 
deputies. in both cases neither deputy was  hit but a cruiser was 
hit  several times with a high  powered rifle. 

0:43 4/14/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in new york are  looking for a thief who broke  into an 
apartment and the victim  watched it unfold on a cat cam. the 
burglar is in clearly in  this video recorded by the  camera the 
victim uses to watch  her cats while she is at work. police say the 
man climbed up a  scaffolding, came through the  window that had 
apparently a  broken lock. 

0:51 4/14/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now, there is a real  life wild goose chase. it's going on in 
orange county. we want to warn you that the  video that you are 
about to see  may be disturbing. animal control is trying to  catch 
an egyptian goose that has  an arrow stuck in its neck. the goose 
has been hanging  around a riverbed near la pauma  avenue and 
imperial highway in  anaheim hills 

1:56 4/15/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, child's cries  for help answered by neighbors. that 
child was left home alone  while her mom skipped town.  >> that 
mom spent the day in san  diego with her friends. tonight she's 
spending the night  here at the detention center. her neighbors still 
can't  understand why she thought it  was okay to leave her  four-
year-old at home. 

2:36 4/15/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight family speaking out  about an attack at an off campus  
halloween frat party. victim is a student there. >> we spoke to this 
mother who  made it clear to us that while  her family appreciates 
what  authorities have done to catch  the person who did this they   
their daughter they are  frustrated that the person is  still out there. 
we are not revealing her i'd  identity, however her voice is  loud 
and clear.  

2:10 4/15/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thank you. new tonight detectives trying to  identify a man who 
broke into a  home and sexually assaulted a  sleeping child a 
home security  camera filming when he entered  the house. we are 
near the scene.  >> that's right. the tramatized family moved out  
but police hope they can track  him down. security video widely 
circulated  by the lapd shows a man breaking   in to a second floor 
apartment  in reseda. 

0:47 4/15/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and developing tonight a  plot to sell guns and ammunition  to the 
mexican drug cartel. and tonight two facing charges  with 
trafficking firearms to an  under cover agent. jose' is a member of 
the cartel. among the sales assault weapons,  thousands of 
rounds of ammo and  body gear. 

0:43 4/15/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

four month's old infant in a  coma allegedly beaten by the  
mother's ex-boyfriend. this is a picture of little boy  24-year-old 
bookman who called  911 telling them that little boy  was having 
trouble breathing. 

0:35 4/15/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

attempted murder caught on  camera. el monte police need help  
identifying the man volumed.  involved. you can see the group 
punching  and kicking the victim. investigators say they also  
stabbed the man. he expected to survive. police are not sure why 
the  group attacked the victim. 

0:26 4/15/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we now know the name of the  woman who led officers on a  
chase from orange county to  pasadena earlier today. alisa 
harrison was behind the  wheel, she kept going heading  north on 
the 405 and north on  the 110, this all ended in  pasadena when 
officer used the  pit maneuver, still unclear why  she refused to 
stop.  
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0:41 4/15/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san bernardino county  deputies may be fitted with  body --  county 
supervisors want cameras  placed on the deputies, they  have 
experimented with body  cameras since 2009.\ 

2:00 4/16/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story we  brought you as breaking news  
595:00 and 6:00 today a. series  of shootings at three locations  in 
the palms area. one person was killed. four wounded. >> now that 
investigation has  moved to the ronald reagan  medical center in 
westwood where  goddi schwartz picks up the  story for us. 

2:11 4/16/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

heard the bullets flying  over my head, whistle sounds. and pop, 
pop, pop one of the  persons that got shot there is a  blood spatter 
on the sidewalk. he had got hit.  >> reporter: a few minutes later  
another man shot within a while. the witnesses stories vary.  >> 
burgundy car.  >> beige.  >> beige.  >> now investigators are  
focusing on the victims, one  still in critical condition. 

0:27 4/16/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police believe an argument  about business led to the death  of 
five people, all of them  adults from the same family in a  home in 
arizona. now we know two of the people --  two of the victims were 
women. three men are dead as well. 

0:25 4/16/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new warning from sheriff's  detectives. a man has been 
approaching young  girls walking to school in for  walk. this is a 
sketch of the guy they  are looking for. detectives say he drives up 
next  to the girls and makes  inappropriate comments to them. 

0:17 4/16/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one person is dead, shot in  the back at the burrel mcdonald  park 
in compton. police say the man died at the  hospital. witnesses say 
they saw a man  running from the park on alondra  boulevard 
around noon today, the  time of the shooting. 

0:41 4/16/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he is charged with  repeatedly raping an autistic  15-year-old girl. 
tonight a judge has set his bail  at $12 million. duran entered a 
plea of not  guilty to 12 plenty counts today  including child rape 
and tying  up his young victim. he was arrested this week after  the 
teenager made a panicked  call to her adoptive mother. 

0:38 4/16/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new steps are going to be  taken to halt a growing number  of 
sexual harassment cases on  buses and trains. the new study 
those it's  happening thousands of times but  very few are actually 
reported. the campaign is to reverse that  trend. one young rider 
today told us  that she has seen it firsthand. 

0:21 4/17/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news from anaheim. moments ago a pursuit ended in  
anaheim after a 45-minute chase. the suspect refused to keep his  
hands up. the police canine took down the  suspect and officers 
took him  into custody. this chase start after police  ran the plates 
from the car or  the suv, and they say they came  up stolen.   

2:10 4/17/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

suspected street racing may  be the reason a car slammed into  a 
city bus in bellflower. a second car, possibly involved,  got away. 
nbc 4's beverly white talked  with witnesses tonight, who tell  her 
they are certain the two  cars were racing. beverly? >> reporter: 
colleen. this busy bellflower  intersection was closed about  two 
hours as investigators  looked into this violent  collision. the bus 
was drivable but the car  was destroyed. 

0:38 4/17/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video tonight in which a  17-year-old and a 14-year-old  were 
stabbed in a brawl with a  group of 20 students outside a  santa 
ana continuation school. one of the teens is in stable  condition. 
the other remains in serious  condition. we are not sure exactly 
how the  brawl began on the grounds of  the intermediate school 
on north  fair view. 
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0:24 4/17/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in from san bernardino,  a protest by animal rights group  led 
to a brawl. this is outside the circus ten. inside hundreds watched 
as the  ring master and circus  performers mixed it up with a  
demonstrator. even the clowns we're told were  involved in this 
one.   

2:30 4/17/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00. a highland park community is in  shock after a 
volunteer football  coach is arrested accused of  sexually 
assaulting students. nbc 4's kate larsen joins us  live right now 
with new  information from the  investigators out there.  >> 
reporter: we are learning  that at least one victim was  under 14 at 
the time of the  alleged incident. now in order to protect their  
privacy, police are not saying  whether the victims are boys or  
girls. 

0:42 4/17/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former marine entered a  plea of not guilty today to  killing his 
girlfriend in  panama. tonight we talked with the  victim's cousin. 
federal investigators say at  that the boyfriend killed the  girlfriend 
in 2011. at the time the two had just  moved down to panama. her 
dismembered body was found  in the central american jungle  
years after her disappearance. 

0:46 4/17/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is a safety alert  tonight in north hollywood. residents are 
being toll to be  on the lookout for home invasion  robbers who are 
brazen enough to  break in while people are  inside. two armed 
men forced their way  into a house last night and  victimized the 
family. 

0:22 4/17/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman comes face to face  with an intruder in her home in  
huntington beach. police say the man broke into  the home on van 
buren lane  through an unlocked sliding  glass door. the woman 
says she noticed the  man stare at her in the doorway. 

0:44 4/17/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in tulsa oklahoma a reserve  county deputy is apologizing to  the 
family of the man he shot  and killed. robert base is charged with  
second degree manslaughter. he is an insurance broker who  
volunteers as a deputy. video shows the 73-year-old  shooting erik 
harris in the back  on april 2nd. 

1:15 4/20/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news out of  pasadena right now. a mall security 
guard stabbed  trying to stop a person who was  shoplifting. 
beverly white joins us outside  the sears on foot hill where all  of 
this happened on the.  >> reporter: we are in east  pasadena. this 
is the sears, also known as  home goods, sears automotive and  
electronics on the backside. 

2:28 4/20/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now breaking news. a cell phone video confrontation  between law 
enforcent and a  woman uploaded on line. now we've confirmed 
that it is  under investigation.  >> nbc 4's robert covassic live  in 
south gate right now with  what he has just confirmed with  his 
sources there. 

1:50 4/20/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also tonight, officers face  charged of beating a man who  matches 
a description of a  robbery suspect. there is video of the arrest but  
will police release it.  >> gadi schwartz has the story  for us. 

2:13 4/20/15 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shooting that occurred in  the inland empire. a 15-year-old boy is 
accused of  killing a 16-year-old friend,  possibly while they were 
trying  to make a music video.  >> that shooting happened at a  
home in victorville. nbc 4's tony shin has been  talking to the 
victim's sister  about what happened inside that  house.  
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2:01 4/21/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the feds now investigating  this video we showed you for the  first 
time last night at 11:00. within the past few hours we  talked to the 
person who  captured this confrontation. nbc 4's gadi schwartz 
spoke to  the woman across the street who  shot that video. she is 
now considered a critical  witness? 

0:38 4/21/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, two students  from a high school in rancho  
cucamonga are arrested for a  conspiracy to commit murder. both 
of them 14 years old. a boy and, a girl. they go to los osos high 
school. witnesses say they talked with  dozens of students about a  
shooting on that campus. eventually a text message that  
belonged to one of the teens was  found and they were arrested. 

1:45 4/21/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story  involving the l.a.p.d. police say they 
were forced to  open fire killing a man who  reportedly charged at 
then with  a knife. the investigation on this is  just beginning. nbc 
4's beverly white has been  following the story since it  broke at 
6:00.  

0:26 4/21/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a p.i.t. maneuver, a stand  off and a chase. in downey today. news 
chopper 4 was above the  chase. the man drove and led police to  
a cul-de-sac in downey where he  sat inside his vehicle for four  
hours. he was arrested.   

0:23 4/21/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it happens very quickly. this is video from a security  camera 
showing a man clinging to  the hood of an suv speeding  through 
communities outside  pittsburgh. police say the man pulled out a  
knife when the driver tried to  he get away. he jumped on the hood 
and held  on for miles. 

0:22 4/21/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the just department is  conducting its own investigation  into how a 
man dyed died while  in police custody. hundreds of people 
gathered  today at the site where police  arrested freddy gray on 
april  12th. within one hour of his death  gray's spine was nearly 
severed  and he died a week later. 

0:46 4/21/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there won't be any drawn out  court proceedings for the man  who 
was punched and kicked in  this exclusive video taken by  news 
chopper 4. the man on the ground there,  francis pusok settled for  
$650,000. the settlement means he cannot  sue the county, the 
sheriff's  department or the ten deputies  in the arrest. 

0:50 4/21/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a southern california man is  behind bars tonight for selling  cars 
that needed repairs and in  at least one case were stolen. ramon 
quiroz is charged with 20  criminal counts including grand  theft 
auto. 

0:50 4/21/15 11:21p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

taking you out to the scene  of breaking news right now. this is 
linwood. news chopper 4 is following a  chp pursuit. there was 
some sort of crash in.  >> you are looking at wright  road and 
beachwood avenue in  linwood. you can see the white car  
smashed into a parked car. 

1:42 4/22/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

on camera, using batons during a brawl on the downtown 
sidewalk. let's show you the video and we  can show is you what 
we are  talking about. the long beach police  spokeswoman said 
that the  officers used force to protect a victim, the officers 
observed  two men fighting in the seat  around 2:00 a.m., the man 
that  was seeing the action, he had  that the parties were arguing  
and not fighting and things only got physical when the police  
officers arrived. 

2:00 4/22/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a single tip out of  dozens leads to an aarrest, we  are getting 
more details about a man who kidnapped and assaulted  the small 
child. the man had a few prior drug  convictions but nothing to this  
extent the, they say it was dna  evidence that link him to the  
crime. 
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0:44 4/22/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is under arrest after he pulled a gun and tried  to rob a 
woman. deputies say that the suspect  rap away after trying to rob 
a  woman outside on of the  pharmacy. the area was shut down 
while  police and sheriff's deputies  tried to find the robbery  
suspect.  

0:35 4/22/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are trying to find the person who made a call to a  church 
fillet ending to blow it  up. the police say that the threat  was left on 
the church's  voicemail. >> next to the church, is also a  preschool, 
the because the  threat was made to the church,  there's concern 
because there's  children there.  

0:22 4/22/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

attorneys for  the michael brown family now  plan to file a lawsuit 
against  the city of ferguson tomorrow,  brown was the unarmed 
black teen aiminger that was killed by a  white police officer. 

0:36 4/22/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a masked man is targeting a  specific gas station and this is not 
the first, it's not even the second time that this guy has  robbed the 
place.  

0:38 4/22/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of an orange  can county woman that  disappeared on 
valentine's day  is hoping that a $5,000 reward  will help to find 
her. 

0:28 4/22/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he is charged with the murder of a 20th century film  executive, 
gavin smith and now a convicted drug dealer is being  indicted for 
capital murder  chrgs. he entered a plea of not guilty  to a charge 
of murder that  carries with it a to potential  death sentence. 

0:20 4/22/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a massage therapist is  charged with sexually assaulting his 
clients. he works at super relax massage  on ventura boulevard. 
he sexually assaulted three  women last month while giving  them 
massages 

0:24 4/22/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the still unidentified victim was shot in an ali on the 3300  block. 
that was around 2:30 this  afternoon. we are told the shooting is 
gang related in a same area where a  series of shootings 
happened a  week ago. 

0:27 4/22/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and video may help  investigators find the person  who stabbed a 
man to death in a  holley wood parking lot. a witness got a look at 
the get  a way car, it's described as a  brown ford f-150 

2:45 4/22/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time. we have obtained the video. this woman captured 
before she  snapped her cell phone. that video comes from the  
damaged phone and it shows that  she was allowed to record. 
watch and judge for yourself. 

2:17 4/23/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new at 11:00, long  beach police officers caught  swinging 
they say while they  were trying to break up a fight. now that's 
arrested in the melee  are speaking out, showing  injuries, saying 
police went too  far and are not telling the  truth. beverly white is 
live in long  beach with that reaction.  >> reporter: that's right,  
chuck. this use of force caught on cell  phone camera last night 
and seen  for the first time at 11:00. 

1:54 4/23/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight on the  pursuit that ended in a pile up. at least 
ten cars caught in the  middle of a chase that raced by  
developmental disabilities and  came to a smashing end just as  
parents were picking up their  kids from school. 

0:19 4/23/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in, police arrest  a man wanted in connection with  a 
deadly stabbing in one of  hollywood's most ledge enary  
restaurants. the attack happened yesterday. investigators tracked 
down and  arrested 29-year-old ramon  jackson of pacoima. no 
motive behind the attack.   
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0:26 4/23/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a pretty bold crime  in venice beach. a man spray painted 
an l.a.p.d.  horse with graffiti while the  police officer was in the 
middle  of issuing a citation. the man approached the horse and  
quickly scrawled some sort of  graffiti tag on the horse's  behind 
leg and took off. the great feety came off quickly  and the horse 
was not hurt.   

2:08 4/23/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the wife of a  murdered mayor is behind bars  for killing 
him. the grand jury indicted la vet  credits poe who said she is not  
guilty. >> reporter: we are talking  about domestic violence,  
infidelity, firearms, the secret  drama of what went on behind  
closed doors inside the home of  a small city mayor is now going  
to court after a grand jury was  not satisfied with the wife's  claim 
she had no choice but to  grab a gun. 

0:28 4/23/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a warning from  the l.a. county sheriff's  department. 
someone is stealing catalytic  converters. it is happening all over 
l.a.  county but the hot spots, the  santa clarita valley and culver  
city. the thieves are targeting toyota  sequoia and honda elements. 
your car will run without a  catalytic converter but it will  make 
noises. it will run you about $1,000 to  replace it.   

0:44 4/23/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in this case, the badge was  a fake and the l.a.p.d. needs  your 
help finding a stolen dog  taken by two women pretending to  be 
cops in echo park. this is a picture of the dog the  pair took, her 
name is fanny. this pair went to home dressed  in green uniforms 
and told the  owner there were complaints  about the dog being 
neglected. 

0:26 4/23/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a cyclist suffered head  injuries after a driver hit him  and took off. 
this incident in east l.a.  caught on camera. you can see the white 
pickup  coming around the corner hitting  the man who was riding 
a bike on  monday morning. the cyclist was rushed to a  hospital 
with major head  injuries.  

0:18 4/23/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police tell us that the  person behind a bomb threat  which targeted 
a church in  manhattan beach is now in  custody. the man 
threatened to blow up  the first lutheran church. officers searched 
the building  and a nearby school but they  didn't find anything. 
police are not releasing the  name of the man while the  
investigation continues.   

0:47 4/23/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this story is disturbing. authorities say a woman was  spotted this 
morning in the high  desert tossing kittens out of a  car. this is in 
phelan. the driver behind her apparently  saw the animals coming 
out of  car window would. he says the woman was driving a  white 
car, possibly a saturn.  

0:48 4/23/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman exonerated last year  after spending 17 years behind  
bars for murder is now suing an  l.a.p.d. detective. today in 
torrance, susan mellen  and her attorney spoke. the lawsuit says 
marcella winn  had evidence and knowingly used  false evidence 
and ignored leads  that pointed to another suspect. 

0:23 4/23/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

louisiana prosecutors are  dropping some of the weapons  charges 
against real estate heir  robert durst. prosecutors say that durst 
had a  gun and marijuana in his hotel  room when he was arrested 
in  march. and that's a violation of state  and federal law. but today 
they dropped the state  charges. 
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3:43 4/23/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

million dollar home boarded  up in long beach tonight. crews now 
sharing these photos  of what they found after a fire  and explosion 
there last night. you are looking at what is left  of a honey oil 
production lab. it's actually a new form of pot  that's taking danger 
to an  all-time high. and under california's medical  marijuana law 
business is  booming. l.a. is facing an emerging drug  epidemic. 
the danger next door. 

0:33 4/24/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there he goes. a sem i truck driver trying to  outrun the highway 
patrol  tonight. it fails. the sem i hit speeds every 84  miles an hour 
as the man behind  the wheel raced from temecula  down into san 
diego. twice officers used the spike  strip to try to stop the truck. in 
the end it took ten shots  from a bean bag shotgun to  convince 
that trucktory get out. 

0:31 4/24/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meanwhile, a man who was  captured on video being beaten  by 
san bernardino police  officers is questioned by  police, just days 
after he  accepted a settlement offer. officers questioned francis  
pusok early this morning after  someone spotted him in a  
backyard. pusok told police he was trying  to get to his mother's 
home and  was then let go.   

0:50 4/24/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news right now. take you out to the scene of  that, news 
chopper 4 over the  end of a police pursuit in  alhambra. let's go to 
chris crysty.  >> the short but wild pursuit  started 15 minutes ago 
in south  gate, endings just moments ago  here at corto and south 
sierra  vista avenue. 

0:39 4/24/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

inglewood police on a  lookout for a gunman tonight who  opened 
fire on two armored truck  guards. this happened before 9:00 this  
morning near market street and  hillcrest boulevard. police say a 
guard was in the  driver's seat and another was  outside the truck 
apparently  getting money from an atm when  they were 
ambushed by a man  dressed in black and wearing a  black 
bandanna. 

0:19 4/24/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 credits poe is out of bail  tonight after posting bail. prosecutors 
say she shot and  killed her husband, the mayor of  bell garden, 
daniel credits poe. she says what happened last  september was 
definite defense  after a life of abuse. yesterday she pleaded not 
guilty  to the charge of voluntary  manslaughter.  

0:23 4/24/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a gunman who barricade  himself inside a van nuys  apartment for 
hours is in jail  tonight. police say alfredo gutierrez was  waving a 
gun around, pointing  ate at people, even fired off a  shot and 
barricaded himself  inside a stairwell of an  apartment complex. 

0:37 4/24/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one man arrested on charges  of kidnapping and rape. some of his 
neighbors refuse to  believe the allegations. a judge today ordering 
the  41-year-old, i dooro garcia to  stand trial. police say he kidnap 
his  girlfriend's teenage daughter in  2004, held her for more than 
a  decade, forced her to marry him  and have his child. 

0:27 4/24/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a robber gets into a vicious  fight with a 65-year-old jewelry  store 
owner, and the owner  refuses to back down. police say the man 
was  pretending to be a customer when  all of a sudden he lunged 
over  the counter to snag expensive  jewelry. 

0:37 4/24/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a highland youth is arrested  after running out of his  haircut. police 
say that tayon jordan  tried to pay with a personal  check but 
employees told him  they didn't accept checks and  that led to the 
scuffle. 
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0:39 4/24/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you saw this right here this  week a. use of force incident in  long 
beach, an encounter between  a woman and a u.s. marshal all  
caught on cell phone camera. as public scrutiny of law  
enforcement intensifies there is  a push tonight by civil rights  
leaders to protect your rights  to videotape the officers. 

0:45 4/24/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a warning about a  scam that targets people who  have 
been called for jury duty. callers posing as law enforce  men 
officers telling their  victims that they have missed a  court 
appearance and that the  judge has ordered them to pay a  
penalty. 

0:35 4/24/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight glendora police  allowed our cameras on a ride  along as 
the officers gave free  breath alcohol tests to patrons  at several 
bars. it's part of the department's  know your limit program. officers 
say it raises awareness  of how little alcohol it takes  for someone 
to get arrested for  driving drunk. 

2:30 4/27/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, baltimore continues to burn. >> even with a state of  
emergency and the national guard moving in, the violence, the  
looting and the burning continue in america's fifth-largest city. >> 
robert kavacik has more on  how it all started. >> apparently it 
started with a  flyer, circulated on students,  talking about a purge 
to take  place at 3:00 in the afternoon,  at a specific location. "the 
purge" is a popular movie  where crime becomes legal.  

2:17 4/27/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here in los angeles, we  remember these painful images of the los 
angeles and watts riots. law enforcement leaders joined  with local 
pastors to urge calm. and they're rioting in  baltimore, they're 
keeping a  close eye on that. beverly white was at that  meeting 
tonight. she joins us from downtown los  angeles. beverly?  

2:06 4/27/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

held captive for 26 days  with a bullet wound. tonight, the story of a  
courageous mother who made a  daring escape. nbc 4's hedi 
chang has the  details. >> reporter: this story has all  of the 
elements of a typical  domestic violence case but  worth. anthony 
venegas held his  girlfriend captive for nearly a  month. this is after 
shooting her in  the chest. most neighbor says they never  heard 
or saw any signs of  trouble. 

0:28 4/27/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arrest has an made in a  high-speed wrong-way crash that  
killed two popular siblings. both of them were students  ativaning 
high school in  wilmington. eli and lexie garcia were killed in a red 
honda civic. surveillance video got a pickup  truck leaving the 
scene.  

0:26 4/27/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dangerous pursuit in the  inland empire. an suv blows through 
stop signs  and swerving on the freeway. the driver tries to use a  
parking lot to get away. the pursuit began in  san bernadino when 
officers  tried to make an arrest in a  felony warrant case. 

0:32 4/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bumblebee foods and two of  its employees charged two years  
after a worker burned to death  inside an industrial oven. this 
happened at the company's  santa fe springs plant. a co-worker 
loaded the oven with 12,000 pounds of tuna and turned it on. 

0:30 4/27/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who placed phony ads  in newspapers and sexually arsed 
the people who responded is  behind bars. and police believe 
there may be  more victims. the man was arrested last week  after 
a search warrant uncovered child pornography inside his  home.  

0:35 4/27/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

$50,000, that is the new  reward police hope will catch a   killer in 
the palms area. the reward will come up in the  death of 
christopher john paul. his is the second shooting in  the palms 
area recently. and tonight, neighbors voice  their concern.  
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0:31 4/27/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an incredible fin by u.s.  customs and border agents. look at this 
picture. border agents pulled over a  woman driving a dodge 
pickup  today at the checkpoint. after routine inspection, they  
found this guy under the  backseat in a small compartment. and try 
as they may, he couldn't get out. 

0:29 4/27/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a man who is targeting washing mans in san 
pedro. he cuts a hole in the screen,  reaches around and opens 
the  door. he may have made a mistake when  he turns around 
and looks into  the security camera.  

0:22 4/27/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in chino, a massive drug  bust has landed one man behind  bars. 
they confiscated 70 pounds of  meth. that's worth more than $1  
million. it happened after ramirez was  pulled over for a traffic stop  
on friday. he's charged with possession and transporting a 
controlled  substance.  

0:45 4/27/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a popular teacher is being  called a hero for taking down a  student 
armed with a gun. this happened south of seattle. the social 
studies teacher,  bradley olson, said he did what  any other 
teacher could do. he fired off two rounds into the air, just as school 
started this morning. oddly enough, several students  say they saw 
the boy walk into  school, carrying a gun this  morning. but did 
nothing. 

1:54 4/28/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and at 11:00 we're tracking  new developments in the case of  a 
missing orange county woman  found dead. erica alonso's family 
is  convinced that this was no  accident.  

2:09 4/28/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news in  baltimore where it is 2:00 in  the morning. 
the national guard patrolling  the streets and enforcing a  manner 
to curfew there. robert kovacik is following  opportunity folding 
situation  and the skirmishes we witnessed. 

0:53 4/28/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the video you're about to  see here will no doubt make you  cringe. 
this is an 85-year-old woman  right here. this car backs up and hits 
her  in a mcdonald's parking lot. in the video, the driver and the  
passenger actually get out of  the car before they get back in  and 
take off.  

0:47 4/28/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is in critical  condition. he was brutally beaten with a  
baseball bat and his accuser is  in jail. rialto police say this man,  
jeremiah bell beat the victim in  the head. he is also seen on 
surveillance  videotape carrying a bat moments  before the attack. 

0:42 4/28/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators in south l.a.  hope the hundreds of fliers they  handed 
out tonight will help  them find the mother of a baby  girl found 
dead in a backyard. detectives went door to door  this evening. a 
young girl found the baby's  dismembered body over the  
weekend. now investigators want neighbors  to check their trash 
cans for  any evidence. 

1:59 4/28/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, police are trying  to locate families after three  urns. 
beverly white has more on the  story. >> reporter: we're at the  
nativity church on tyler avenue  where police say the priest this  
morning discovered three  innocent looking sealed boxes in  the 
sanctuary. let's show you what we're  talking about. these were the 
boxes left behind  by a person who later left the  church. 

0:25 4/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have a warning for  anyone who drives an suv with a  third 
row of seats. those seats are a tempting and  very pop hard target 
for  thieves. police tell us they're worth  thousands of dollars and 
they  usually wind up onlien. they also say it's a good idea  to 
engrave your vehicle's vin  number.  
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0:22 4/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also deputies in chino hills  arrested two women for dozens of  
identity theft. they found a machine that makes  credit cards, 
several encoders  and hundreds of documents. the detectives are 
now going  through all the documents to  identify as many victims 
as  possible.  

0:51 4/28/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who groped a woman  near the campus of ucla is on  the 
loose and police want to  find him. the woman screamed. she ran 
out of sight. do not match here. >> he tried to force a pasadena  
woman into his car but he got  away. 

0:28 4/28/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a civil rights case over  sheriff's official who targeted  racial 
minorities. they are also watching the  monitoring. they found a 
pattern of  discrimination that included  unconstitutional stuff, 
searches  and excessive force against  african-americans.  

0:33 4/28/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

agents have uncovered two  suspected drug opportunities. the first 
was just west of san  ysidro when agents found a  sinkhole. there 
was a rail car system that  connected the home in tijuana. the 
other was just to the east  in calexico. at this they found them. 

2:08 4/29/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there is a lot happening  tonight. now we want to take you to a  
developing story in south los  angeles where police are looking  for 
a missing man and woman. nbc 4's beverly white just spoke  with 
the woman's brother. beverly, he is calling this  disappearance 
suspicious? >> reporter: yes, and the police  are calling this a 
critical  situation, chuck. we're talking about 60-year-old  
zakia elamin.  

0:29 4/29/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a potshot showdown under  way in santa ana tonight. police 
looking for dispensaries  that are violating some of the  new 
regulations there. santa ana police are cracking  down on 
dispensaries like this  one since february, when voters  approved a 
measure that created  tighter regulations. 

0:35 4/29/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, undercover  officers help break up a robbery  near 
usc. but tonight a couple of the  thieves are still on to the run. well 
talk with three high school  students who say they were beat  up 
by three men who took a cell  phone and a wallet. this happened 
on 39th. 

0:25 4/29/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

mandatory curfew is in  effect in the streets of  baltimore are 
virtually empty  tonight. and that's a stark contrast from  the riots 
two days ago. police started clearing the  streets after the curfew 
went  into effect at 10:00 p.m. and within just a few minutes,  only 
a few stragglers were left  out there. 

0:42 4/29/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new video tonight  inside a smuggler's tunnel that  ran 
under the california-mexico  border. now we told you about the 
tunnel  last night on the news at 11:00. and today a tv crew got a 
look  around inside. now the tunnel runs from san  ysidro under 
the border fence to  a home on to the other side in  tijuana. 

4:30 4/29/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this morning, a 15-year-old  boy, 15 years old in that car,  led 
police on a pursuit through  southeast l.a. and just a few minutes 
ago, we  showed you this one. a chase ended in the valley  after a 
driver raced more than  100 miles an hour on the freeway  there 
and several surface  streets. it is a familiar scene and a  
fascination. so what is the punishment for  evading? and does it 
really take a back  seat to the other crimes of the  driver? tonight 
for the first time,  chasing justice. 
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0:26 4/29/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in rancho cucamonga  looking for more victims after a  
former social worker and church  leader was arrested for sexual  
assault on a child. this man, dexter carl pleasure  was arrested 
after admitting to  having an ongoing sexual  relationship with an 
underaged  child. police say pleasure was a social  worker for over 
20 years with a  private foster care agency, and  he had access 
and control over  several children throughout his  career.  

0:46 4/29/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who tried to snatch a  toddler from her grandmother  after 
attacking others in a  violent rampage is taken down by  hesperia 
city hall employees. this started when a suspicious  man began 
following and shouting  at a group of women outside the  city hall. 

0:22 4/29/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what happened to erica  alonso? an autopsy report gave a few  
answers about the woman who was  found dead after she 
disappeared  on valentine's day. orange county sheriff's deputy  
says the autopsy shows no  obvious signs of trauma. 

0:31 4/29/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the pillowcase rapist  appeared in court today, and he  left to a 
crowd of vocal  protesters. >> are you happy with the  outcome of 
the hearing today? are you happy with the outcome  of the hearing 
today?  

0:19 4/29/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

loyola marymount is offering  a $20,000 reward for information  
that leads to the conviction of  a rapist. this is a sketch of the man  
police say attacked a woman at  an offcampus halloween party  
last year. 

1:58 4/29/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a burglar strolls into a  home, right into a bedroom with  a baby's 
crib. the terrifying moments captured  on a home surveillance 
video. nbc 4's gadi schwartz in  westwood, considered a safe  
area, now on alert. 

2:12 4/30/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to make clear, the alleged sexual assault did not take place on the 
usc campus. it did not take place inside of a car. but, a female 
student has come forward to tell detectives she fears that she was 
raped by the driver of a ride share that students tonight tell us is 
the popular choice of travel. >> the only way to get around. >> usc 
co-eds tell us it is vital. >> our main source of transportation 
instead of bringing our cars, we depend on it.  

0:27 4/30/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happening right now at 11:00. a search under way for one of three 
who bailed out of a stolen jaguar. this came at the end of a police 
pursuit near coliseum and crenshaw. two adults and teenager 
jumped out of the car and ran into a nearby neighborhood. one of 
them, a 15-year-old boy, got out while the car was still rolling. and 
he was struck by the jag and injured. a police canine managed to 
track down the other suspect, the third person is still on the run. 

1:12 4/30/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family still reeling tonight over the shocking death of a grandfather 
he was beaten in a vicious hate crime. new, tonight at 11:00, gadi 
schwartz live where he speck with the family. gadi 

0:20 4/30/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deadly end to a dispute between two neighbors. police are 
receiving call for help when they got the call after 7:00 p.m. from a 
condo complex, in simi valley on deacon street. the victim and 
shooter were neighbors, the two had been arguing. 

0:24 4/30/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, police are investigating new cases of sexual assault 
between a high school teacher and his students. anthony perez 
arrested in corona last month. faces five charges connected to the 
investigation. but this may not be the end of it. 

0:22 4/30/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

demonstrations around the country tonight. protesters demanding 
to knowwhat happened to freddie gray. in philadelphia, police and 
protestorsshoving each other at the intersection in new york. 
police arrested 100 demonstrators.  
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2:05 4/30/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in los angeles, a rally to demand justice not only for freddie gray 
but any one mistreated by police. among those leading the charge, 
the father of michael brown, shot by an officer in ferguson, 
missouri. 

0:21 4/30/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man caught in the act stealing from target stores, strangely 
enough the hot item. breast pullches. detectives say he hit several 
stores in l.a. county. he grabs the expensive breast pumps and 
switches the scanning labels with a lower price id tell. 

0:37 4/30/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

how could any one leave ape mother on the side of the road to 
drive. the family of 37-year-old want to know. blakely and her 
friend were walking south in homeland last night when a black ford 
mustang veered across the road and hit the women from behind. 

0:38 4/30/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

every murder victim belongs to some one. and dozens of people 
gathered for the walk for christopher walker in altadeta. he was 26 
years old. killed last october outside fair oaks burger place in an 
apparent gang shooting.  

3:13 4/30/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hardly the picture of some one serving hard time. jail cells with 
upgreats and now now we are taken inside the luxury lockups. that 
have many outraged. 

0:21 4/30/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chief of police for los angeles now facing federal corruption 
charges. accused of hide itting business connections to a software 
developer. and helping them get a contract from the port. 

0:26 4/30/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new clues in the case of a woman who vanished five weeks ago. 
60-year-old, zakilla illamin. at a low income housing project. next 
day, security cameras show this unknown couple taking item from 
jones apartment. 

0:27 4/30/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the aclu says a new app gives people extra protection irtheir 
phones are ever taken by dlis. this app is smoebl justice called ae. 
it allows some one to upload a video to a database at the civil 
libberies union. if a person hits record, it would be restored 

0:31 4/30/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now want to snow you caught on camera. robber with a 
problem. police say that this guy tried to hold up a casino in iowa. 
he has trouble keeping his mask on. yes. making it very easy to 
identify. 

0:19 5/1/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now we're also tracking more  breaking news from south l.a. news 
chopper 4 also over the  scene here. at least three people have 
been  shot. all three expected to recover. this is hoover and 66th 
street. police have set up a perimeter  to search for the gunman. 
not sure how many gunmen are  involved but we will keep you  
posted.  

0:17 5/1/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now to seattle where a  peaceful mayday protest turned  into a 
riot. so far, try officers injured and  at least 15 people arrested.  

1:45 5/1/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00 tonight, a  warning for women targeted by a  couple 
thieves looking for one  thin, only they didn't count on  a 
surveillance camera picking up  their every move. beverly white is 
live in  panorama city with a picture of  the truck police are looking  
for.  

0:21 5/1/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a new warning tonight  for anyone who uses lockers at  l.a. 
fitness in al ham bra. thieves broke into lockers at  the l.a. fitness 
on fairmont. they happened between 5:00 and  9:00. they got 
away with everything,  everything from headphones to  credit 
cards.  
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0:44 5/1/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

anger turned to relief on  baltimore streets. many celebrating the 
charges  filed against six police  officers. they were warned they 
would be  arrested for breaking the 10:00  curfew. and late tonight, 
those since  officers arrested in connection  with gray's death, all 
six  posted bail 

0:30 5/1/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the defense attorney for the  grim sleeper said that dna will  prove 
someone else killed two  women, his client not  responsible. the 
attorney believes genetic  evidence shows that dna  connected to 
two attacks matches  a different serial killer,  chester turner. 

0:21 5/1/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

prosecutors say in june  through september, boys 14 and  16 
years of age, the teacher was  teaching and the boys did not go  to 
that school.  

0:23 5/1/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and happening now, police  all across southern california  
targeting drunk drivers. this is a dui checkpoint you're  about to 
see right here. this one is in van nuys. it's one of many set up from  
orange county to the inland  empire. this joint crackdown will  
continue this weekend.  

0:53 5/1/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is give to comprehend how  a father with his 6 month old  son in 
his arms can walk into  freeway traffic where both are  hit and 
killed. miguel marisol and his son were  hit last night in the i-10  
freeway. both were pronounced dead at the  scene. 

0:57 5/1/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

no dna, no evidence, nothing  to tie a man to the murder of a  cal 
state fullerton student,  which makes his confession after  his 
conviction today all the  more shocking.  

0:21 5/1/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have a warning for  those who like to hike in runyon  
canyon. thieves are targeting cars in  the parking lot. windows 
have been smashed on a  number of vehicles with  valuables 
inside stolen. 

0:29 5/1/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the surveillance video we  showed you the other night  helped lead 
police to the  hit-and-run driver who took a  quick look at his 86-
year-old  victim and drove off. we first showed you the video  from 
an mcdonald's. 

0:36 5/1/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

friends and family gathered  for a vigil for a man shot and  killed by 
police. family members called on police  to provide more 
information in  the death of hector morehone. >> we lost our little 
brother. we all hurt. there's nothing in life that can  describe the 
pain that we're all  feeling. 

2:01 5/4/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's a happy moment there. more breaking news as a mother  is 
overjoyed. news4 is right there as her two  missing children are 
found. we're live now with what  happened right in front of our  
camera tonight.  

1:34 5/4/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story  where a woman's body was found  in a 
closet. her roommate is now under  arrest. we just spoke with a 
neighbor  about a possible motive? >> reporter: she indicates it  
was a loud, long-running dispute  between this pair 

0:20 5/4/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, a robber tried but  failed to mug a couple. they were out 
walking near the  rose bowl in pasadena. a man walked up to 
them and  tried to take the woman's  wallet. but he couldn't pull it 
away and  he ran off. the 71-year-old had cuts and  bruises but is 
okay.   

0:22 5/4/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, an orange  county teacher arrested for  child mow 
less station and child  porn. they say he had sexual relations  with 
a boy under 14 years old  for the past two years. along with being 
a teacher, he's  also been a youth baseball coach  and a volunteer 
who worked with  at-risk kids.  
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0:23 5/4/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say this is what  happened to a drunk driver. around 6:15 at 
any time, this  pickup truck with five adult  exams two children 
inside rolled  30 to 40 feet off highway 38 in  san bernardino 
county. it landed at the bottom of the  ravine. it's unclear if any of 
the  injuries are life-threatening. 

0:34 5/4/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a driver led police on a  pursuit through south los  angeles causing 
several  accidents along the way today. it came to an end at 103rd 
and  central. police tell us it began when a  driver hit a parked 
police  cruiser and just kept going. 

0:28 5/4/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

boy, talk about a surprise  twist. turns out the lucky lotto winner  
wasn't actually a winner at all. he was an undercover lottery  
agent. you may remember the story last  friday we told you about 
the man  who bought a winning scratcher  ticket. 

0:41 5/4/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new charges and more sexual  allegations for a former teacher  at 
the marlboro all girls  school. he enter add plea of not guilty  in 
february to sexual  relationship with a 16-year-old  student. it 
happened between 2000 and  2002. 

0:33 5/4/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, family members of  the two gunmen killed outside a  
muslim themed art show are  asking why those men suddenly  
turned so violent. the families of elton simpson  and nadir soofi 
who federal  officials identify as the gunmen  says they have no 
idea those two  planned to open fire this  weekend in texas. 

0:33 5/4/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're learning more about  the shooting death of a former  bell 
gardens mayor in a newly  unsealed grand jury documents. they 
reveal testimony from a  police officer who talked to his  son the 
very afternoon of that  shooting.  

0:27 5/4/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an emotional husband of the  woman killed in the venice  
boardwalk crash is now reliving  those events in court. he testified 
today about his  wife's final moments. 

0:34 5/4/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a detective for the miami  beach police department  suspended 
tonight after video  shows him punching a handcuffed  woman in 
the face. now, this video just released by  miami beach police, 
they say the  detective hit the woman in the  department's parking 
garage. 

0:51 5/4/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a confession from the pilot  of a stolen airplane over las  vegas. 
take a listen to what this  flight instructor told air  traffic controllers 
trying to  get him to land.  

0:26 5/5/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, a child  abduction and a county-wide  amber alert. 
>> 29-year-old randy green is  this child's father. he took the baby 
girl 14 months  old through an unlocked door. it was on the 300 
block. green is believed to be driving  a 2004 black bmwx 5. with 
the license plate 7 gyu  146. the baby's mother is also  missing.  

2:12 5/5/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a break in a double forward  case. they have the suspect accused 
of killing a laverne couple in  their home. >> robert is outside the 
estate  where the towards koops. the suspect identities. tonight 
nbc 4 confirmed that he  is already in custody on  unrelated 
charges. 

1:53 5/5/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

neighbors are reeling  over what they saw outside their doors. a 
vicious attack, a man used a  meat cleaver to kill one  neighbor 
and slash his wife. nbc four's beverly white talked  with a witness. 

1:28 5/5/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police and federal agents  are trying to figure out who  poisoned 
more than a dozen  rescued sea lions at the mammal  center in 
laguna beach as they  were recuperating. gotti schwartz is live for 
us in laguna beach.  
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0:43 5/5/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the coroner identified a  woman murdered in her north  hills 
apartment. this was developing last night  on the news at 11:00. 
cassandra's body was found in a  closet and they arrested her  
roommate who was in the process  of evicting her. we spoke with 
a woman who talked with him after it happened. 

0:42 5/5/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one hour left in cinco de  mayo and police are out in  force, looking 
for people who  are driving after enjoying the  holiday too much. 

0:27 5/5/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arrest in santa clarita  after bizarre events. these three letters 
sent letters to police departments across  southern california 
claiming to  represent the ma sonic fra turn  police department. 
they investigated and found  everything that badges to  weapons. 

0:46 5/5/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

those accused of molestation  and child porn. this 48-year-old is a 
single  father with a teen son, but  rarely interacted with them. he 
was a spanish teacher and a  baseball coach. 

1:02 5/5/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this all happening in the  last few moments. you are taking a live 
look at  long beach. the area in the neighborhood  south of long 
beach airport and  moments ago a helicopter was  attacked with a 
green laser and  apparently on the way to  lynchfield if you are 
familiar  with the area.  

0:28 5/5/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

college is start enough, but  look at video of a coed trying  to 
poison her roommate. the woman is haley king who goes to the 
university of south  carolina. this hidden camera footage  caught 
her in the act and she  later admitted to pouring  cleaning fluid into 
her  roommate's food.  

0:26 5/5/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san jose police said a video  circulating on social media  prompted 
an internal  investigation. it shows an officer repeatedly  jabbing a 
suspect with the end  of a baton while sfl other  officers tried to 
subdue the  suspect. they say the guy attacked a  police officer 
with a bottle. 

1:25 5/6/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is dead, a woman  wounded after a knock on the  front door 
is followed by  gunfire. tonight the search is on for the  suspect 
who gunned them down in  the doorway.  nbc 4's beverly white is 
in  canyon country. >> reporter: two people gunned  down near 
soledad canyon and  sierra highway. according to investigators. 
the lone survivor is not  helping. 

2:08 5/6/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to new cell phone video  surfacing of an unarmed man  killed 
by police by police. and chief beck says he's very  concerned. 
we're live in venice with what's  on this new video 

2:21 5/6/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11:00, a brazen  attack on a young girl. a man 
pretending to be a cop  lures a teenager into his car  and sexually 
assaults her. church members were credited  with stopping that 
predator. we're live in lancaster where we  spoke with samaritans 
who called  for help. 

0:18 5/6/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a meet up of car  enthusiasts. they arrived about 45 minutes  ago. 
some were briefly detain, but it  doesn't appear any drivers are  
suspects.  

0:47 5/6/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pasadena police looking for  three men who attacked and  robbed 
a 14 year old girl as she  was walking home from marshal  high 
school. the three suspects were wearing   ski masks when they 
jumped out  of a car around 4:30. they tried to rip a necklace  from 
her neck. she was likely targeted because  she was alone. 

0:29 5/6/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one man waits in an alley  while a second man hops the  fence 
and takes five exotic  birds out of some cages, handing  each then 
to his partner, along  with a third person 
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0:23 5/6/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles police officer  will face a judge tomorrow for  allegedly 
trying to smuggle  someone across the border. carlos casada was 
driving home  from mexico last march when  border agents 
stopped his car  and found a mexican national  hiding in the trunk. 

0:44 5/6/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a double murder the day  after christmas left a  gate-guarded 
community in la  verne stunned. tonight there is a feeling of  relief 
and closure, the  suspected killer is already in  jail. l.a. county 
sheriff's deputies  say dna played a big role in  linking matthew 
sabella to the  murders.  

0:33 5/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in orange county,  investigators are looking for a  man who tried to 
abduct a  11-year-old. he tried to lure the girl into  his van 
yesterday afternoon. she was able to describe what he  looked like 
and what he was  driving, a white mini van with  quick clean and 
water drop logos  on the side of it. 

0:20 5/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police warning residents to  watch out for a man stealing  man. this 
man took an envelope from  the porch of a home near tyler  street 
and wells avenue. the concern is mail theft could  lead to identity 
theft. he was last seen driving a  dark-colored, newer model 
nissan  altima. 

0:26 5/6/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

kamala harris linked people  arrested. kyle was an aide to harris.  

3:47 5/6/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a brutal murder, a missing  toddler and a grieving mother  and 
more than 20 years later  there is renewed hope that the  killer can 
be found. determined detectives show us  never before seen 
evidence.  

0:29 5/6/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance video from last  july shows robert durst walking  up to 
the register here,  exposing himself and then  urinating. this is in 
houston. he pleaded no contest to the  charge in december.  

0:41 5/6/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators now believe  they have the driver and the  truck in a 
hit-and-run that  killed a toddler, but a year  later they still haven't 
made  any arrest. she was hit and killed while  running across 
mountain view  avenue in san bernardino. surveillance camera 
shows a  truck with an odd cab. 

0:40 5/6/15 11:30p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now searching for a suspect  at the end of a pursuit in north  
hollywood. >> reporter: north hollywood  lapd in pursuit of this 
white  bmw. it turned down a dead end  street. the search is under 
way for the  suspect here in a wash. that's the very latest in north  
hollywood, gill avis 

1:56 5/7/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

even with the rain, a crowd  gathered in venice to remember a  
homeless man killed by police. on the same night that hundreds  
of people packed into an  elementary school, looking for  answers. 
nbc 4's gadi schwartz is live in  venice with what has triggered  the 
new anger.  

1:58 5/7/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shooting in cerritos  involving deputies ended in a  car crash and 
the suspect dead. officers say at this point they  don't know what 
killed him. the bullets or the crash. beverly white live in cerritos  
with how it all unfolded and the  latest on the investigation.  

0:21 5/7/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's a search on at this  hour for a woman accused of  
defrauding a 91-year-old woman. detectives in malibu single us  
this photo in hopes of making an  arrest. these are surveillance 
photos  from a wells fargo bank in  calabasas where they stay 
woman  pulled out cash from the elderly  woman's bank account. 

0:18 5/7/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and another fraud case. this one in lost hills. a man took credit 
cards and  personal items from a car near  beach. then he used 
those cards in  granada hills, van nuys and  woodland hills. if 
these. either of these two look  familiar to you, the lost hills  station 
needs to hear from you.  
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0:30 5/7/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details on a story about  a family pet shown in a video  being 
dragged by the neck at an  animal shelter in san bernardino  
county. we first showed you this video  from the hesperia animal  
shelter. the work he drags her down the  hallway. the video 
outraged many people  including the dog's owner. we've learned 
two city animal  shelter employees were involved  in this have 
been fired. 

0:30 5/7/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a three county  robbery spree came tonight an  end with 
the arrest of two men  after they held up a mobile  station in snan. 
a we have surveillance video  from that gas station.  

0:26 5/7/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we now have a photo in a  suspect of a deadly shooting in  santa 
clarita. the shooter knocked on the door  and opened fire. we first 
brought you this story  last night at 11:00. l.a. county sheriff's 
deputies  say michael mclaughlin wounded  his girlfriend 
yesterday. 

0:55 5/7/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a very brave 15-year-old  girl fought off an attacker  after followed 
her home from  school in san jose. this is not the first time he's  
done this. a surveillance camera picks up  the alleged attacker in 
the  white shorts. he's already followed her home. 

0:29 5/7/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in boston, an 18-year-old  was train surfing, caught train  surfing. 
there you see a couple guys  doing this so you can see what  it is 
all about. they grabbed on to the subway  train. they lift their feet 
into the  air. that's why they call it surfing. 

2:03 5/7/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a grieving family, a  2-year-old killed and one year  later 
this hit-and-run driver is  still out there, although  authorities may 
know who he is. hetty chang live in san  bernardino where the vigil  
turned into a cry for emotional  justice. >> reporter: a lot of 
sadness  but a lot of anger and  frustration. the family thinks they 
know who  did this.  

0:27 5/8/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00. a woman steals a truck in apple  valley 
with three children  inside. she drops them off at a  restaurant, 
then takes police on  a pursuit that lasts nearly an  hour and 
crosses several  counties. it all came to a dramatic end,  85 miles 
away in whittier. police pull the woman out of  truck, but the truck 
keep on  going. they manage to put the brakes on  and put the 
woman in custody. police tell us the children are  okay.  

2:00 5/8/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

don't let him die. he's a good man. don't let him die. >> a mother 
describes the moment  she heard gunfire and then found  her son 
dead in her driveway. >> nbc 4's hetty chang is live  with this 
interview you'll hear  for the first time. >> reporter: the parents of  
gregory montgomery invited us  into their home tonight. they are 
heartbroken but doing  amazingly well. they showed us pictures of 
their  son, someone who had a big heart  and was always ready to 
help  others. 

2:36 5/8/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it just seems like more  people have been sends us things  and 
supporting us. >> a father of four says he was  just trying to 
charge his  electric cash when police  approached him. what 
happened next is captured  on cell phone video. nbc 4's robert 
kovalcik is live. 

1:49 5/8/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00. a dentist is under arrest  accused of molesting two 
girls  while they were in his exam  chair. beverly white is live with 
the  latest on this investigation. >> reporter: carolyn one witness  
tells us he suspected medicaid  fraud when investigators moved  
in on compton dentistry, but he  is accused of molesting two  
children and maybe more. this businessman says he was  stunned 
yesterday when  detectives emerged from this  dental clinic next 
door with the  owner in handcuffs.  
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0:23 5/8/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight on this mother's  day weekend, mothers led a rally  at 
the lapd headquarters to stop  excessive force by officers. this is to 
support legislation  against racial profiling and use  of force. they 
gathered to remember  brendan glen, he's the man  police shot 
and killed earlier  this week, one of many cases  recently where 
use of force has  come into question.  

0:36 5/8/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

rancho cucamonga residents  are on alert. a man assaulted two 
women and  got away. these attacks happened about a  mile apart 
in the ontario mills  area. in both cases, the women were  walking 
alone. both struggled to escape. one did. the other couldn't get 
away. 

0:19 5/8/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the el rancho unified school  district says they have had two  
attempted abductions. the two students gave similar  descriptions 
of the vehicle, it  was a silver-colored car but no  sketch of the 
suspect. the district is urging students  to walk with a buddy or 
group if  possible.  

0:20 5/8/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police ask for your help to  identify suspects, but in this  case, they 
need your help  identifying a victim. investigators say this woman 
may  be the victim of a robbery that  happened in a parking lot at 
the  walgreen's on vineyard avenue. it happened last thursday. if 
this woman looks familiar,  you're asked to call the oxnard  police 
department.  

0:31 5/8/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gunfire erupts inside a  hobby lobby store. shots were fired as 
deputies  tried to arrest a man inside  this colorado springs store. 
employees and shoppers made a  run for it and escaped through  
the back door. >> you hear these loud noises,  realize what it is, 
and you have  to make some quick decisions. and i think we made 
the right  one. 

0:40 5/8/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, a mother's plight  as her daughter was laid to  rest, the 
teacher accused of  hitting and killing her with his  car appeared in 
court. family and friends paid respects  to her at sacred heart 
catholic  church in pomona today. she died while trying to cross  
rio rancho road. 

0:28 5/8/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mistrial in a case. of the jury remained deadlocked  after 18 days 
of deliberations. in 2012, pedro hernandez  confessed to killing the 
new  york boy in 1979. but prosecutors had no physical  evidence 
linking hernandez to  the crime. eton's body was never found.  

0:49 5/8/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just want to let you know we  are still working on this story,  a 
woman stole a truck from a  home depot, and three children  were 
inside. we spoke to someone in a  restaurant where the children  
were dropped off.  

0:19 5/8/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning if you get a phone  call from someone claiming to be  
from the dmv. the agency says thieves are  calling california 
drivers and  offering to reschedule dmv  appointments, then they 
ask for  personal information. the dmv will never ask for  personal 
information over the  phone.  

1:55 5/11/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

beverly white joins us live  right now. police are searching for at  
least one suspect. beverly? >> reporter: that's correct,  colleen. 
we're near the uc santa barbara  campus where the lockdown you  
just described was lifted a  short time ago. the apartments where 
the crime  occurred are adjacent to the  campus. let's go to the cell 
phone video  that illustrates it best. it captures the moments after  
the victims were transported. it started around 7:30 p.m. this  
evening.  
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2:13 5/11/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a developing story out  of orange county where a u.s.  marine 
is desperate to find his  parents who vanished on mother's  day 
and both need daily medical  attention. nbc 4's robert kovacik just  
spoke with the couple's son.  

0:25 5/11/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man known as the pillowcase  rapist does not have to go back  
to prison despite protests and  objections from neighbors. a judge 
ruled that he can remain  at his home near palmdale. prosecutors 
and neighbors wanted  him sent back to prison after  the battery 
ran low on his ankle  bracelet on two different  occasions. 

0:31 5/11/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of sexually  assaulting a teenager in  lancaster 
will face additional  charges. we have learned that suspect is  hiv 
positive. 41-year-old joseph cornet tried  fighting with officers. he is 
accused of posing as a  more, then sexually assaulting a  young 
girl in an abandoned  classroom. 

0:51 5/11/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a lawyer in san bernardino  county said one of the deputies  seen 
right here beating the man  after the horse pursued has a  history 
of violence toward  suspects. news chopper 4 was the only  
chopper overhead when the  horseback chase came to an end. 
one of the deputies you see in  the video is nicholas downey. 

0:38 5/11/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shooting in a  neighborhood. let's go top side. >> reporter: you're 
looking at  94th and hoover. there was a shooting call that  came 
out. we found this car right here  with the shooting victim in the  
rear seat of that vehicle. it was one person who was shot  here. it 
is good news. the shooter at 94th and wounded. the victim, a 
woman in a  wheelchair waiting for a ride  home.  

1:54 5/11/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the shooter at 94th and wounded. the victim, a woman in a  
wheelchair waiting for a ride  home. riders are just now hearing 
that  this assault. >> reporter: and chuck and  colleen, we're 
learning that  there is no security guard here. that's because the 
last one left  two minutes ago and the next one  doesn't come on 
the clock until  3:00, 4:00 in the morning. it was right around this 
time  when the assault happened.  

0:46 5/11/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young boy injured during a  carjacking. he jumped from his 
mother's car  as it was being stolen and  police are still for the 
driver  of the owner of a honda civic  was saying goodbye to her  
4-year-old son. she was with her relatives. 

0:32 5/12/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 over a deadly  hit and run in carson. let's go to the 
parking lot  where this happened. >> reporter: this is the 700  
block of east alamo boulevard. the sheriff's department  
responded to a physical  altercation among some men in  this 
parking lot. during that fight, one of the  men was struck by a 
vehicle. 

1:39 5/12/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we're following the  dramatic ending to a police  chase, a 
pursuit, crash, and  officers pull a child out of an  suv. beverly 
white is live in signal  hill where she just spoke with  someone who 
saw it happen. 

0:44 5/12/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a security camera captures a  missing couple from orange  county 
before they vanished. tonight their children are  begging for help to 
find them. we've confirmed these pictures  are from sunday 
afternoon just  before diana bedwell and cecil  knutson 
disappeared. they were supposed to drive to  their son's house but 
never  showed up after leaving a san  diego casino.  

0:21 5/12/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, investigators  hope that someone can help  identify 
three men involved in a  murder that took place last  week. on the 
screen is michael  mclaughlin. on the right in the disguise he  was 
wearing, on the left. detectives say he murdered a man  in the 
mission hills area. 
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1:52 5/12/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, parents in  fullerton outrailed about what  they 
describe as dangerous  encounters with a homeless  adjacent to a 
school. they want something done and  they claim the district is  
dragging its feet. nbc 4's hetty chang live in  fullerton where a 
school board  meeting just wrapped up.  

0:27 5/12/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a santa paula man caught on  video stealing money from a  4-
year-old girl at a grocery  store. police arrested luis rodriguez  for 
petty theft. the little girl was playing with  her mother's purse while 
she was  attending to another child. that's when police say  
rodriguez, on the surveillance,  reached down, pulled out about  
$100 out of that purse. 

0:38 5/12/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fbi agents investigating  medical fraud, they make a raid  in the city 
of san fernando. this is video of the moran  ambulance service. 
when we got there, agents were  busy boxing up evidence. we 
spoke with the mayor tonight. he couldn't give us many details  but 
he did say this was an  isolated incident. 

0:48 5/12/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man arrested for  stabbing a toddler during a  violent road rage 
attack in  menefee is expected in court  tomorrow. chp says 
nicholas garcia used a  broken freeway marker to attack  a family 
of three last night. they were parked on the shoulder  of the 215 
freeway changing a  tire. 

0:20 5/12/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

missing and confused. a couple with alzheimer's and  dementia 
has disappeared. leonard and helen hagberg  vanished from their 
son's home  in palmdale monday night. police say both are easily  
confused and require medication. 

0:40 5/12/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tsa responding tonight to  allegations that agents sexually  
assaulted passengers at airports  and l.a.x. is on that list. judicial 
watch says it took a  year to get a federal court to  release 58 
pages of tsa records  detailing the claims. they say it raises a lot of 
new  questions. 

0:23 5/12/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in. two officers involved in a  deadly shooting with a 
homeless  man in venice a couple of weeks  ago were in fact 
wearing body  cameras. but the lapd cannot tell us if  the officers 
had their cameras  on during the confrontation with  brendan 
glenn. 

0:36 5/12/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation tonight  after an elderly woman pushing a  
shopping cart is run over in an  el segundo parking lot. the video 
might be upsetting. the car runs over an 80-year-old  woman 
outside the 99 cent only  store on richmond. 

0:49 5/12/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance cameras seem to  be everywhere. two armed men 
broke into a bay  area home and surveillance video  could lead to 
their capture. you can see the two men peeking  into the house, 
then heading  inside. they grab some knives from the  kitchen and 
they start searching  for stuff to steal. that's when all of a sudden 
they  realize someone is home. 

0:20 5/13/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin right now with this  breaking news, the search is on  for a 
pursuit suspect in  montecito heights.  >> and police say people 
need to  stay inside until this guy is  caught.  >> this is a 
dangerous but high  speed pursuit, ending up here in  montecito 
heights here, lapd  chasing a grand theft auto  suspect who led 
them on this  pursuit and later tried  carjacking another person 
before  dashing into private property  here. here you see k-9 units 
swarming  into the area trying to track  down this guy.   
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2:26 5/13/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is more breaking news  at 11:00, a woman with a knife  
steals an ambulance and then  causes a deadly pile-up.  >> robert 
kovacik has more on  the story.  >> reporter: right here, the  
cleanup continues on frazier  park mountain road right across  
from the flying j, right near  the entrance to the freeway.  

0:19 5/13/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all right, robert, right  now, busted, serial bank robbers  caught 
tonight, police chased  them who they say were involved  in 
several bank robberies. investigators believe they went  into the 
home with one of the  mothers. s.w.a.t. team moved in and  
arrested them.   

2:04 5/13/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there is a manhunt for a  woman who police say killed her  
husband and took off with her  two little girls. nbc's hetty chang 
has more.  >> reporter: chuck and colleen,  we're learning that the  
detectives responded to the home  for a welfare check after the  
victim failed to show up for  work for several days. 

1:30 5/13/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have obtained cell phone  video of a deputy. a man wanted in 
confrontation  with police officers. nbc 4's gadi schwartz has more.  
>> well, witnesses say there  were two distinct shootings, the  first 
one happening down the  street on long beach boulevard,  the 
second where a deputy is  standing where the deputy opened  fire. 

0:49 5/13/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and detectives investigating  stolen guns came face to face  with a 
3-year-old girl carrying  a loaded handgun. tonight, that girl's 
mother from  san bernardino is sitting in  jail. police went to the 
home of  kimberly torres regarding a car  and the l.a. deputy last 
week. they say one stolen gun was  found in a car registered to  
torres. 

0:33 5/13/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have more breaking  news right now. sources tell nbc 
news that  federal prosecutors will  announce a criminal indictment  
against the former  under-sheriff, paul tanaka, and  other sheriff's 
officials. you recall that tanaka ran for  los angeles county sheriff in  
2014. 

0:30 5/13/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and palo alto police are  looking for a man caught on  camera that 
went to a  bloomingdales and then made off  with jewelry inside. 
surveillance video shows an suv  backing in this morning. three 
men got out, breaking the  glass displays and made off with  the 
jewelry inside. unfortunately, the surveillance  video didn't get a 
good look at  the men who were seen driving  away in a stolen red 
jeep  cherokee.  

0:28 5/13/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 murder suspect caught on  camera. police in fact just released a  
surveillance video in the  killing of a bar owner in  jefferson park. 
keith hassan was walking outside  the bar when a man walked up 
and  shot him several times. 

0:20 5/13/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police are looking for a  gunman who shot a woman in this  
park in san pedro today. here is a look. it happened at 4:30 this  
afternoon. police say the woman got in a  sort of argument with 
four men  at the park. then one of them pulled out a  gun and shot 
her. no word on how she is doing  tonight.  

0:48 5/13/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the word behind a vicious  attack on a mother and her son,  to a 
plea of not guilty to  attempted murder charges today. they were 
changing a tire on a  car there.  

0:43 5/13/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

guilty of first degree  murder. today, a jury convicted a father  for 
throwing his 4-year-old  daughter off a cliff here in  southern 
california. prosecutors say cameron brown  tossed lauren off a cliff 
15  years ago because he was angry  at her mother.  
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0:46 5/13/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the sole survivor of a  hit-and-run crash is speaking  out for the 
first time as the  accused faces a judge. jennifer campbell's family  
believed that if the driver had  just stopped their mother could  
have been saved. today, felipe gonzales is  charged with running 
two women  down in april. vicky rood is the only one that  survived. 

0:48 5/13/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, we just learned that  they have captured that suspect  in 
montecito heights.  >> reporter: yes, right in front  of the screen 
lapd finally able  to track him down after k-9 dogs  literally sniffed 
him out. he was hiding behind a shed. 

2:58 5/13/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, with legal outlets like  the urbandale speedway on its  way 
out we could see more  illegal street races like the  one you see 
here. robert kovacik rode along with  an elite task force trying to  
stop these deadly and illegal  races. 

2:00 5/14/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a gang of what may be  serial burglars. a local bar hit in the 
middle of  the night. it may not be the only one  targeted. despite 
all of the damage, they  were open again tonight. >> reporter: well, 
colleen, the  bar owner tells us he had no  choice but to open 
tonight  because he has to make up for  what was stolen from him  
yesterday. $3,000 in cash. 

0:20 5/14/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, we're getting a new  look at surveillance video of an  
ambulance hijacked on wednesday  night as we first told you. the 
ambulance was on an  emergency call when a woman  somehow 
took it over and crashed  head-on into a semitruck. both drivers 
were killed. 

0:24 5/14/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a woman for people  tonight. deputies are looking for two  
women in connection with an  attack at gunpoint. the victim says 
the women asked  to have their picture taken. 

0:36 5/14/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are hearing tonight from  a man in victorville who was  shot to 
death in his bedroom. deputies say his wife shot him  and is now 
on the run with their  two daughters. his family say they are 
worried  about the safety of the two  little girls, and they have a  
message for leticia. 

0:25 5/14/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

somebody is setting fires in  los angeles. six overnight in what  
investigators say is an arsonist  on the loose. most of the fires 
within just a  few blocks of each other. a grass fire, trash bins, and  
the largest at a homeless  encampment. 

1:04 5/14/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two former high-ranking l.a.  county sheriff's officials  pleaded not 
guilty today to  charges in connection with a  jailhouse corruption 
scandal. one of them is former  undersheriff paul tanaka, who  was 
second in command to retired  sheriff lee baca. tanaka ran 
unsuccessfully last  night and is the current mayor  of gardenia. 

0:25 5/14/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the son of a well-known  surfer is charged tonight in a  possible 
murder for hire plot in  huntington beach. police say that joseph 
taylor  wanted to kill a woman over  money. 

0:31 5/14/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here is a strange story for  you. an upland man is carjacked, so  he 
calls for help. police arrive, and then they put  the victim in 
handcuffs. why, you ask? well, the officers say the man  admitted 
to stealing the car  first. 

0:27 5/14/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also a drug dog is credited  with one of the biggest drug  busts in 
riverside county  history. 343 pounds of cocaine, estimated  street 
value of $5 million,  discovered in a big rig police  pulled over in 
norco 
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1:36 5/15/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing at 11:00, the  manhunt is on for a rapist  before he 
strikes again. tonight we are learning how he  got inside and who 
police are  looking for. >> robert is live in boyle  heights where the 
news rattled  the neighbors there. robert? >> reporter: we asked 
the lapd  if this is the first rape this  man committed or if this is the  
first woman to come forward? 

1:44 5/15/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a high school student  is recovering after he was  jumped 
coming out of school. the attacker slouting racial  slurs as they 
were beating him. it's being investigated as a  hate crime. live in 
van nuys with a crime  alert.  

0:26 5/15/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a fire destroys  three cars waiting to be sold in  
thousand oaks. this happened around 5:00 a.m.  on the thousand 
oaks lot on los  feliz drive. firefighters were suspicious  about the 
cause and it has been  confirmed this was arson. in addition to the 
cars  destroyed, five others were  damaged, that's a loss of more  
than $200,000.  

0:21 5/15/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dangerous fugitive wanted  for murder in california caught  and 
busted in las vegas. this is 30-year-old hall. las vegas police took 
him into  custody in north las vegas. they thought he was 
bearicated  in a las vegas home and that  situation lasted for 
nearly 13  hours. 

0:41 5/15/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a marine who is a-time purple  heart recipient is asking for  help for 
those tracking down the  thief who stole his hand gun  from his 
home. 

0:39 5/15/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the show must go on after a  real life drama after a burbank  
theater. a kidnap suspect leading police  on a wild pursuit and it 
ended  in burbank. 

0:21 5/15/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the canine's feeting tube has  been removed and they are trying  
to get the dog to eat on her. the month ray park canine was  stung 
by a swarm of bees while  chasing two burglary suspects.  

1:55 5/15/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a smash and grab, thieves  buffing into an audio store in  riverside 
and it was ought  caught on camera. live in riverside where the  
storeowner is taking security  measures into his own hands. 

0:47 5/15/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family is outraged after  a funeral procession for the  family's 
matriarch gets pulled  over on a freeway. this is cell phone video 
showing  a long line of cars pulled over  on the 10 near the 
crenshaw  exit. 

1:34 5/18/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was a wild chase through  south los angeles this evening. 
the driver speeding down  streets, jumping out and running  for 
cover in a desperate dash. beverly white has more of this  
amazing video. 

0:33 5/18/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was one more, a canine  led the charge in capturing them  in 
azusa. the driver crashed the stolen  car into a pole and two men 
and  a woman made a run for it. they arrested the woman who  
wanted to casually walk. the driver was hiding in the  back yard 
tool shed. 

0:25 5/18/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

28 seconds from start to  finish is all it took for them  to break in 
and take off with  two jars of medical marijuana. we doubled it to 
see how quickly  these guys were in the middle of  the night on 
may 3rd. 

0:30 5/18/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an orange county  chiropractor pleaded guilty over  a real estate 
ponzi scheme. the chiropractor pleaded guilt  tow two counts of 
wire fraud in  federal court. at least 22 investors gave him  close to 
$2.5 million which they  say he spent on laser equipment  for his 
office, his home  mortgage and other personal  expense. 
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0:25 5/18/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a trailer used as a foot bank  has disappeared. it was taken from 
the palm  canyon church last week. it doesn't have logos other 
than  the one you see at the top left. 

0:22 5/18/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives in south l.a.  looking at video trying to  figure out who 
set fire to a  man's body. they believe the man was already  dead 
when someone set the fire  this morning.  

0:40 5/18/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a plea from a grieving  daughter for the hit-and-run  driver who 
caused the death of  her market. barbara somerfield was walking  
home from church when she was  hit. 

0:21 5/18/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an officer is caught stealing gas  not once or twice, but 55 times. 
his fellow officers arrested him  after seeing this video. 

0:38 5/18/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the safe return of an exotic  bird that was stolen from the  front 
yard. the only way to make money is  bring my bird back. 

1:57 5/19/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time, you are  looking at surveillance and  investigators 
say helped them  catch an arsonist. beverly white live in south l.a.  
with what that video shows and  the woman who is seen setting a  
building on fire there. 

0:19 5/19/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a stolen pickup truck ends  with the driver running into a  home. 
they scaled a few fences before  going into the house. they heart 
police calling for  them to come in.  

1:58 5/19/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details on the thief who is  hit an apartment complex and was  
getting fumigated at the time. heddy chang is in garden grove  to 
find out if they lost  anything. 

0:25 5/19/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a serial sex offender here on  the run here in southern  california. 
u.s. marshal service is on the  hunt for 34-year-old eddie  smith. 
he is one of four failing to  register as a sex offender and  
convicted of crimes in several  states and overseas. 

0:22 5/19/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new home surveillance video  caught in the act of stealing  tools 
from a work truck in  glendale. the men as you can see take  turns 
working for several  minutes before breaking open a  tool box and 
taking as much as  they can carry.  

0:21 5/19/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

beverly hills police found  the three burglars they were  searching 
for. the news chopper 4 caught up and  they were arrested. the 
third was taken in after  6:00. the canines found him in a yard  
near lexing and rexford.  

0:39 5/19/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what would possess a mother to  stab and come close to killing  
her own 3-year-old son? deputies have the mother in  custody and 
are looking for  answers.  

0:40 5/19/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a music producer missing for  three months are asking for help  
from compton for finding him. >> there was 2015. park are they 
went before the  council to ask for reward money  to find her son. 

0:29 5/19/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it could be one of the  biggest cases of charity fraud  in history. 
they are facing federal charges  for scamming more than $187  
million from consumers.  

2:04 5/20/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00. an in n out murder plot. a former 
employee stopped  minutes before a rampage.  >> robert kovacik 
live in  glendale with what the suspect's  roommate is revealing for 
the  first time tonight. robert?  

0:20 5/20/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a kidnapping suspect wanted in  san bernardino county, slipped  
away from police in las vegas  for two hours before he was  finally 
rearrested. nicholas bolin was picked up  during a traffic stop, but  
somehow managed to slip off his  handcuffs and take off.  
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0:21 5/20/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are still on  the scene of a deadly shooting  that 
happened in upland, and the  suspect is still on the loose. this 
started early this morning  when police got a call about  gunshots 
at ninth street near  the upland market.  

0:50 5/20/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and 15 high school students  arrested for sexual assault will  not 
be charged. new reaction is pouring in  tonight to the d.a.'s 
decision. the district attorney's office  told us there is insufficient  
evidence to pursue this case. those students were suspected in  
an alleged sex ring. most were arrested over the  course of 
several days in  mid-march. 

0:21 5/20/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of killing a  san diego family has now hired a  
legal team. charles merritt is accused of  murdering his former 
boss and  partner joseph mcstay along with  the mcstay's wife and 
the  couple's two young boys. this was in 2010. 

0:25 5/20/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have some new video right  now of a home burglar hitting a  
house in the middle of the day. police in harbor gateway are  
hoping someone recognizes this  man from a break-in last week. 
caught on security video, you  see the man jump over the fence,  
go through an open window there. 

0:21 5/20/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

santa ana police say these  three people may be involved in  a 
series of robberies at several  orange county locations. and tonight 
they're looking for  more possible victims. jose martinez, john 
alfaro, and  sandy perez arrested on sunday. 

0:23 5/20/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police released a photo of  an elementary school coach who  now 
faces eight counts of lewd  acts on a child. ronnie roman worked 
as a youth  services coach for an after  school program at coanga  
elementary in central los  angeles. 

0:58 5/20/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and an officer is caught on  camera shoving and kicking a  suspect 
who later died. now a jury will decide if that  officer went too far. 
the video used during opening  statements today shows former  
lapd officer mary o'callahan  shoving alesia thomas in the  throat, 
kicking her in the groin  and the stomach. thomas died a few hours 
later. 

0:21 5/20/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newport beach police are  trying to find a man they say  forcibly 
stole an expensive  watch from a woman. they say that this man 
robbed a  woman in a park structure. it happened friday off the  
newport center drive. 

1:27 5/21/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00. isis recruits and at least one  man was 
stopped at lax before  boarding a flight. >> robert is live at the  
international terminal where he  confirmed new information you  
will hear for the first time. >> reporter: the nbc unit and  sources 
confirmed two men who  planned to travel abroad to join  isis are 
now in custody. 

1:59 5/21/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thanks for that and happening  now, she is armed and simply  will 
not give up. a 70-year-old woman in a  standoff with police in a 
mobile  home park and this has been  going on for 17 hours. 
beverly white is live in  woodland hills waiting with  officers and 
neighbors to see  how this is going to end.  

0:25 5/21/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a special task force  arrested a man connected with a  murdered 
corporate executive. that suspect previously works  for maryland-
based american iron  works where the executive went  to the 
native and a former  marine. 

0:10 5/21/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in, a home invasion in  brentwood. they are searching for the 
man  who broke into a home and stole  jewelry. the two were 
armed with a hand  gun.  
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1:55 5/21/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man attacked and beaten at  a skate park. they used their 
skateboards as  weapons. gotti schwartz spoke to the  victim to 
explain how it  unfolded. 

0:23 5/21/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a temecula  teacher is facing changes of  sexting and distributing 
lewd  material to a minor. fleming's husband discovered the  
messages and in one month, there  were more than 800 text 
messages  with the student. 

0:44 5/21/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues with a  man arresting a young girl at  the rose 
bowl aquatic center. 57-year-old leslie was arrested  and booked 
and then released as  investigators bathered more  evidence in a 
letter to parents  that went out three days after  the incident 

0:19 5/21/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

scary moments for students at  van nuys high school. gunshots as 
they were getting  ready to leave for the day. the shooting involved 
two cars  on van nuys boulevard and  gilmore. 

0:42 5/21/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for residents in  torrance claiming to be members  of a 
drug cartel . they tried to get people to wire  money after they 
kidnapped  children in mexico. they put a person on the line  
pretending to be their child. 

0:34 5/21/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a neighborhood is nervous  after a series of home invasion  
robberies in the middle of the  day. cameras at one home caught 
this  man and clipped through an open  window and about five 
minutes  later he leaves with jewelry and  electronics. 

0:21 5/21/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

trying to run a scam from his  phone. the man calls people 
identifying  himself as sergeant jim wallace  and demands cash, 
saying he will  clear the arrest warrants.  

0:21 5/21/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a firefighter is facing jail  time. a jury convicted justin of  attacking a 
woman who was  feeding stray cats on the west  adams 
neighborhood much his  mother is also charged with  being an 
accessory to the  attack. 

0:29 5/21/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a serial robber is targeting  stores and terrorizing employees  
across l.a. county and there is  a $10,000 reward to find them. the 
man seen this this video hit  nearly a dozen stores, most of  
themsoming cell phones and  accessories. 

0:19 5/21/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in chino hills, these were  caught on a security camera  system 
stealing packages off  their front porch. the two men and a woman 
were  spotted in their white toyota  siena van with paper plates and  
a black background and green  writing. 

0:17 5/21/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in huntington beach police are  looking for this guy caught on  
camera stealing a package off  the doorstep on edge water lane. 

2:16 5/22/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this one was truly bizarre. between the lapd and the driver. the 
drama happened in front of  our cameras. officers handcuffed both 
men. >> beverly white is live in  sherman oaks with how this  
pursuit unfolded and what  happened after the chopper 4  landed. 
>> this off duty firefighter  spotted an erratic driver and  received it 
just before 6:00  p.m. this motorist never gave into  police.  

0:20 5/22/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we learned that  people attacked a woman in an  apartment 
complex. the 20-year-old was getting  items out of her trunk when 
a  man grabbed her around the mouth  and pulled her backwards. 

0:47 5/22/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi charged two men from  orange county who tried to join  and 
fight for isis. he was arrested at lax last  night about to board a 
plane to  turkey with a connection in  israel. federal agents 
swooped down on  his anaheim apartment. 
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0:20 5/22/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sheriffs deputies are looking  for a man who pulled off a bank  
robbery and hit a first  citizen's bank around 1:30 in  rancho santa 
margarita. investigators say he showed a  hand gun during the 
hold up. it's unclear if he could be  linked to similar robberies 

0:47 5/22/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a petting zoo is offering the  reward for the safe return of an  exotic 
bird in el monty. staff said the blue and gold ma  caw was taken by 
a man this  morning at the learning center. 

1:55 5/25/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, a tense  standoff at rancho palos verdes. >> 
reporter: we are at 9th and  western where a sheriff's  command 
post was set up earlier  tonight. deputies responded to a home  
just down the street from here. and when they arrived, they  didn't 
take any chances. tensions ran high in this rancho  palos verdes 
neighborhood. sheriff's deputies surround a  home, guns drawn, 
fire ready to  move in and a sheriff's  helicopter hovers above.  

0:25 5/25/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all right, here's the  question. just how did a 70-year-old woman  
manage to hold off lapd swat  officers. that's what we're going to 
find  out. last week, the woman pulled a  gun on officers, 
threatened  neighbors in that mobile home  park and shot at a 
police robot  that was sent in to try to  contact her.  

2:02 5/25/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

within the past hour a sea  lion with a spear or rod through  it has 
returned to the oxnard  harbor where it was first  spotted over the 
weekend. we have new video from what  appears to be a vicious 
attack. >> reporter: we're told the  rescuers for tonight's event had  
been a bit delayed by tending to  the other marine animals caught  
up in the oil spill.  

0:16 5/25/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a suspicious  driver seen circling a  neighborhood 
was pursued by  police. officers arrested him on  suspicion of dui 
and evading  police.  

2:21 5/26/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00, a  former lapd rookie arrested  across the 
border in mexico and  now headed back here to los  angeles 
where murder charges are waiting. >> nbc's reporter was the first  
to learn of the arrest, and he  joins us live from pomona with  the 
victim's family.  

1:53 5/26/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man suspected of killing his wife is dead after a  standoff in 
korea town. he toob his own life. >> reporter: a seven-hour long  
standoff to be exact. the streets are reopening where  they say the 
40 year old suspect held police at bay for quite  some time. and 
then they confirmed, they  say he committed suicide right  around 
the corner from where  we're standing. 

0:21 5/26/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in. someone shot a man while he was  driving in rialto. that 
bullet went through the  trunk and into the man's back. paramedics 
rushed him to the  hospital where he is expected to pull through. 

1:44 5/27/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a murder investigation into  an upscale orange county  
neighborhood. a man and child found dead in a  home after some 
kind of a  dispute. nbc 4's live. >> reporter: we're still trying  to find 
out what happened here  in stone cliff. the sheriff's department  
receives a 911 hangup call. 

2:24 5/27/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are learning new details  tonight about what led up to the  
arrest of the man accused of  starting this massive fire at a  
construction site in downtown  los angeles. this is the fire that shut 
down  freeways and damaged so many  nearby buildings. turns 
out the suspect is one our  i-team has run into before. 

0:23 5/27/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, the lapd  arrests a man on sexual assault  
charges, and they want to know  if there are more possible  
victims. antonio montano is arrested. police were already  
investigating him for three  similar cases. he remains in custody 
with bail  now set at $2 million.  
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0:22 5/27/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is under arrest  tonight after he ran away from  the scene of 
an accident that  killed a woman. police say the crash happened  
near hill park drive. the woman died as a result of  the head-on 
collision. the driver of the other car got  out, ran away, but police 
did  eventually find him.  

0:23 5/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11:00, vandals  are caught in the act on the  campus, 
but who they are is a  mystery. a girl is shown painting this  image 
at eight different  locations, here, hendrick hall. police believe a 
man trailing  behind her is part of this  crime.  

0:19 5/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a jack-in-the-box is part of  a crime scene. police are not saying 
much about  what happened, but witnesses  told us the murder 
suspect took  off from a home in the area then  tried to hide in the 
bathroom at  this jack-in-the-box. 

0:22 5/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and riverside police need  your help in finding a convicted  burglar 
who apparently likes to  take pictures of himself. this is brandon 
martin, on  probation for vehicle theft and  has multiple felony 
warrants for  his arrest. he also likes to take selfies  with cash. 

0:20 5/27/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a man is caught on  camera running through a metro  station 
moments after he tried  to rob an 84-year-old woman. the man 
pushed the woman against  a fence, but she fought back. she 
ended up with a broken nose  but was able to hold onto her  
purse. 

0:42 5/27/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

after five years and three  trials, a grandfather now has  justice for 
his 5-year-old  grandson who was murdered on  halloween. today 
a jury found leonard hall  guilty in the 2010 shooting. aaron 
shannon junior died in his  spiderman costume as he was  getting 
ready for hal reason. 

0:33 5/27/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and criminal charges were  filed today against a man who  forced 
his way into a home and  raped a woman inside. today an area 
judge ordered  manuel munoz to be held on bail  while he's 
awaiting arraignment. 

0:41 5/27/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he's still out there,  breaking into cars in riverside  county, but 
tonight deputies  have a good idea who they're  looking for, thanks 
to a  quick-thinking neighbor. jason carpenter shot this video  on 
his cell phone after he  noticed a man acting  suspiciously around 
a car in his  neighborhood. now even though carpenter was  
threatened by the man, he chased  him down the street anyway. 

0:24 5/27/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives make two arrests  in a murder that happened nearly  40 
years ago. in 1978 two men raped and killed  leslie long. years 
later detectives say dna  match neil matthews and terry  moses. 
police arrested matthews last  week. moses is already serving 
time in  another case.  

1:44 5/28/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, approached and  nearly abducted. a young boy on 
his way home from  school slips away as he is  grabbed by a 
stranger.  >> beverly white has new  information on the suspects 
and  their van.  >> reporter: we just spoke to  investigators here in 
palos  verdes estates. they tell us it was an  11-year-old boy 
leafing the bus  stop after school when he was  confront and 
nearly kidnapped by  two people in a van.  

0:26 5/28/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime, a dangerous police  chase tonight through the  streets 
of south l.a. and a woman and her young son  caught right in the 
middle of  all this. the chase started just before  9:30, ended two 
minutes later  when the car being chased  t-boned a woman's car 
at  manchester and maine. 
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1:34 5/28/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ucla son alert tonight after  a student jogging near the  campus 
says a man with a weapon  tried to rape her. she got away, but so 
did he. nbc 4's robert kovacik live in  westwood tonight with  
information on the attack.  

0:27 5/28/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and just in. video of three people who worked  together to steal 
nearly $2,000  out of a woman's purse while she  was sitting in a 
restaurant. police are trying to find out  the identities of these 
three. earlier this month they walked  into foxy's restaurant in  
glendale. 

2:12 5/28/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three bank robbers are still  on the run tonight, and we're  learning 
new details about the  people who were pistol-whipped  and then 
tased inside a bank in  west los angeles. nbc 4's kate larson is at 
the  bank where we spoke with a  manager 

0:24 5/28/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is not the way to withdraw  cash from an atm. this video shows 
two thieves on  sepulveda in el segundo. they rigged a truck and 
the two  loaded the atm into the flatbed  of the truck and took off. 
police are still looking for the  truck, and of course the two  thieves. 

0:25 5/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and looking for leads and  the driver who hit a bicyclist  in bell 
gardens. this happened on tuesday night  near gauge and eastern 
where the  impact tossed a 54-year-old man  on to the hood of the 
vehicle  before he hit the ground. 

0:18 5/28/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in panorama city, police now  have a man in custody who  
barricaded himself inside a home  on roscoe boulevard. the lapd 
got this call late this  afternoon from a woman saying  that he was 
armed with two guns.  

0:31 5/28/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police raid the home of a  man charged with setting that  massive 
fire in an apartment  complex under construction in  downtown l.a. 
now we were there when police  served a search warrant at 
dawud  abdulwali's home in south l.a. he pleaded not guilty in 
court  today to starting this intense  fire 

0:26 5/28/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

homicide detectives spent  hours working this scene. a body 
discovered in a car in  the angeles national forest. nbc 4 was the 
only camera there  this afternoon as detectives  went about 
collecting evidence  at the crime scene. 

0:31 5/28/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an unusual story here as a  dogwalker is arrested for  stomping 
and kicking a dog in  his care. now the video may be a bit  difficult 
to watch. security cameras, where we're  getting the video shows 
the dog  sitter stomping on a beagle's  paw and kick it into the 
corner  of the elevator. 

0:24 5/28/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police arrest two women in a  prostitution sting. it happened right 
across the  street from hawthorne high  school. an undercover 
officer went into  a massage parlor on inglewood  avenue, and 
after negotiating  some sort of a deal, he left and  officers moved 
in and arrested  two women. 

0:34 5/29/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this just in. we've learned the unarmed man  shot and killed by 
long beach  police on wednesday night was  20-year-old farris 
mores. he was a nationally ranked  competitor all set to attend  
long beach. he jumped through a second story  window it was 
reported. 

2:17 5/29/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arrowhead priest has lost  his standing in the catholic  church 
and could lose freedom  next. he was found guilty of abusive  
sexual conduct aboard a flight. >> reporter: the diocese of san  
bernardino tells us the priest  was removed from the ministry  
when the allegations first  surfaced.  
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2:16 5/29/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they posed as security  guards, but they were armed. covina 
police are on the hunt  for two men who robbed this  check 
cashing company. kate larsen is live with a  closer look at the 
suspects and  where this crime took place. >> reporter: we're in a 
shopping  center with security cameras  everywhere. not only that, 
there are more  than a dozen businesses here and  open when 
those two suspects  allegedly got away with $7800  after they 
robbed this check to  cash at 2:15 in the afternoon. 

0:23 5/29/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a video sex scandal is  focussed on players with the usc  baseball 
team. a former student is suing three  members of the team 
claiming  they distributed video of her  having sex with one of the  
players. 

0:32 5/29/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives in santa clarita  need your help in finding stolen  
property that belonged to a dead  man. two guys, broke into a 
house  knowing the man was dead inside  the house. 

0:26 5/29/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, we have pictures of  a new california lottery winner  who 
should not be celebrating. police say he didn't win fair  and square. 
the lottery thief broke into a  store in oxnard after hours and  made 
off with lottery tickets  and cash totaling more than  $2600. 

0:28 5/29/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

campus please want to stop a  man who has been groping female  
students. these surveillance photos show  what he looks like. three 
women reported he grabbed  them around the thigh yesterday  
and they say there's been other  encounters with the same guy. 

0:19 5/29/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the smell was bad, and  that's what tipped off customers  at a tj 
max store that something  wasn't right. the smell was coming from 
a van  in the parking lot at pioneer  and firestone boulevard. when 
deputies get there, they  find a body inside of the  apparently the 
man had been  living in the van for quite a  while.  

0:41 5/29/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lancaster parents accused of  the unthinkable. locking a girl in her 
room and  forcing her to use a bucket as a  bathroom. they found 
the 4-year-old son  walking by himself. and once inside the house 
they  found a 10 year old daughter  locked in her room with 
nothing  but a bucket to use for a  bathroom. neighboring are 
saddened by the  news. 

0:23 5/29/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dvd peddler punched a  6-year-old boy in the face and  it's all 
caught on camera. it happened at a laundromat in  new york city. 
the man tried to steal the  mother's phone, and while he was  
running away, he punched the  6-year-old, knocking him it to  the 
ground.  

0:39 5/29/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight's dumb crook story  comes from florida. a man who tried to 
steal an  assault rifle by stuffing it  into his pants. now first he 
inspects the  weapon, puts it under his  sweatshirt and into his 
pants,  spends a few moments in the  store before leaving. 

0:35 5/29/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a federal grand jury charged  a woman today with identity  theft in 
a scheme that targeted  the elderly. prosecutors said she put her  
victims through fake casting  calls. she conned the insurance 
program  out of about $500,000. 

0:48 5/29/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight angry parents want  something done in redondo beach. 
they're upset that bullet  fragments from a police shooting  range 
continue to land in the  school playground and other  parts of their 
neighborhood.  

0:32 5/29/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news rhine  now for ontario where there's  been 
a deputy-involved shooting. witnesses at the scene told our  crew 
and investigators there an  off-duty deputy confronted a man  with 
a knife.  
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2:02 6/1/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

how vicious can you be to  kill someone's son right in  front of your 
face. >> his final gut-wrenching  words, mommy, don't let me die. 
a teenager's plea after he was  shot over the color of his  
sneakers.  

1:44 6/1/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking details  now. deputies say a man pointed a  
shotgun right at them moments  before they fired. let's get to gadi 
schwartz where  this dramatic confrontation  happened.  

0:36 6/1/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman shares her story of  what happened when she came face  
to face with a robber. the 74-year-old woman says a  person came 
up to her, hit her  in the face, knocked her out  cold. this happened 
outside her home  on blanchard.  

0:48 6/1/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family heartbroken, a  school grieving and unanswered  
questions. what really happened inside a  hotel room where a high 
school  freshman was shot to death. tonight a somber vigil as  
classmates and family remember  15-year-old gauge seal.  

0:42 6/1/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and happening right now, the  search for a missing mother from  
the ain't lope valley. the detectives are going door to  door, looking 
for any  information they can get. she disappeared from little rock  
on may 19 and they found her suv  in palm dale late friday. her 
father told us they plan to  meet with him sometime tomorrow. she 
would never leave her  2-year-old daughter.  

0:17 6/1/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two possibly related  shootings. one happened near lee wood and  
westmoreland. police haven't arrested anyone  yet, and they're still 
trying to  figure out if this was gang or  drug related.  

0:23 6/1/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details in friday's  officer-involved shooting that  happened in 
ontario. investigators say that adrian  leatherman tried to car jack 
an  off-duty los angeles county  probation officer in a parking  lot 
on east fourth street. 

0:22 6/1/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

who is she? the woman whose body was found  floating in the 
california  aqueduct. the body was seen face down  yesterday. 
investigators haven't said how  shy died. this is the third body 
found in  the aqueduct this year.   

0:36 6/1/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they're telling their story  after cops shot and kill add  unarmed 
college student. the family says that they didn't  have to shoot him, 
but  investigators tell a different  story. 

0:32 6/1/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three students were sent to  the hospital after eating food  that 
may have been laced with  marijuana. the food was brought to the  
school by a student who shared  if with three friends. all three are 
going to be okay. but we spoke with parents who  are still worried. 

0:44 6/2/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and happening right now, a  quiznos sandwich shop owner is  shot 
while trying to defend his  store. his terrified customers watched. 
the los angeles county sheriff's  department says a man walked  
into the store, showed a gun,  demanded cash. 

1:56 6/2/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a man brutally  attacked in west hollywood. he's in a 
medically induced coma  right now. his attackers are still on the  
loose. beverly white is live where  investigators are looking for  
witnesses. beverly?  

2:44 6/2/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new tonight, punched,  slapped and told they were  worthless. 
parents accusing local officers  of abuse at a police boot camp. we 
are live in the city of  commerce where an attorney and  some of 
the mothers discuss  those allegations.   
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0:26 6/2/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thank you for that. and tonight a 16 year old boy  accused of 
murder, and  prosecutors say the  circumstances are enough to  
charge him as an adult. ryan jawad appeared in court and  is 
accused of killing gage seal. they think the shooting was an  
accident.  

0:31 6/2/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and metro link has suspended  one of its officers and is  
investigating claims that he may  have confiscated valid passes  
belonging to at least two young  girls. 16 year old brieed fleming 
said  they took her pass and accused  her of it being a fake. 

0:25 6/2/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a woman busted for  buying a diamond ring with a  dead 
man's credit card. and prosecutors say that woman  is a new york 
city police  officer. investigators say the woman  found the man 
dead during a  well-being check in manhattan   

0:28 6/2/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what kind of cigarettes did  she smoke? that's the question  
investigators are asking a  father after his daughter  vanished two 
weeks ago. cigarette butts were found in  her abandoned vehicle. 
they didn't find her phone, her  purse or anything belonging to  
monique in the abandoned car.  

0:16 6/3/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in. it's the end of a short police  pursuit in south l.a. it 
ended when the driver in a  stolen car crashed here on 54th  treat. 
that driver was taken to the  hospital. he should be okay. and no 
one else was hurt.  

2:01 6/3/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hundreds gathered tonight to  demand justice for a college  
student killed by long beach  police. the crowd, overcome with 
emotion  as they remembered a young man  they say would help 
anyone. nbc 4's beverly white is live in  good land hills.  

0:25 6/3/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a girls basketball coach who  taught at schools throughout the  
south bay is accused of raping a  girl. police arrested timothy lucas 
at  manhattan beach school today  he's accused of raping one of  
his female students about 18  months ago. he has worked at  
several schools including  redondo.  

0:23 6/3/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a local mother is in jail  after police say she left her  4-year-old 
home alone. a bystander found the child  screaming and crying 
outside her  home. the mother says she left her son  so she could 
--   

1:34 6/3/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are on the hunt for a  killer who stabbed a father to  death 
last night. a man who was helping a woman  stranded with a car 
problem. nbc 4's gadi schwartz live where  a vigil is held for that  
mechanic from triple a just  wrapped up.  

0:19 6/3/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a neighborhood in encino  remains shut dow jones nearly  ten 
hours after police shot a  man. all investigators will tell us  at this 
point is that the  shooting happened while officers  were trying to 
serve a  drug-related search warrant. it's not known if the man who  
was shot had a weapon.  

0:24 6/3/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight detectives are  searching for more people who  may have 
fallen prey to a rental  scheme. he is accused of renting out a  
home he didn't own. he posted a listing on  zillow.com. he even 
met with a would-be  renter and insisted on a  cash-only deal and 
is now facing  grand theft and burglary  charges.  

0:21 6/3/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and an ex-lapd officer could  be back in pomona to face murder  
charges tomorrow. right now henry solis is in jail  in el paso. police 
are in texas making  arrangements for extradition  back to 
california. he is accused of killing a man  near pomona nightclub in 
march.  
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0:26 6/3/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the shooting of a suspected  terrorist who wanted to kill  boys in 
blue. he was in court one day after a  man was killed by law  
enforcement when he was stopped  for questioning. a defense -- 
detention hearing  is set for june 19.  

0:37 6/3/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are hoping that a  $50,000 reward will lead to the  hit-and-
run driver who killed a  bride to be just over a year  ago. 53-year-
old barbara jo williams  was hit and killed in reseda.  

0:23 6/3/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who deputies say  terrorized store owners in the  inland 
empire is caught. anthony turner is linked to at  least seven armed 
robberies. he was arrested on may 19,  thanks to a witness who 
called  authorities and then helped them  track him down using his 
own  car.  

1:57 6/4/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the husband and  father accused of killing them  is on the 
run and considered  extremely dangerous. >> new information and 
a  neighborhood now vowing justice. gotti?  

1:58 6/4/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are following a developing  story out of azusa. an end to 
drivers shot and a  shopping center shut down. beverly white joins 
us after  speaking with people whose cars  were stuck at the crime 
scene. beverly? 

0:23 6/4/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in. a burglar caught on a nanny cam. they are 7ing for this 
man  rummaging through i through a  baby's room south of the  
victoria club. he got away with cell phones and  laptops before 
taking off in the  family's gray 2008 saab sports  car. >>  

0:45 6/4/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bold crime with three young  men caught on tape as they  
vandalize a church there. they are shown first in the  video 
throwing rocks through the  windows of the first lutheran  church 
and turn on a garden hose  and place it in the window and  when 
they are finished, they do  a celebration dance.  

0:27 6/4/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers are talking to a  shooting suspect. it happened on alba 
circle a few  blocks ax way. a man was shot in the hand and  he 
gave them a description of  the shooter before he was taken  to 
the hospital. the suspect was found and  arrested. >>  

0:26 6/4/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi and homeland security  are trying to figure out who  hacked 
into the government  computer system and the largest  theft of 
government data in  history.  

0:19 6/4/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i 75-year-old man tied up and  robbed and the thieves got in on  
teton drive in hacienda heights. they tied the man up and  
ransacked the red room and left  with his car. they got away with 
$600 in cash  and the man's revolver. >>  

0:23 6/4/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

back color tonight after  being on the run in mexico. the 27-year-
old is accused of  killing a man near a pomona  23450i9 club. he 
was spotted on surveillance  video with his father crossing  the 
border into mexico. he spent two months on the run  before 
mexican officials handed  him over to the fbi. >>  

1:56 6/4/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family and friends rallied  for the unarmed college student  shot 
and killed by police. he was a vocal activist speaking  out against 
the police shooting  that took his own life. heddy chang is live in 
long  beach where protesters marched  to the police department.  

0:26 6/4/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thank you, heddy. concern in colorado as a serial  sniper is on the 
loose. on a bicycle and the other in a  car and the latest last night  
when a 65-year-old man was  gunned down in a neighborhood. 
the attacks happened about 90  miles north of denver and all  
within a few miles of each  other. 
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2:39 6/5/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime, new developments  in the lapd fatal shooting of an  
unarmed, mentally ill man. a ruling on the officer's  actions is 
expected soon. robert kovalcik is in downtown  l.a. and spoke to 
the victim's  mother. 

0:18 6/5/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this just in. and it's pretty bizarre. a tongue was found on 
south fork  trail in santa clarita. the woman brought the tongue  
into the police station. the coroner's working on it  right now to 
figure out if it's  a human tongue or perhaps it  came from an 
animal. no other body parts were found.  

2:10 6/5/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an emotional turnout. bikers gathered to remember a  teenager 
who was murdered in  front of his mother over the  color of his 
sneakers. beverly white is live with the  effort to raise money for 
his  funeral.  

0:40 6/5/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight. a horrific case of animal abuse. and the search is on 
now for the  human who did it. we want to warn you, some of  
these images are graphic. a female german shepherd was  found 
with a rope or string tied  around her so tight that it cut  into her 
skin. a good samaritan was able to get  her medical attention.  

0:26 6/5/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

reporter: after deliberating  three days, a jury convicted a  man of 
driving his car onto the  venice boardwalk, killing a  woman on her 
honey moon. 

0:46 6/5/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a. county sheriff's  deputies have arrested a  transient accused of 
stabbing a  man to death. he has been booked on murder  
charged. 35 year old raymond sabella was  attacked while helping 
a  stranded driver 

1:58 6/8/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>> new at 11:00, a toddler's  mother is attackeded. >> in compton 
with new  information. robert? >> the man responsible is in  
custody held on $100,000 bail. those charges could escalate to  
murder if the baby doesn't make  it.  

2:00 6/8/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thank you for that. man is dead after being shot by  police in 
anaheim. investigators say the man  charged at the officers with a  
large knife. they are trying to figure out  why. beverly white joins us 
near the  intersection where the shooting  happened.  

0:34 6/8/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this just in. the tough prosecutor who sent  charles man and 
his follower has  died.  

0:47 6/8/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, we are hearing  for a valet driver who was hit  by a 
customer's car after that  driver left a beverly hills  restaurant in a 
rage. it happened in the parking lot  of the stinking rose restaurant  
on la cienega. 

0:21 6/8/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arrest and a murder  mystery out of segundo. chance kennedy 
was booked on  murder charges. detectives believe he was in the  
room when a 21-year-old man was  shot and killed in an 
apartment  on sycamore avenue yesterday. they found a possible 
murder  weapon not far from the scene  and don't know what 
happened or  why. >>  

0:57 6/8/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

maximum security couldn't  hold them. there is an all out manhunt 
for  two convicted killers on the  run. the search for david sweet 
and  richard matt extents from the  maximum security prison 
across  international borders into  canada and mexico. 

0:43 6/8/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hundreds of people marched in  mckinney, texas calling for an  
end to police brutality. an officer pulled a gun to pull  a pool party. 
a confrontation was at a  community pool on friday. cell phone 
video showed a police  officer pushing a 14-year-old  girl to the 
ground and pointing  had the gun at other teenagers  there.  
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0:45 6/8/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a penn state student who blew  the whistle on a facebook page  
spoke publicly for the first  time. he said that as a freshman he  
was burned with cigarettes and  forced to drink large amounts of  
alcohol as part of a ritual.  

0:44 6/9/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young woman found dead in  an apartment in victorville. 
neighbors tell us she just  graduated from high school. family 
members identified her as  sofia adams, the mother of a  3-year-
old and they started a  memorial to remember her. new at 11, the 
sister said the  incident may have started as an  argument over a 
parking spot.  

0:27 6/9/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in la habra are  looking for a missing woman  8 1/2 months 
pregnant and  suffers from bipolar disorder  and schizophrenia. 
27-year-old adrian moreno from  long beach.  

0:27 6/9/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

robert, thank you for that. investigators have an idea of  who they 
are looking for if the  murder of a san dimas restaurant  owner. 
they will hold a conference  tomorrow and tell us they will  release 
a sketch of the suspect  wanted in the shooting death of  62-year-
old pattell. he was robbed at gunpoint in his  quizno's restaurant 
last tuesday  afternoon. they hope a $20,000 reward will  help 
them generate new read  leads. >>  

0:34 6/9/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a real estate agent was  showing a home and was raped in  
valencia. she met the buyer at the  property on may 30th. the two 
had drinks inside the  house and at some point the  client drugged 
and sexually  assaulted her. when they learned what happened,  
neighbors were shocked. >> i'm here all day, all the  time. i'm 
home by myself a lot of the  time. i can't believe this happened. >> 
los angeles county sheriff  deputies told nbc 4 they have  identified 
the suspect, but  haven't arrested anyone yet. >>  

0:29 6/9/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues for two  convicted murderer who is  escaped 
from a prison in new  york over the weekend. state and federal 
agencies  joined the manhunt for the  killers. today's focus 
searched an area  about 30 miles away from the  prison near the 
town of wills  borrow. residents said they saw two men  walking 
down a road in a heavy  rain storm late last night and  they 
disappeared into a farmer's  field. >>  

0:21 6/9/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 13-month-old boy is in  critical condition while his  mother's 
boyfriend is facing  attempted murder changes. the 22-year-old is 
the live in  boyfriend and he is charged with  brutally beating the 
boy. deputies got a call on sunday  afternoon that the child was 
not  breathing. hernandez then admitted to  detectives he hit the 
boy many  times.  

0:47 6/9/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a burglary ring is busted in  los angeles county. four people were 
arrested monday  with stolen jewelry from a home  in pacific 
palisades. another is caught in ventura  county.  

0:22 6/9/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the police officer in kinney  texas seen forcing a young black  girl 
to the ground at a pool  party resigned. he quit the force after a 
video  surfaced showing him pushing the  15-year-old in the 
bathing suit  to the ground and pulling a gun  on her friends. he is 
under investigation. no decision yet if he will face  any charges. >>  

2:04 6/10/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thank you for that. investigators on the scene in  hollywood after 
police shot a  man with a knife. that man is being treated at the  
hospital and is expected to  survive. nbc 4's gotti schwartz talked  
with several people and joins us  live in hollywood. gotti?  
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0:51 6/10/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance video shows the  moments right before a  hit-and-run 
that killed a mother  in her car. this happened in the mid-city  area 
and shows a dark car seen  driven by the scene moments  before 
the crash occurred. 

2:06 6/10/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new reaction surrounding the  shooting. and a video message 
from police  chief charlie beck that has  people talking. what did 
the chief tell his  officers? let's go out to beverly white.  

0:27 6/10/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two shootings two miles apart  within two minutes of each other  in 
south los angeles and the  gunmen are still out there. the first 
happened at 88th and  vermont. a passenger in a car started  
shooting at four people near  another car. 

0:25 6/10/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

information leading to the  robbery of those who shot and  killed a 
quizno's owner. they released this sketch hoping  this will generate 
new leads to  test the killer. he was gunned down outside his  
store. no cameras caught a picture of  the gunman, but a visual of 
the  62-year-old grandfather is  scheduled for friday. >>  

0:39 6/10/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 23-year-old pregnant woman  is recovering after she was  
stabbed in san bernardino. natalie rodriguez remains in the  
hospital. her brother was stabbed several  times and said it all 
started in  a confrontation over the woman's  ex-boyfriend, posting 
sexually  explicit photos. >> the suspect has a criminal  history. the 
woman expected to be okay  and so is here fetus. >>  

1:03 6/10/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the amazing story of  survival. a navy s.e.a.l. almost dies  while 
searching for a mystery  over 40 years old. he took his dirt bike for 
a ride  near stevenson last week. he was looking for the parachute  
of db cooper who hijacked a  plane for $200,000 in ran som  and 
disappeared in 1971.  

1:29 6/11/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 7-year-old boy accidently  shot and killed. tonight his family and  
investigators asking how and why this happened.  

2:58 6/11/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers caught on camera. this surveillance video  uncovered by 
voice of oc,  an  nerve investigative nonprofit  group has landed 
several in the  center of an investigation. what the officers are 
accused of doing during a bust at a pot  shot. 

0:41 6/11/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we're getting our  first look at the prime suspect  in a fatal 
hit and run that  happened in irvine. a story we first brought you  
last night. 20-year-old alec abraham is now  in custody. officers 
caught up with him  after he ran off from a  three-car collision. 
apparently it was a long run  because he ended up at a park in 
costa mesa, nearly ten miles  away.  

2:04 6/11/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the police union warning  there could be drastic changes  from the 
lapd rank and file in  direct response to a ruling from the police 
commission on the  adele ford shooting case. beverly white live in 
north  hollywood with the claims and  response from the lapd. 
beverly?  

0:28 6/11/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police looking for more  possible victims tonight from a  man 
accused of impersonating an  lapd officer. police say daniel 
rossman pulled over a driver last week and  identified himself as a  
california state police officer.  

0:24 6/11/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is a $10,000 reward  tonight for information on a  music 
video producer who  vanished nearly four months ago. raymond 
collins also goes by the name ray rich. he drove from chino hills to  
compton in february to discuss  an upcoming video project, and  
that was the last time anyone  saw him. collins grew up in 
compton, but  the family moved to chino hills  in 2006.  
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0:37 6/11/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

residents and local  officials meetings in long beach for a second 
meeting on police  brutality. many residents stepped up to the 
microphone to let police know  exactly what they think.  

1:06 6/12/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news. two people hit by a car and  police 
are searching for the  driver. >> we have news chopper 4. >> ram 
part division officers  investigating and here's what we  know. 
about an hour or so ago two  skateboarders, reportedly teens,  
were both struck by a white  minivan.  

0:23 6/12/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a standoff between a 16-year-old  boy and a s.w.a.t. team is still  
going on. he barricaded himself in an  apartment with a gun near 
the  intersection of jane and l near  the high school.  

0:48 6/12/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wild chase ends with a  carjacker behind bars tonight. this turned 
out to be quite a  story. dennis lamb was caught  shoplifting in 
oceanside at a  target store and got ahold of  the security guard's 
gun and  began firing. nobody was hurt. 

0:39 6/12/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a crowd gathered to remember  a san dimas fan gunned down in  
the middle of the afternoon  outside his sandwich shop. friends of 
62-year-old patel  held a vigil at his quizno's  restaurant. sheriffs 
released this sketch of  the shooter who shot him for  less than 
$200 

0:20 6/12/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

relieved parents in lake  forest. their 14-year-old daughter who  
didn't return from home last  tuesday turns up in huntington  
beach. her family believes sophie was  lured away by an older 
man she  met online.  

0:21 6/12/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police chase comes to a  crashing end in anaheim. a suspect in 
a stolen car jumped  out and ran into a cul-de-sac  before they 
were arrested. officers are now trying to find  several bags that 
they tossed  out the window of the vehicle.  

0:25 6/12/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a father is charged with  involuntary manslaughter in the  shooting 
death of his 7-year-old  son. danieler is vandts was shot  before 
5:00 yesterday afternoon. 

0:19 6/12/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

oxnard police hope a sketch  will be the break they need to  find a 
killer. a 55-year-old man was attacked  and stabbed to death 
seven  months ago in sierra linda park  and a person resemle 
belling  this sketch was seen running  from the park after the 
attack. 

0:47 6/12/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

handcuffed and taken away. a woman helped two killers  escape 
from prison is behind  bars herself. the manhunt for the man she  
befriended. joyce mitchell was a supervisor  at the tailor shop 
where she  befriended david sweat and  richard matt. 

1:15 6/12/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance of a pop shop  raid. about three santa ana police  
officers under investigation. we first showed you this video  
yesterday uncovered by voice of  oc, an investigative nonprofit  
group. 

0:30 6/15/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00. a gunman opens fire, and injured  a child. 
this is in south los angeles. we're told the suspect's car was  seen 
circling all neighborhood,  stopped near the van and opened  fire. 
two children were inside, one  was hit by flying glass. police found 
the suspect's  vehicle and arrested two men.   

0:19 6/15/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and initial reports  indicated this could be a hit  and run with 
several cars  involved. at least one other man is being  treated for 
injuries. it's unclear how he was hurt. we'll update this story when 
we  get new information.   
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2:01 6/15/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's an unfolding  scandal. a pot shop is accusing santa ana  of 
corruption. >> reporter: this lawsuit filed  by sky high holistic 
dispensary  is taking aim at the mayor that  they were raided 
because they  didn't play. for the first time we're hear  from santa 
an aa mayor. >> that is false.  >> reporter: they are saying  that 
they asked for 25,$000 with  which would grant them license  in a 
lottery system.   

1:43 6/15/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

good evening. taven price's funeral was last  saturday. but his 
family tells us he will  not rest in peace until the  killer is caught. his 
mother and others met at the  car wash. jennifer rivers returned to 
the  scene of her developmentally  disabled son's murder. on may 
29th, she witnessed the  murder of her child who was  wearing red 
tennis shoes.  

0:18 6/15/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a warning tonight at  ucla, a groper may be lurking  round 
campus. a man didn't actually touched  her but he scared her 
enough  that she called police and  reported it.  

0:28 6/15/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details tonight  on that new york prison break  and a 
possible motive for the  woman who helped. she is accused of 
smuggling  blades and chisels to help the  convikts get out. 

0:37 6/15/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

alec abraham is charge would  vehicleler homicide. his black 
mustang slammed into  her vehicle last week. they found him by 
tracking his  cell phone. bail set at 1 million dollars. >> we look at 
flight risk and  threat to community. and it appears he presents 
both  of those. 

0:22 6/15/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man arrested for hit and  run death of a 15-year-old boy  in echo 
park. jung was behind the wheel of an  suv that hit two skate 
boarders  in an unmarked cross walk. jung set to appear in court 
next  month.   

0:34 6/15/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a run away  teen tackled and tased by a  
sheriff's deputy. the father tried to take the  teen home and he 
refused and the  deputy says he bit him. >> he threw him on the 
ground  and what kind of stuff is that? 

0:36 6/15/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man accused of murdering  an entire san diego family. merit is 
accused of killing  mcstay and his wife and two  children. their 
remains were found in the  high desert just last year. 

1:00 6/15/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bow burger tells us just  matter of minutes where a team  of 
thieves claiming to be from  the electric company stole his  safe 
and medals and rings. they the safe was found but the  things 
were gone. 

2:20 6/16/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a developing story at 11:00. the search for a missing mother  is 
now a murder investigation. friends and family stunned as  they 
learn what happened. >> nbc 4's robert kovacik joins  us live in 
monrovia right now  with new details. we've learned within just the  
past couple of hours. robert? >> reporter: colleen and chuck,  i just 
spoke with the coroner's  office. they say they cannot confirm the 
identity but the friends who  came here tonight say the body  found 
is that of a young mother  and an l.a. county accountant. 

0:27 6/16/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in tonight, long beach  police now tell us that an  officer injured 
in a gun battle  was hit by a fellow officer's  gun. the shooting 
happened over the  weekend during a gun fight. the officer and the 
suspect were both hit. new details released tonight  after additional 
ballistic  testing. 
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2:09 6/16/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and happening right now, a  group of car enthusiasts didn't  plan 
on being arrested or  ticketed tonight, but that  happened when 
they were met with heavy police presence. nbc 4's gadi schwartz 
tells us  how their meeting also shut down some businesses early. 
>> reporter: tonight car  enthusiasts came out for a show. instead 
a lot of them got ticket after ticket.  

1:54 6/16/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shots fired at a big lots in  south los angeles. a store clerk is hit in 
the tom  during an armed robbery. tonight police are look for the  
man who did it. nbc 4's beverly white is live  for us in south los 
angeles,  where witnesses tried to chase  the guy down.  

0:22 6/16/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're learning new details  about a man charged with  
orchestrating the shooting at a  draw the prophet muhammad 
event  in texas. fbi agents say that abdul kareem also wanted to 
join isis and  attack the super bowl. 

0:40 6/16/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there's more information tonight about the 40-year-old  victim 
of a deadly hit-and-run  in stanton earlier this morning. george 
cobarubias was run over  and killed on beach boulevard  just 
south of cerritos just  after 4:00 this morning. these are pictures of 
him just  into the newsroom tonight. witnesses say a dark-colored 
suv hit him and the driver just took off. 

0:49 6/16/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a santa ana  fourth-grader has quite a story  to tell, and it is 
all true as  she fought off a man who tried  to steal her mother's 
wallet and because of her he got away  empty-handed. police tell 
us when the man in  the blue shirt there left a  7-eleven in santa 
ana he noticed two girls outside in a car  waiting for their mother. 

0:39 6/16/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives are checking  security cameras after taggers  
vandalized a catholic school. they're hoping nearby businesses 
caught any kind of glimpse of  the people who were responsible. 
classes are set to resume  tomorrow at sacred heart school  in 
covina. the campus closed for the day,  and workers wasted no 
time in  painting over that graffiti. 

2:36 6/17/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. nine people killed in a shooting  at one of the 
nation's oldest  black churches. emmanuel ame in charleston. the 
house of worship the target  of a hate crime. >> and within the last 
few  minutes, nbc news confirmed that  the pastor is among the 
dead. police now searching for the  killer described as a 21 year  
old white man. gadi schwartz is live with the  man hunt and the 
community  that's stunned in disbelief.  

1:58 6/17/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new breaking news,  armed and dangerous and caught  
on camera. police are now on the hunt for a  serial robber who has 
already  shot one woman. nbc 4's beverly white live in  south l.a. 
>> reporter: that's right. just this evening, the lapd had  a news 
conference to talk about  these three days of escalating  violence, 
this one-man crime  spree. why some might be solved after a  
traffic stop. 

0:34 6/17/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 was there  when two men were arrested in  
connection with a smash and grab  robbery at a jewelry store. 
these two men were taken into  custody after a brief pursuit in  
covina. they are believed to be  connected to a group of armed  
men. 

0:25 6/17/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a wanted man is off the  streets after a high-speed chase  
ended when he drove into a  cul-de-sac in glendale and was  
trapped by police cars. this driver was seen weaving in  and out of 
traffic nearly  hitting people and cars in the  process. 
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0:39 6/17/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an unsolved murder mystery. who shot and killed a  19-year-old 
college student in  compton last year. tonight detectives are 
searching  for new leads out there. investigators say this grainy  
surveillance video from a  business in compton shows a four  door 
black sedan had the killer. the 19 year old dreamed of  playing 
professional soccer 

0:23 6/17/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also there are new details  about a body found in a quiet  
residential street in anaheim. the victim identified as  philippe lupo. 
they want to know who was in  that white truck.  

0:28 6/17/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

still no arrest after a  surfboard loaded with 20 pounds  of crystal 
meth was found on a  beach south of the border in  tijuana. inside 
the surfboard, it 2  plastic containers filled with  drugs. people on 
the beach noticed  something odd about that  surfboard. 

1:17 6/17/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, video you'll  only see on nbc 4 of what  appears to 
be a woman on a train  pulling out a gun. for the first time, gadi  
schwartz talked with the man who  shot that video. >> reporter: 
headed hole on the  yellow line downtown. a woman screaming 
and yelling  and hurling racist slurs,  captured on rudy ruiz's cell  
phone. and then he noticed this.  

0:54 6/17/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have an update right now  on our breaking news story. within 
the past few minutes, the  king center tweeted out this  photo of dr. 
martin luther king  at the ame church in charleston. this black and 
white photo is  from an appearance by dr. king  during the civil 
righting  movement. the church dates back to 1872.  

0:48 6/17/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meanwhile, the lapd still  looking for the person who stole  from a 
child with cerebral  palsy, officers stepping up to  make sure he is 
taken care of. they set up an online campaign  after someone stole 
leg braces  he needs to get around. giovani's mother says they're  
too expensive to replace, so the  lapd stepped in and took action. 

0:29 6/17/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the nbc morning team will  continue to follow our breaking  news 
tonight in charleston,  south carolina. nine people shot and killed  
inside a historic church. among the dead is the pastor. the shooter 
is described as a 21  year old white man with sandy  blond hair.  

2:50 6/18/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

24 hours after a gunman  shatters the serenity of a  church --  >> 
we are still in the business  of doing what is right. >> thousands in 
los angeles and  across the nation pray for  healing. >> extend 
your mercy  and angels  all the way to south carolina. >> the 
victim, six women and  three men who shared a love of  family and 
faith. >> a stunning act of mass murder  in one of the oldest black  
churches in the country. 

0:33 6/18/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the accused gunman sits behind  bars and officers captured him  
in north carolina after a  13-hour manhunt. a floorist headed to 
work  recognized and followed his car  for 30 miles until police got  
there. the 21-year-old was arrested in  february on drug charges 

1:28 6/18/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news out of  inglewood. a man in his 70s was 
found  decapitated. let's go to jane yamamoto live  in inglewood 
with the latest on  the investigation. jane? >> reporter: homicide 
detectives  cleared the scene within the  past hour. investigators 
located the body  in this first story unit which  is located behind the 
palm trees  here at the villa glen  apartments on glen way drive  
just before 1:00 this afternoon.  

0:41 6/18/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a girl's volleyball coach at  burbank high school is arrested  for 
molesting and annoying  members of the team. kyle roach sent 
anonymous  sexually driven text messages  and photos to varsity 
team  members. 
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0:34 6/18/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are cracking down on  illegal fireworks leading up to  the 
fourth of july. a special task force confiscated  more than two tons 
yesterday. 

0:50 6/18/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police get a break in a  million dollar jewelry heist  that happened 
in korea town. it was so well organized that  investigators say it 
could have  been in a hollywood movie. 

0:22 6/18/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more fallout from a police  beating that was caught on  camera. 
today a civil rights attorney  filed a claim against the city  on behalf 
of the family. 

1:55 6/19/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police shooting shuts down  streets tonight. new, new video 
minutes after the  officers fired.  >> and beverly white is live at  the 
scene with investigators are  neighbors who heard the gun  fire. 
beverly? >> reporter: they thought it was  a man with a gun who 
waved them  down in rush hour. tonight, los feliz boulevard is  
closed. they say he shot a man and he  was trying to get an 
officer's  attention.  

1:30 6/19/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a developing story. bullets fly knee swanson avenue. jane 
has it latest. jane? >> reporter: detectives are  questioning a man 
who was an  innocent bystander caught in a  shooting around rush 
hour. he drove himself here to the  police station for help. the 
cameras spotted a bullet  hole in the rear of his camry.  

0:45 6/19/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

earlier today, the  self-confessed killer dylann  roof said as little as 
possible. but the forgiveness by the  victims of the families he 
took.  

0:41 6/19/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a teenager is in custody  accused of stabbing an elderly  
woman in a wheelchair to death  in her home in lancaster. a 
neighbor noticed something was  wrong when she saw a screen 
on  the floor. 

0:23 6/19/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mysterious decapitation. police found the body of a man  in his 
apartment and the head is  missing. the police were called to the  
and of glen view drive. he was blind and lived alone on  a first floor 
unit.  

0:28 6/19/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was a wild pursuit and a  shootout on the streets of l.a. they shut 
down several  businesses and the driver listed  in critical condition 
after  police shot him after a two-hour  chase. 

0:45 6/19/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the hunt is on for the driver in  a deadly hit-and-run on ortega  
highway. this is a photo of the victim. 20-year-old elijah ward 
survived  a solo car crash and when he got  out and walked on the 
highway,  he was hit by another car. 

2:23 6/19/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a daring high end heist caught  on camera. thieves steal 
thousands of  dollars in pricey handbags at a  niemann marcus in 
phoenix. watch how they do it. 

0:39 6/22/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happening now. police on the scene of a  double-murder inside an 
anaheim  apartment building. our camera there tonight as  officers 
look for evidence  behind the crime scene. tape inside a woman 
and  6-month-old baby boy were found  dead. 

0:23 6/22/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a thief caught on camera. a guy who used his family to  target an 
elderly woman. investigators are now searching  for the man who 
they say stole  the woman's wallet and jewelry. 

0:24 6/22/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

riverside authorities are  looking for this man who they  say 
kidnapped a driver at gun  point and stole the car. it happened on 
sunday at a shell  gas station, the victim says the  man asked for a 
ride then pulled  a shot gun. 

1:58 6/22/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

still no arrest in last  week's decapitation of a blind  man in 
englewood to. night a call for justice. a crowd gathered to mourn 
and  pay their respects for  75-year-old robert hollis. 
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0:25 6/22/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is new information  could help solve an orange  county cold 
case from a decade  ago. two years ago he pleaded guilty  to 
hitting and killing a woman  along the 5. his dna matched a 
woman's from  2004. 

0:45 6/22/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

friday, police say  40-year-old wallard de leon, he  remains in 
critical condition. de leon had a towel wrapped  around his arm 
and pointed ate  the offers. police say the is possible he  wanted to 
die by what is known  as suicide by cop. 

0:43 6/22/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family searching for justice  tonight. we still don't know why a man  
was shot and killed near his  home in long beach. we are learning 
more about who  he was. family members identified the  victim as 
douglas mohamed  wilson. 

0:30 6/22/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dna that turned up in a cabin  in upstate new york linked to  one of 
two inmates that escaped  from prison two weeks ago. state and 
federal agents  continue to search for matt and  sweater.  

2:16 6/23/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deaf man attacked and  robbed. targeted outside a coffee shop. 
this beating has an entire  community on edge and worried  they 
might be next. >> and the beating that was  caught on camera. 
robert. >> reporter: it happened behind  me on may 19th. but ever 
since the river side  police department posted this on  their 
facebook page this  evening, there have been some  30,000 
views. and that's what investigators  want, all the help they can get  
to help find who's responsible  patrons here that coffee bean  and 
tea leaf watching the beat  down for the first time. 

0:21 6/23/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and breaking news from long  beach, where a woman in her 60s  
was hit by a hit-and-run driver. police haven't released much  
information about what led up to  this crash or a description of  the 
vehicle but we learned that  the woman is in grave condition.   

1:41 6/23/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a developing story  unfolding. a man killed while sitting in  his 
car. investigators searching for the  shooter right now. and beverly, 
is live at the  hospital where that victim died  late tonight. >> 
reporter: they died at ucla  medical center. he was a victim of a 
drive by in  his community.  

0:41 6/23/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are now just getting our  first look at the suspect  accused in 
the killing of a  teenager for wearing the wrong  color shoes in 
south los  angeles. they have arrested 27-year-old  in houston, 
texas and he will be  extradited to los angeles to  face the charges. 

0:55 6/23/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news right now. some sort of stand off. gill. >> reporter: 
colleen and chuck,  it is a fluid situation. this is tweety boulevard 
and san  juan. and we understand that through  social media, 
there's been shots  fired and unconfirmed of  multiple homicides in 
one house  in particular. we understand s.w.a.t. team is  in route. 

0:30 6/23/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother murdered along with  her 6 month old baby boy. we 
showed you this dramatic  ending on "today in l.a." he apparently 
jumped into a lake  to escape. police found his girlfriend,  moreen 
carpenter and their baby  dead inside their apartment  yesterday. 

1:20 6/23/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a victim tonight turned the  table on her attacker as  deputies say 
she went after a  man who molested her on a public  bus. and thu 
rest you'll see for the  first time. >> reporter: arrested for  
inappropriate touching. this captured by nbc 4's  telemundo 
partners. 

0:39 6/23/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now people in pasadena  was seen by a teenager  performing 
lewd acts in the  library. she was reading last night when  she felt 
something strange on  her back and when she turned  around, she 
saw the man walking  away. he was able to escape before  police 
got there. 
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0:24 6/23/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and they say witnesses  accounts are consistent that  walter 
approached two officers  aggressively. witnesses believed he had 
a gun  and they said when he ignored  the dmoond stop, one 
officer  opened fire. 

0:30 6/23/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're getting a much  better look at the suspect who  riverside 
authorities say  kidnapped. authorities say this man asked  the 
victim for a ride at a gas  station in calimesa. and police looking for 
the  silver honda xg model 2001 and  of course, the car jacker.  

0:37 6/23/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a frightening attack in new  york city as a man slices a  tourist with 
a machete in the  middle of a busy attack. police say the attack 
was  unprovoked. he came up from behind the woman  and cut 
her arm with a machete. 

0:24 6/23/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a paramedic who tossed a  cancer patient out of the on the  
street. security video captured him  dumping the patient off the  
gurney and on to the floor after  some sort of argument. he was 
fired from his job after  the argument.  

0:27 6/23/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and caught on camera, dash  cam video shows the child star  who 
once played the young darth  vader leading them on a high  speed 
chase. he was arrested on wednesday  after speeds up to 100  
mile-per-hour. he's best known as his role for  ancon sky walker in 
the "phantom  menace."  

0:34 6/24/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police in redlands are  looking for a man who stole a  car with 
a kid inside. her two daughters inside and  that's when a man 
walks up, gets  in the car, the mother runs out  of the gas station 
but as the  man drives away, the 10-year-old  girl in the barks 
drives her  2-year-old sister, opens the  door and they jump out. 

2:16 6/24/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of an unarmed man  shot by police is speaking out. they 
say he's not the man  described by police. for the first time, 
beverly  white spoke to family members  who want to clear his 
name. >> reporter: the construction  worker walking home last 
week  we're told is here tonight at  the hospital fighting to stay  
alive. 

0:23 6/24/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

with the 4th of july coming  up, there's a crack down in  garden 
grove of illegal  fireworks. a search warrant served on  dakota 
avenue house. 

0:28 6/24/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new video tonight of  a second prison employee who was  
arrested as part of that escape  from an upstate new york 
maximum  security prison. the guard, jean pallor,  allegedly 
smuggled tools in  meat. 

0:23 6/24/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and they're still looking  for a man who invaded the  personal 
space of a woman in the  library. they said the woman felt  
something on her ankle and when  she looked down, she saw the 
man  with a cell phone under the desk  and campus police need to 
hear  from you if he looks familiar.  

0:18 6/24/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and three men arrested for  the murder of a street vendor  who 
was working a taco cart when  he was shot and killed last  friday 
during attempted robbery. 

0:43 6/24/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and looking for who  decapitated hollis. hollis was legally blind, his  
family cannot understand why  anyone would want to do such a  
brutal thing. adding to the  mystery in this tragedy, his  head is still 
missing. 

1:52 6/24/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time, a victim  shares his terrifying encounter  with 
robbers in west hollywood. they robbed the man at gunpoint  and 
his pregnant wife watching  the whole thing go down. and a 
neighborhood is on alert.  
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0:17 6/24/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

j two firefighters  recovering after they were  stabbed by patient 
who attacked  them in a medical emergency. the injuries not life  
threatening and they're not sure  why the man attacked the people  
who were trying to save him.   

0:37 6/24/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was a scary road rage  incident that put a man's life  in 
question. and a car came speeding up  behind him. when he 
started waving his  hands, he said the other man  shot him but he 
said he's  actually lucky. 

0:24 6/24/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information about the  upcoming driver of the man  accused 
of killing the mcstay  family. it will begin in august, nearly  five 
years after he's accused of  using a sledge hammer to kill  his 
former boss and their family  in 2010.  

0:19 6/24/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

court record show that a  16-year-old admitted he was high  when 
he shot and kill said his  friend gauge seal in a hotel  room while 
they were playing  with a gun. 

1:50 6/25/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 the guy is traveling at  extremely dangerous speed, way  too fast 
for the chp to keep up. >> a reckless run. motorcycle rider doing 
anything  he can to get away from the law. only nbc 4 cameras 
there when he was arrested. 

1:51 6/25/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

murder suspect in jail right  now. police say that he terrorized a  
neighborhood barricading himself inside an apartment building. 
nbc 4s kate larsen and the story live. 

0:35 6/25/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the city of west hollywood  hopes a $10,000 reward will  generate 
lead in a brutal  attack. this happened in may near corner of san 
vicente, santa monica. this man was walking down the  street got 
into an argument and  was beaten by four men. 

0:43 6/25/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

audio from a dispatch call  and details of an officer  shooting. jose 
juarez recovering from  bullet wound to hand, arm, leg. last night 
we were told he was  running from officers when he  toss aid rake 
at them, charged  the officers swinging a shovel. 

0:22 6/25/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for a man  who attacked a rider on a metro  bus 
with a box cutter. photos of the suspect. deputies say there was 
some sort of argument before the man  slashed the victim several 
times in the face with a box culter. 

0:21 6/25/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of molesting  a 14-year-old girl on a metro  bus 
in van nuys is infact a  registered sex offender. we showed you 
john griago's face on thursday. 

0:37 6/25/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight our first look at the anaheim man accused of killing  his 
common law wife and their  infant son. police tell us that kwame  
carpenter stabbed his wife marie repeatedly with their  6-month-
old baby.  

0:29 6/25/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

huntington beach. police believe a drunk driver  may have caused 
this deadly  crash. in huntington beach. here is what we know. 

0:27 6/25/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is a rested in oxnard  after a wild police chase that  ended 
on a rooftop. police spotted him yesterday  afternoon. a warrant 
out for his arrest  relate to sexual salt charges. 

0:35 6/25/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

parishioners outraged after a church in palm springs is  vandalized 
again. this is the second time in a  month. police searching for the 
vandals who removed the head from a  statue of virgin mary and  
defaced the statue of jesus. 

0:44 6/25/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a man in custody  accused of breaking into a san  diego 
county family's home while they were sleeping he didn't  take 
anything. what he did do may shock you. 
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0:25 6/25/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men arrested after a fire uncovered an  illegal drug lab in 
ventura  county. deputies responded to the fire  at a commercial 
building tuesday in newbury park. firefighters put out the fire  and 
found remnants of a  marijuana lab. 

0:24 6/26/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to breaking news. the man accused of stealing a  car with two 
children inside  arrested. he was just picked up after  police 
received several tips. we showed you that dramatic  video last 
night. 

0:37 6/26/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

home invasion alert, a  14-year-old girl wakes up with a  stranger 
standing over her. the sketch of the man who broke  into the agora 
hills home. when the girl opened her eyes  the man motioned for 
the girl to  stay quiet. 

0:33 6/26/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

19-year-old uc-river side  student arrested for videotaping  dozens 
of women in the shower. police say they found 20,  10-minute 
videos of women  showering on the computer  belonging to justin 
sugg. 

2:01 6/26/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

search under way for the  gunman who walked up to a parked  car 
in gardenia and opened fire  killing a man inside. nbc 4s beverly 
white has the  latest on what police know. 

0:20 6/26/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for  exclusives tonight. last night a concerned 
friend of  tammy chilton, discovered the  45-year-old in her 
apartment  after she didn't show up for  work. 

0:26 6/26/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

big twist to tell you about  in the 3 week old manhunt for  escaped 
murderers in upstate new  york. richard matt, shot and killed by  
police. david sweat stills on the run. 

0:25 6/26/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we learned tonight that the  man arrested in a deadly  hit-and-run 
accident in highland  park accused of driving under  the influence. 
police say 33-year-old man was  on a bike. 

0:29 6/26/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

video security footage in  philadelphia. this shows a tense moment  
between a transit officer and  father holding his daughter. the man 
with the little girl  apparently snuck on without ever  paying the $2 
fare.  

0:20 6/26/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are still on the  search for two burglars, broke  into an 
apartment complex, pride  owe ten mailboxes and stole  items 
from car in a parking  garage. the pair snuck into an apartment  
complex. 

1:45 6/29/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ambushed and attacked. a man barely escaped a violent  home 
invasion and runs to  neighbors for help. >> reporter: he was 
beaten so  badly that his skull was  fractured. and he ran across 
the street  here where he found help from  his neighbors. . a 
neighbor known only by his  first name, david came for help. 

2:05 6/29/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new search for a woman  gunned down in her home in  glendale. 
and investigators were going  through the home tonight looking  
for evidence. beverly. >> reporter: well, they left  just a short time 
ago and and it  all started, the grim discovery  was made when 
someone out of  state called and asked police to  make a check of 
the welfare.  

0:42 6/29/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there's new and  conflicting reports, an  18-year-old man shot 
who pointed  a gun at an officer. an off duty cop noticed him with  
a gun in the waistbound. 

0:28 6/29/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police say last  thursday, a woman felt something  on her 
ankle and when she looked  under the desk, she saw a man  
kneeling with a cell phone and a  short time later 

0:38 6/29/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man pumping gas is  attacked by man with a tire  iron. you can 
see him pumping gas at  the mobile station when a man  comes 
up from behind and gets  him in the head. 
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0:28 6/29/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a valley accountant is going  to spend time in prison after  pleading 
guilt tee child  pornography charges. and prosecutors say he 
travelled  all the way to the philippines  last november to have sex 
with  minors there and worked as for  the anaheim angels in the 
90s.  

0:46 6/29/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tim says he's incredibly  lucky he woke up in the middle  of the 
night and saw his  daughter missing. he found her with a strange 
man  down the street. he snapped a picture of the  person he calls 
a predator. 

0:28 6/29/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an l.a. county  sheriff's deputy saving the life  of a inmate. she is 
being called a hero at  the twin towers correctional  facility.  

1:40 6/30/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an attack that stunned the  community. a clerk beaten by 
customers  turned criminals p. and the  search is on for the two  
robbers. beverly. >> reporter: it is fair to say  that the clerk working 
alone  last saturday aearly in the  morning did not see it coming. 
two men in line saturday at this  crowded 7-11 seemed ready to  
make a purchase until they were  caught on camera attacking the  
clerk. 

0:27 6/30/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a barricade situation came  to a peaceful end in anaheim  just a 
few moments ago. plooes arrived after gun shots  were reported 
coming from inside  the home. at one point, a woman and three  
childn are came outside while  the suspect remained in. there are 
no reports that anyone  was hurt during the stand off.  

0:24 6/30/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details of the beating  of a deaf man in riverside. one will 
appear in the court  tomorrow. police say the man walked up to  a 
20-year-old deaf man and beat  him up and took his laptop. the 
robby caught on camera and  officers tell us they there may  have 
been a third suspect but  that person was not involved.  

0:29 6/30/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ingle wood have provide  ad20,$000 reward for the person  who 
decapitated this man. at this point o, investigators  still don't have 
many leads and  that's why he wanted such a  sizeable reward. 
family members say they don't  know why anyone would do such a  
thing.  

2:05 6/30/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

looking at the  typeographical maps, elevations  up to 2,000, so, 
god forbid he  plunged 2,000 feet and then i'm  looking for 
something on the  rocks in the ocean. >> reporter: he's been in 
touch  with lapd and law enforcement in  washington state. and 
he's waiting to see if they  did a fly over of fort brag area  last 
friday.  

######## 6/30/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a road trip ends with a  hollywood man mysteriously  missing. 
his friends are suching for him  from l.a. to seattle. kate larsen 
joins us. kate. >> reporter: thats rr right,  colleen. and leroy's 
annual road tripe  seattle started right here. but now, lapd and law  
enforcement in washington state  are looking for the 64-year-old  
man who disappeared. he's not been heard from in  about two 
weeks.  

0:20 6/30/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've now confirmed that  teenager shot last night was  holding an 
air soft gun. an off duty officer said he saw  the 17-year-old holding 
the gun  and tuck it into the waist band. the teenager is expected 
to  recover.  

0:27 6/30/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a driver arrested after  leading the chp on a high speed  
chase. it was clocked going something  like 110 mile-per-hour. it 
all started in east l.a. and  ended in san diego county where  it 
finally came to an unlikely  end.  

0:17 6/30/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

home security cameras caught  her taking packages from a home  
last week. we're told she pulled up in a  white dodge truck.   
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0:25 6/30/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a valley woman went out for  a run in malibu and as of  yesterday, 
she's till not  returned home. police say she's going to oo a  beach, 
she's 40-year-old and she  drive as 2014 white kia surento. similar 
to the one year oyou're  seeing on your screen. her car has not 
been found  either.  

0:44 4/2/15 11:04p deaths 

he was a man of faith and  the founding father of one of  the most 
famous megachurchs in  america. the crystal cathedral. tonight 
people across the  country are remembering reverend  robert 
shuler. shuler first started preaching  at a drive-in movie theater in  
orange county. years later in 1980, he built  the towering crystal 
cathedral  in garden grove, broadcasting  his hour of power tv 
show into  millions of homes every sunday. 

0:31 5/14/15 11:01p deaths 

we want to break away from  weather coverage for just a  moment 
to bring you breaking  news about legendary blues  singer and 
musician bb king. we have learned just in the past  30 minutes, the 
king died  tonight peacefully at his home  in las vegas. king started 
performing on the  radio in the 1940s. 

0:28 5/22/15 11:15p deaths 

a bizarre accident killed a  director of the oscars near palm  
springs. it was near the rancho la quinta  country club. he got out 
of the car with the  driver when the car kept moving,  hitting and 
killing the  82-year-old. the driver faces dui charges. 

0:22 5/27/15 11:32p deaths 

u2 performed tonight at the  forum in memory of its tour  manager. 
he died hours before the band  kicked off its five-night  accident in 
inglewood. bono posted a statement on the  website that they had 
lost a  family member. he was 68 years old.  

0:22 6/16/15 11:07p deaths 

we have new information  tonight about the death of  wealthy oil 
heir andrew getty. the l.a. coroner says the  47-year-old died from 
an  ulcer-related hemorrhage, heart  disease, as well as toxic 
levels of methamphetamine. 

2:29 6/22/15 11:03p deaths 
titanic movie composer, james  horner presumed dead after his  
plane crashed. tonight tributes pouring in for  the man who scored 
so many  themes for the big screen.  

0:49 4/23/15 11:07p diversity 

new tonight thousands of  armenian americans expected to  march 
through the streets of  l.a. tomorrow morning to the  turkish 
consulate to mark the  100th anniversary of the  armenian 
genocide. tonight on the eve of the march  hundreds gathered at 
the  monument to pay their respect. among them mark gare goes, 
an  armenian american who has sued  insurance companies over 
unpaid  claims from the time of the  genocide. 

0:55 5/29/15 11:16p diversity 

tomorrow people are calling  it a fake, but others say it is  racist 
and they want answers. we're talking about this sign. it was posted 
in an elevator at  an apartment in irvine. it asks african-americans 
to  keep the sound and music level  down after a certain time.  

1:18 6/12/15 11:14p diversity 

controversy shaking the  naacp. she is accused of lying for  years 
about her race. her parents are outing her,  saying she is a white 
woman  pretending to be black. he heads up the naacp and is an  
outspoken activist. 

2:15 6/15/15 11:06p diversity 

a woman clamg to be african  american resigned. >> we're talking 
about an highly  anticipated and exclusive  "today" show exclusive. 
it all started when her own  parents blew the whistle on the  claim 
that she is african  american. she has jet yet to apologize. >> 
reporter: this morning, she's  no longer working for the naacp. 
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0:57 6/16/15 11:14p diversity 

black or white? former naacp leader rachel  dolezal sat down with 
nbc news  to answer questions, one of the  questions many people 
are  asking. >> when somebody's asked are you black, which i 
actually don't  get asked very often, i say  yeah. i do -- i am black. 

0:42 6/18/15 11:09p diversity 

the story of a teen driven to  suicide is sparking a discussion  on 
social media. kennedy left a powerful message  that exploded on 
social media. hundreds gathered if are a  prayer service at st. paul 
the  apostle catholic church. 

0:46 6/19/15 11:14p diversity 
a minor league baseball team  in utah called off an effect  called 
caucasianian heritage  night. it was planned as a joke and  
featured foots like burgers on  wonder bread. 

0:39 6/19/15 11:33p diversity 
one of the country's oldest  and large of transgender  celebrations 
is happening in  hollywood. this was the scene at the 17th  annual 
transbride l.a. it's dozens of exciting and  diverse events. 

0:21 6/22/15 11:16p diversity 

wal-mart announced it will  remove all confederal flag  
merchandise from its stores. announcement comes hours after  
the governor of south carolina  said, that she supports removing  
the flag from the state capital. now people have debated keeping  
the flag for decades.  

0:42 6/22/15 11:16p diversity 
residents of fullerton are  upset after dozens of racist  fliers 
showed up outside homes. the police recovered about 100  fliers 
in two different  neighborhoods. about a mile apart. 

0:49 6/23/15 11:15p diversity 

spikes in sales of  confederate flags after  announcing removal 
from stores. when you can't get something, it  only seems to 
increase its  demand and the confederate flags  are the biggest 
sales gainers on  amazon. they say sales jumped more than  
2000%. 

0:43 6/29/15 11:15p diversity 

controversy brewing in  orange county over a confederate  flag. he 
says he's flown it for six  years without complaint. he considered it 
part of  history. the confiderate flag is under  mass debate after 
dylann roof  was seen posing with it.  

0:22 6/29/15 11:16p diversity 
the neighborhood, was  largely elatino. they contain reyes 
propaganda. and the whitier police say at  this moment, they're not 
calling  it a hate crime.  

0:29 4/6/15 11:15p education 

the university of virginia  fraternity, at the center of a  retracted 
"rolling stone"  article, says it plans to sue  the magazine for who it 
calls,  quote, reckless reporting. a student said she was raped in  
2012. 

0:23 5/11/15 11:05p education 

some 50 teachers laid off  from the he know manywood school  
district. the board held a special  meeting. they packed the board 
room to  show their support but in the  end, the superintendent 
approved  the cuts because of budget  problems in the district. 
even so, he is hoping many of  the jobs can be rin stated.  

1:47 5/11/15 11:05p education 

the mother of a special ed  student claims her son's teacher  
cursed at him, slapped him and  is back at work. jane yamamoto 
spoke with the  student's family. >> reporter: this is a copy of  the 
complaint the mom filed in  l.a. county superior court last  friday. 
tonight the superintendent  supports the action of the  teacher but 
that's not the case  of the concerned mom. >> darren came home 
march 4. 

0:18 5/15/15 11:33p education 
stanford's marching band will  not hit the road any time soon  amid 
changes of bad behavior. year they cannot perform at any  away 
games. 
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1:57 5/20/15 11:09p education 

tonight some parents are  demanding answer after a student  
takes a hard fall on campus,  sending him to the hospital with  
head injuries. students say it was part of a  class project. nbc 4's 
gadi schwartz is live in  temecula tonight with a closer  look at 
where it happened. 

0:42 5/21/15 11:07p education 
a crowd gathered necessary a  vigil for the temecula student  who 
fell on campus and suffered  a serious head injury. he slip and fell 
down a flight  of stairs. 

0:41 5/21/15 11:33p education 

30 southern california high  school seniors are celebrating a  
special award in rose mead. the parent company at southern  
california edison named them the  edison scholars and that means  
each of these students wins  $40,000. 

0:39 5/22/15 11:07p education 

compton school district is  facing another lawsuit from  parents 
amid acquisitions that  they feed the students  unrefrigerated food 
like bad. they are accusing an elementary  teacher of abuse. >> 
pointing the ruler and the  chalkboard eraser at them and  making 
them skwath squat and  walk like that for punishment. 

2:19 6/4/15 11:06p education 
new to parents in northridge. a lockdown from high school  
graduation. too many tickets and not enough  seats even for 
parents. robert is in northridge with  upset families.  

0:32 6/5/15 11:18p education 

sometimes there are stories  that leave you scratching your  head. 
a teacher is in hot water for a  homework assignment some are  
calling extremely inappropriate. the students were asked to take  
selfies with parents' sex toys.  

0:39 6/9/15 11:16p education 

a los angeles unified school  district is changing the  graduation 
requirements. the school board decided that  starting with the 
class of 2017,  students could earn a d grade  and pass the 
college prep  courses. the policy originally required a  c or better, 
but only a third on  track, they relaxed the rules. 

1:00 6/2/15 11:17p 
Elderly-Seniors-

Retirement 

a 92-year-old woman's entire  life savings gone, just like  that. and 
police are pressing now, to  find the man to swindelled her,  sold 
her apartment without her  knowledge and took off with the  cash.  

0:20 4/2/15 11:11p employment/labor 

more city workers called in  sick today, frustrated about the  pace 
of their labor  negotiations. about 100 department sanitation  
employees called in sick. yesterday that number was 250  who 
didn't show up for work. residents are being asked to  leave their 
trash bins until  they can be collected. 

0:47 4/13/15 11:06p employment/labor 

a developing story in peco  rivera. walmart employees suddenly  
learning the super store there  is closing, but not for lack of  
business. it's plumbing problems. we're told that the issue calls  for 
extensive repairs and there  is no timetable on when it will  reopen. 
up to 500 people are now out of  work. we talked with one 
employee who  told us that everyone has to  reply when the store 
does  reopen. 

0:50 4/15/15 11:16p employment/labor 

from new york to right here  in downtown los angeles,  downtown 
protesters in hundreds  of cities demanding to raise the  minimum 
wage. we listen to stories to protests  in downtown l.a. tonight this  
coming as americans record the  biggest wealth gap in 30 years. 
right now the minimum wage in  california is $9 an hour. 

0:36 4/17/15 11:33p employment/labor 

a group of women won't be  eating for 15 days as they push  for 
the city of los angeles to  approve a $15 an hour minimum  wage. 
the women say it's needed to  help lift working family out of  
poverty. >> there are families in los  angeles that have to literally  
choose between putting food on  table and paying their rent. and 
that's just a gran  injustice. 
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0:37 4/23/15 11:13p employment/labor 

now, this is a bit unusual. more than 200 exotic dancers  here in 
los angeles are about to  split $6.5 million. a jury today agreeing 
that  management at a city of industry  strip club withheld tip 
money  from private dances. the women filed class action  lawsuit 
in 2010 against paradise  show girls club. 

0:44 5/7/15 11:16p employment/labor 

it is a legal battle over  language. a group of airport workers say  
they're being silenced on the  job there. maria martinez said after 
she  got a written warning for  speaking spanish at work, she  
joined 13 others in a lawsuit  against her employer, get a  gourmet. 
she said the company policy  forced her to keep her mouth  shut 
because she doesn't speak  english. 

0:44 5/19/15 11:09p employment/labor 

teachers and  parents in huntington hit the  streets, demanding 
better wages. the fact that the district is  paying $25,000 here for 
rent. the teachers say they want to be  paid fairly for the job they 
do.  

0:40 5/26/15 11:11p employment/labor 

tonight the company that  unexpectedly shut down the penny 
saver is facing a class action  lawsuits. that comes days after 700  
employees learned the classified paper was folding. the lawsuit 
alleges they  violated the labor code by not  giving employees at 
least 60  days notice. former employees gathered for a  meeting 
where they were promised a week's pay. but as they left, that 
changed  too. 

0:16 6/30/15 11:17p employment/labor 
starting tomorrow,  big change for california's work  force. 
businesses will be required to  give employees at least six sick  
days a year. it does not apply to employees  with union contracts.  

0:30 4/1/15 11:33p entertainment 

the latest in the fast and  furious franchise was rolled out  today as 
the cast members  arrived including vin diesel,  dwayne "the rock" 
johnson turned  out for the premier. paul walker's death delayed  
production. "furious 7" is expected to bring  in $100 million this 
weekend.   

0:21 4/2/15 11:33p entertainment 

if you happen to be at  universal city walk tonight, you  couldn't 
have missed the  "furious seven" take over. fans got an advanced 
screening  and an upclose look at some of  the car, the ones that 
weren't  totaled. even some of the clothing was on  display. 

0:26 4/3/15 11:07p entertainment 

nbc 4 learned there is a new  proposal now to bring a  coachella-
type music festival to  the rose bowl in pasadena. if it approved it 
could start as  early as 2016 locking in a  ten-year commitment. 
the concerts would last for two  days. 

0:16 4/3/15 11:07p entertainment 

we just received an update  on joni mitchell. she was hospitalized 
this week. she is resting comfortably while  continuing to make 
progress. she was rushed to the hospital  after she was found 
unconscious  in her bel-air home.   

0:24 4/3/15 11:17p entertainment 

dodger fans can want wait  and opening day is monday and  the 
lapd is set for it. they are setting up restricted  parking signs 
around dodger  stadium. no parking between 5:00 a.m. and  5:00 
p.m. between stadium way  between scott road and academy  
road on game day. 

0:49 4/6/15 11:16p entertainment 

and new tonight, animal  rights activists are targeting  the film 
called "the longest  ride." they gathered outside of the  film's 
premiere at the chinese  theater. their goal is to focus attention on 
what they call rodeo cruelty. the movie centers around a  former 
champion bull rider. 

0:36 4/9/15 11:13p entertainment 

tonight we are hearing the  chilling 911 call made by sandra  
bullock the day she came  face-to-face with her alleged  stalker.  
>> someone has broken into my  house. the door to my bedroom. 
and i'm hiding in the closet  right now. 
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0:31 4/10/15 11:32p entertainment 

jon hamm is under fire over  a violent hazing case when he  was 
back in college. this is in regards to a lawsuit  filed in 1991. a 
pledge at the university of  texas says he was beaten and  
dragged by a clawhammer. 

0:50 4/10/15 11:33p entertainment 

before we go tonight he has  the key to our hearts and now he  
has a key to the city of  burbank.  >> this is spectacular. thank you 
so much for from the  bottom of my heart. thank you.  >> fritz 
coleman receiving a  special honor from the mayor and  the 
burbank chamber of commerce  for all the charity work and  
volunteer works he does in the  community. 

0:34 4/14/15 11:03p entertainment 

breaking news right now, a  stunning reversal of fortune. stiviana 
demanded to return  expensive gifts her husband  donald sperling 
gave her during  their relationship. millions used to buy real  
estate, money, cars and stock,  money she is shelly sterling  filed 
the suit about a month  before stiffiano leaked rants  that cost 
sterling the ownership  of the clippers.   

0:27 4/15/15 11:09p entertainment 

los angeles lakers on their  twa to having their own practice  facility 
innel segundo. at dopgs of the ordinance is  expected some time 
next week. they are targeting completion  date early 2017. lakers 
and kings currently share  a facility.   

0:48 4/15/15 11:14p entertainment 

sterling's former companion  is to repay more than $2 million  to 
sterling's wife thanks to a  judge's ruling who complained  her 
husband inappropriately  shared money during the time  they were 
still legally  together. it will likely impact lawsuits  filed by other 
women whose  husband's give gifts to  companions. sfrz. 

0:29 4/16/15 11:09p entertainment 

suge night is at the l.a.  men's central jail tonight after  a court 
appearance and another  trip to the hospital. by our count, his fifth 
since  going to jail. today an l.a. judge ruled there  is enough 
evidence for the rap  mogul to go on trial for murder. 

1:39 4/17/15 11:00p entertainment 

there is more breaking news  tonight. one of the stars of the l.a.  
kings, center jarret stoll,  arrested at a las vegas pool  party.  >> 
more bad news for the kings  after a tough season. nbc 4's robert 
covassic is live  in the newsroom.  >> reporter: we are talking  
about the center who helped the  king win the stanley cup twice  in 
the last three years. jarret stoll arrested today in  las vegas. the 
32-year-old was at the mgm  wet republic pool around 5:00  this 
afternoon when he was  busted for possession of cocaine  and 
ecstasy.  

0:38 4/17/15 11:15p entertainment 

suge knight's defense team  thinks that a recorded interview  with 
a key witness is just the  evidence that will help clear  their client of 
murder. >> a guy is dead.  >> that's is cle sloan just  hours after 
he was hit by  knight's pickup when it plowed  into two men in a 
parking lot. 

0:23 4/17/15 11:33p entertainment 

the toyota grand prix is  officially underway. after a day of practice 
and  qualifying rounds it's quiet. in about eight hours except this  
place to be hopping and packed. the pro celebrity race, the  super 
drift challenge and even a  concert from vince neil of  motley crue 
all on the schedule  for tomorrow.   

2:12 4/24/15 11:04p entertainment 

rumored for months and  confirmed tonight for the world  to hear, 
bruce jenner saying,  quote, for all intents and  purposes, i am a 
woman. nbc 4's robert kovacik is live  in the newsroom with the  
response.  >> if you didn't see it, you are  certainly going to hear 
about  it. though for now he is asking to  be referred to with male  
pronounce, bruce jenner confirms  he is making the transition from  
male to female. the reaction, the former  olympian receiving 
overwhelming  praise for the courage to come  forward.  
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0:37 4/28/15 11:33p entertainment 

festivus is coming early. all 180 episodes of seinfeld  going on 
hulu. yes, they are. variety is reporting that hulu  bought the rights 
over the  single seinfeld else. it is reportedly worth about a  million 
dollars an else. 

0:19 4/29/15 11:05p entertainment 

and this was a pretty  strange sight today. earlier at camden yards, 
the  baltimore orioles and chicago  white sox playing a baseball  
game in an empty stadium. no fans allowed inside. the orioles and 
major league  baseball were worried about  using police resources 
in  baltimore. 

0:25 4/30/15 11:13p entertainment 
the attorney for former rap mogul shoeing night says his client 
should be cleared ontechn technicality. pleaded not guilty to 
murder attempted murder and hit-and-run.  

0:45 4/30/15 11:16p entertainment 
the fight continues tonight between sophia vergar and the ex-
boyfriend over frozen embryos and raising tricky legal questions. 
they split up. 

0:27 5/1/15 11:11p entertainment 

reality tv personality and  former olympian, bruce jenner is  being 
sued over an accident that  happened on pacific coast  highway 
that killed a malibu  area woman. we covered that crash when it  
happened on february 7. 

0:31 5/7/15 11:15p entertainment 

a fan got way too close,  breaking into the home of r & b  singer 
chris brown. the 21-year-old may have been in  brown's home for 
as much as two  days while he was out of town  for his birthday 
whex got back,  he found her inside and she was  naked. brown 
said she took the hinges  off the doors. 

0:20 5/8/15 11:33p entertainment 
a project is being planned  right next to the stadium. here's a 
rendering. it's called the platinum  triangle. it includes a restaurant, 
an  indoor surf park. they hope to have it completed  by 2020.  

0:31 5/12/15 11:33p entertainment 

now to some fun. fans of the simpsons can live  out their dreams 
at universal  studios hollywood owned by the  parent company of 
nbc 4. a taste of springfield opened  with a bang tonight. fireworks 
shooting out of the  nuclear plant as pretend cleanup  crews were 
working below. 

0:55 5/18/15 11:09p entertainment 

caught on video trashing a  stage after a mexican singer  refused 
to perform. can this video shows the chaos  that erupted on 
sunday at the  fairgrounds where the mexican  music star was 
supposed to  perform for 1200 fans. when negotiations failed, he  
left. 

0:22 5/19/15 11:33p entertainment 
sawyer frederick, you win it! >> and there he is. "the voice." 16-
year-old sawyer fredericks  took only the season eight  title. the 
season wrapped up with a  two-hour finale on nbc 4. 

0:57 5/20/15 11:04p entertainment 

for the first time, the  actor best known for his role as  mini me in 
austin powers is  talking about chasing down a man  who burst 
through l.a.x.  security. >> lay down! >> verne troyerer captured 
this  dramatic video of a man tased by  l.a.x. police this morning. 

0:51 5/20/15 11:33p entertainment 

not quite like winning the  lottery, but it's pretty great. a few 
hundred lucky rolling  stone fans were treated to a  surprise show 
at a small  hollywood venue. the stones played at the fonda  
theatre tonight, but the  location of the show wasn't  revealed until 
tickets went on  sale at noon today. 

0:28 5/20/15 11:33p entertainment 

the first ever red nose  day is tomorrow. and to gear up for the big  
event, all around talent nick  cannon is dancing for 24 hours. you 
can actually see nick and  friends dance live nonstop until  5:00 
tomorrow morning over at  nbc.com. celebrities are raising money  
for children living in poverty.  
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0:19 5/21/15 11:13p entertainment 
flavaflav is booked for  driving and speeding and having  an open 
container of alcohol. he was pulled over in vegas  driving with 
suspended license  and registration. 

0:14 5/21/15 11:31p entertainment 

disneyland is getting ready  now to celebrate 60 years with a  24-
hour party. we are live as the gates open at  6:00 for the diamond  
celebration. the "today in l.a." morning  team. we will show you 
what's new at  disneyland tomorrow morning.  

0:30 5/21/15 11:32p entertainment 

reality star josh duggar is  coming clean after reports he  molested 
girls as a teenager. he is the eldest son in a large  christian family. 
duggar resigned from his job at  the family research council and  
issued a public apology. 

0:26 5/22/15 11:07p entertainment 

they decided not to file  elder abuse against casey  kasem's 
widow. she was married to him for more  than 30 years, but 
stripped of  control over his medical care in  the final days of his 
life  following a battle with his  children. he died last summer in  
washington state where his wife  took him after removing him from  
a medical facility.  

0:33 5/25/15 11:15p entertainment 

was b.b. king poisoned? that's what his daughters are  claiming. 
he was 89, but his business  manager and personal assistant,  the 
daughters charge poisoned  him. las vegas police have confirmed  
that homicide detectives are  investigating. 

0:19 5/25/15 11:15p entertainment 
he played many roles. he was nominated for best  supporting actor 
in 1962. omar sharif is 83 years old. And has alzheimer's 

0:23 5/26/15 11:33p entertainment 
ledgen daurey irish band u 2 rocks tonight. it's part of u2's 
innocent tour.  

0:50 5/27/15 11:16p entertainment 

soon everyone can experience  a massive earthquake when the  
movie san andreas hits theaters,  but how far from reality is  
hollywood takes us this time. cal tech earthquake expert dr.  lucy 
jones attended the red  carpet premiere last night.  

0:49 5/28/15 11:17p entertainment 

tonight many of you saw  "aquarius." when charles manson finally 
did  go on trial for murder, that was  1970, there were no cameras 
in  the courtroom that would come  years later. and the only way 
that viewers  could see a major trial like  this was through the 
sketches of  artists like bill robles. 

0:24 5/28/15 11:33p entertainment 

five days ago, they were in  europe, and now gum ball 3,000  hits 
los angeles. 120 cars along with actor dolph  lundgren made the 
trip across  the atlantic to continue the  international rally. no, they 
didn't drive the cars,  they were flown, from amsterdam  to reno. 
today they rolled through los  angeles. they'll take off tomorrow  
morning heading for finish line  in las vegas.  

2:20 6/1/15 11:05p entertainment 

from he to she. olympian bruce jenner reemerges  as caitlin on the 
cover of  vanity fair. and at an event where art  imitates life. >> 
reporter: how about this? we are told that close to 1,000  people 
rsvped to this event here  tonight celebrating a  groundbreaking 
television show  on the very same day a  groundbreaking 
magazine article  is released.  

0:55 6/3/15 11:13p entertainment 

the duggars break their  silence and admit they knew  about their 
son molesting his  sisters and other young girls. jim bob and 
michelle duggar told  fox news "the kelly file" that  their son 
touched other girls  who were not a member of their  family. it 
began in 2002 when he was 14  years old.  

0:23 6/3/15 11:16p entertainment 

a man accused of stalking  mila kunis is captured four days  after 
escaping from a mental  facility. he was booked for violating his  
pro base. officers have contacted kunis to  let her know he is back 
in  custody.  
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0:28 6/4/15 11:33p entertainment 

big onnor for actor and  musician steve martin who was  honored 
with a life achievement  award. he was honored for a career in  
film. he was raised in ingle and  garden grove. he started as a 
comedian and  broke into film. he wrote and starred in. >>  

0:58 6/5/15 11:15p entertainment 
the duggar daughters are  speaking out, saying they have  already 
forgiven their brother  josh for inappropriately  touching them.  

0:19 6/5/15 11:18p entertainment 

in san diego, the man who  voiced charlie brown has a  meltdown 
in court. peter robins was being sentenced  when he smarted 
screaming and  swearing at the judge. the 58 year old also tried to  
withdraw his guilty plea. the sentencing was postponed,  and 
robins will now undergo a  hearing in august to determine  if he is 
mentally fit.  

2:11 6/9/15 11:06p entertainment 

new at 11:00, the online nude  photo hack of hollywood's  biggest 
stars may be much larger  than thought. the federal documents 
indicate  it could involve hundreds of  accounts. robert joins us live 
from  hollywood with more. robert? 

0:25 6/9/15 11:33p entertainment 

professional football players do  many things, but nothing like  
miami dolphin defensive lineman  aj francis. francis decided to 
work as an  uber driver and may be under  contract to earn more 
than a  half million, but remember the  paychecks don't start 
coming in  until july so francis needs  extra spending cash. so far 
nobody recognized him.  

0:29 6/9/15 11:33p entertainment 

stars are jurassic world for the  movie in l.a. rolly wood's biggest 
stars  arrived in style outside the  theater. jurassic world one of the 
most  anticipated of the summer is  expected to be a universal  
comcast picture which is the  parent company of nbc 4 and the  
movie hits theaters on friday. >>  

0:24 6/12/15 11:34p entertainment 

actor john stamos arrested  for dui. they received several calls  
reporting a possible drunk  driver near cannon and south  santa 
monica boulevard. they pulled him over and he was  taken to the 
hospital because of  a possible medical condition. he was issued a 
citation and due  to appear in court on september  11th.  

0:30 6/15/15 11:16p entertainment 

that moment, i think pretty  much my life changed. espinoza 
guided american pharaoh  to the top honor in racing. he has 
donated part of hiss  earnings and in his last race to  the triple 
crown, he donated  everything he won. towards cancer charity.  

0:17 6/16/15 11:05p entertainment 

a massive celebration is  under way in oakland. the golden state 
warriors  bringing home their first nba  title in 40 years. fred roggin 
of course will have  more on the game a little later. the large 
crowds at this hour  are peaceful, and 20 keep it  that way police 
have been  closing down some city streets.  

0:29 6/17/15 11:18p entertainment 

a part of old hollywood  history has been torn down. this is where 
actress marilyn  monroe first lived when she was  first discovered 
in valley  village. members of the community were  fighting to 
protect the home.  

0:35 6/18/15 11:17p entertainment 

when he return from vacation  next minute, lester holt will  take 
over as the anchor of the  nbc nightly news. brian williams will 
remain with  nbc in a new role anchoring  breaking news for 
msnbc in  august. 

0:23 6/18/15 11:33p entertainment 

more trouble for justin  bieber. a court ruled that bieber along  with 
his mentor and singer usher  will have to face a $10 million  
lawsuit. it claims they copied parts of a  song from two songwriters 
to use  for somebody to love. 
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0:42 6/19/15 11:14p entertainment 

brian williams said he is  sorry. he sat down in the first  interview in 
four months since  being suspended from the nbc  nightly news. 
>> what happened is the fall of  a whole host of other since. what 
happened is clearly part of  my ego getting the better of me. 

2:22 6/22/15 11:00p entertainment 

sean diddy combs out of jail on  bail after allegedly attacking  his 
son's football coach at  ucla. with his high powered attorney  in 
tow, the rapper faces charges  of assault with a deadly weapon. 
>> live for us in downtown l.a.  with what he learned late this  
afternoon. gadi schwartz? >> reporter: the charges may  have 
been upped by the ucla  police department. now it is three counts 
of  assault with a deadly weapon. one count of battery, one count  
of making a terrorist threat. 

0:17 6/22/15 11:33p entertainment 

we know the names added to  the hollywood walk of fame next  
year. hollywood chamber of commerce  announcing its selection 
for  next year among those will be  curt russell, michael keaton,  
steve carrell, l.l. cool jay,  rob lowe. 

0:26 6/23/15 11:09p entertainment 

the 61-year-old oscar winner  was killed yesterday when his  plane 
crashed. horner was driving a military  trainer. he wrote scores for 
movies like  apollo 13, "brave heart" and two  oscars for "titanic" 
including  celine deon's "my heart goes  on."  

0:24 6/23/15 11:10p entertainment 

some saying, that sean  p-diddy combs was defending  himself. 
they arrested himself yesterday  for assaulting the coach with a  
kettle bell, it happened that  training complex where his son  plays 
football. justin posts this picture on  instagram publicly thanking his  
father.  

0:42 6/23/15 11:17p entertainment 

and you too can get behind the  wheel in the fast and the  furious. 
we got our first look at the  fast and furious supercharged  ride at 
universal studios. and on hand, the superstars of  this extremely 
popular  franchise. and they have this special  screen and special 
effects. 

0:22 6/24/15 11:10p entertainment 
bobbi kristina brown's  condition seems to be getting  worse. she's 
receiving hospice care. her aunt, pat houston is  thanking 
everyone for their  love, support and prayers.  

0:26 6/24/15 11:33p entertainment 
and hulu recreates the  "seinfeld" apartment in new york  city and 
they can walk through  the door and be seinfeld but  numen is not 
there and i don't  suppose there's anything wrong  with that at all.  

0:32 6/26/15 11:10p entertainment 
the rose bowl officials are  confirming the 92-year-old  stadium 
kidded as temporary home  for a new nfl team. but so too is the los 
angeles  memorial coliseum. 

0:11 6/26/15 11:34p entertainment 
listen up, use yourselfy  stick at home. starting tuesday you will not  
get inside disneyland with a  selfie stick. guests will be banned 
from  bringing them into the park. they're going to check. 

2:06 6/29/15 11:06p entertainment 
tonight, we have new  information about the comments  that led 
nbc to cut ties with  him and how this will effect the  ms. universe 
contest. live in the news room with more  on the story. 

0:12 4/3/15 11:18p Environment 

a bear in monrovia chowing  down in front of a home in front  of 
hidden valley home. wildlife officials have dealt  with this particular 
bear  before. he doesn't even notice the  camera. despite being 
photographed he  chomps away and wanderers back  up to the 
foothills.  >> there is more food down here  than where he is 
thanks to the  drought.   
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0:29 4/6/15 11:05p Environment 

the agency tells us water  cuts are something that they  have been 
talking about for  months, before the governor  imposed a 
mandatory restriction  on water next week. the cuts would take 
place in  july and vary by city. those cities slower to conserve  will 
feel the pinch from the  redirections. the mwd says it's up for  
discussion.  

0:53 4/7/15 11:07p Environment 

many of russ taking  advantage of every single drop  this storm is 
bringing us. this is a great idea. some people like this burbank  
couple set out water barrels to  collect the rain to use to water  
their plants. burbank water and power offers a  rebate of up to 75 
mpbl who  apply and use the rain barrels  to conserving during our  
drought. 

0:24 4/7/15 11:16p Environment 

what a difference a week  makes. on the left is where governor  
jerry brown stood last week and  declared mandatory water cuts  
statewide. on the right is video from the  exact same spot earlier 
today. of course, this doesn't mean  we're out of the drought. not 
by a long shot. but any snow pack is certainly a  welcoming sight. 
>> you're right about that. another welcoming sight. fritz coleman 
is here with a  look at our weather as we take a  look at this 
beautiful, it looks  chilly out there, but pristine  and clear. this is 
overlooking the valley?  

0:43 4/8/15 11:33p Environment 

environmental activists want  answers. they want to know why a  
hazardous waste recycling plant  is being allowed to operate near  
the santa fe dam in irwindale. >> we're concerned about the  loss 
of recreational benefits  for residents. not only for the residents of  
irwindale, but for the broader  los angeles area. 

2:50 4/13/15 11:00p Environment 

he has roamed griffith park  and the hollywood hills, but  tonight, 
l.a.'s most famous  mountain lion is apparently on a  stay 
indication.  >> we showed you the drama  unfolding live for the 
first  time on the news at 5:00. tonight our camera is the only  one 
with wildlife crews as they  try to coax p-22 out. >> we are on the 
balcony where  the wildlife teams are working  well into the tonight. 

0:43 4/13/15 11:32p Environment 

two small earthquakes near  the baldwin hills oil fields  this 
weekend left some people  asking if they had anything to  do with 
the drilling that goes  on there. the 375 earthquake generated a  
lot of buzz on social media. part of that interest swirled  arnold the 
epicenter's proximity  to the oil fields off la brea. 

0:43 4/14/15 11:16p Environment 

this is what hesperia  residents see in their  neighborhood, piles of 
trash  from refrigerators to stoves and  couches. matt wismer is 
now starting a  facebook campaign to enlist  people to take 
pictures or write  down the license plate numbers  of illegal 
dumpers. many say more needs to be done. 

0:27 4/14/15 11:34p Environment 

we had him covered from every  angle last night. now the cougar 
in that crawl  space is on the move again. apparently, no one saw 
the  famous mountain lion known as  p-22 slip away. a man 
installing a security  system came face to face with  the cat 
yesterday. now p-22 is back in griffith  park, where he has made 
his home  for the last three years after  coming down from the 
santa  monica mountains. 

0:18 4/15/15 11:00p Environment 

breaking news, did you feel  it from silverlake to the west  side of 
l.a., people are  reporting they felt a 3.1 quake  that centered in 
pacoima, no  major damage but hundreds of  people felt the 
ground moving.   
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0:43 4/17/15 11:17p Environment 

ever stop and think about  all the backyard pools in the  state of 
california? with the state running dry  that's a lot of water. is it 
worth getting rid of your  pool in order to save money? some of the 
residents in san  diego seem to think so. this woman ripped out 
her pool. while she says it was great for  the family she says it 
really  hurt her wallet. 

1:57 4/22/15 11:15p Environment 
if you live in the state of  california, you probably have  heard of us 
all talking about  the big one. now a new study suggests that  the 
big one could trig thor more quakes on other fault lines.  

0:28 4/22/15 11:17p Environment 

we have  spectacular video tonight of the erupting volcano, this 
this is  in southern chile in north  america, the volcano has come to 
life with a huge cloud of ash,  evac weighings was ordered in  the 
area around the base. 

0:25 4/22/15 11:33p Environment 
if you are going to the beach any time soon, be wear of the  blue 
jelly fish, a viewer sent  us this picture and said nearly  a billion 
have washed ashore.  

0:40 4/24/15 11:17p Environment 

the state is running dry. if you are renting an apartment  tonight, 
the drought could have  an impact on your bank account. l.a. 
landlords say renters who  don't have to pay for their  water have 
no incentive to save  it. they are now floating a plan  calling for rent 
controlled  complexes to have water meters  installed run by 
outside  companies. but residents say the move is a  rent 
increase. 

0:35 4/24/15 11:18p Environment 

the video has been breath  taking from this spectacular  eruption 
from a massive volcano  in chile in south america. it's putting ash 
and dust in the  air and disrupting air travel in  south america. 
there are new evacuations  tonight. tonight there are reports the  
seismic activity might be  slowing a bit.  

0:26 4/24/15 11:33p Environment 

right now there is another  mountain lion on the move in  southern 
california. meet p-32. the national park service  released this 
picture. the cat crossed the 101 freeway  heading north earlier this  
month. 

0:28 5/8/15 11:13p Environment 

well, don't mess with mama  bear. yellowstone visitors learned the  
hard way. dozens of people gathered to get  an up-close look, and 
that's  when mama bear started charging. no one was hurt here, 
and the  bears eventually climbed up a  tree.  

3:59 5/12/15 11:11p Environment 

a package arrives at your  front door, sometimes just hours  after 
you ordered it online. now, that's speedy delivery from  online 
retailers. something that many of us have  come to expect. the i-
team has discovered this  incredible convenience is also  having a 
huge impact on the  people and environment of  southern 
california. and it's about to get worse. here's joel grover with 
hidden  cost of convenience. 

0:25 5/18/15 11:06p Environment 

a mountain lion had his day  in the bay area and back last  night 
and today. residents in san mateo reported  seeing this cat 
downtown and in  back yards. that's where the 6 footlong cat  was 
captured. 

2:55 5/19/15 11:00p Environment 

an oil spill disaster  started with a broken pipeline a  quarter of a 
mile from the 101  freeway near refugio state  beach. >> it's now 
about four miles  wide and moving south,  threatening beaches 
and  campgrounds ahead of the  memorial day weekend. robert is 
live for us with new  information on the clean up from  the coast 
guard.  
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0:23 5/20/15 11:02p Environment 

aftershocks following an  earthquake measuring 4.0 in the  salton 
sea. we highlighted where it was  centered around:15 tonight. 
strong enough to be felt 80  miles away near hemet. this is what it 
looked like on  our seismo-cam. this quake is along the certain  
enof the san andreas fault there  are no reports of any damage or  
anyone being hurt.  

2:11 5/20/15 11:05p Environment 

well, it is not exactly the  thing you want to see at the  beach. 
newschopper 4 was overhead and  spotted what you see right  
there. it's easy to make out. sharks swimming near the shore  in 
huntington beach. and you can see there are only a  few hundred 
yards away from the  sand. nbc 4's hetty chang joins us  live with 
details from  lifeguards on beach. 

0:24 5/21/15 11:09p Environment 

now to the oil spill near the  santa barbara coastline. crews 
removed the oil, less than  10% of what leaked from the  pipeline. 
more than 300 workers on beaches  and boats are taking part in 
the  clean up effort. 

0:32 5/22/15 11:14p Environment 
tracking a  dangerous threat off the coast. the coast guard shared 
these  photos with us. great white sharks. several were cited this 
week and  that has experts tracking their  move. 

0:21 5/22/15 11:14p Environment 

shaken, not stirred. they are rattled by a 4.8  earthquake centered 
south of  calienty around lunchtime. it shut down a major artery  
between i-95 and the interchange  for several hours with traffic  
trouble ahead of the holiday. the ramp reopened after they  
completed a safety check. 

0:44 5/25/15 11:05p Environment 

we have new information  tonight surrounding the oil  spill near 
santa barbara. the a.p. reports that the two  main beaches affected 
may open  as soon as june 4. we also learned that four other  
spots in the faulty pipeline are  causing concern. the company in 
charge of the  pipe that broke is still trying  to determine what's 
wrong with  those sections. 

0:22 5/25/15 11:17p Environment 

last week it was sharks. now stingrays are showing up  along the 
shore in huntington  beach. we watched a lifeguard treating  a boy 
who got stung today. dangerous rip currents caught by  a strong 
southerly swell also  threatens swimmers. 

0:30 5/25/15 11:33p Environment 

a story in oregon is  bringing in some most unusual  help to fix 
their sea lion  problem -- a fake killer whale. hundreds of sea lions 
have taken  over a harbor and no one has  been able to fix the 
problem. the owner of a local whale  watching business has 
offered  his fake orca to help. 

2:07 5/26/15 11:04p Environment 

an injured sea lion is finally rescued in  oxnard. for several days 
people have  been wondering and waiting why  someone hasn't 
saved this animal that managed to survive on its  own with a long, 
steel rod going right through him. patrick healey, the only  reporter 
to catch the entire  rescue on camera. 

0:24 5/26/15 11:33p Environment 

thousands of crabs are  showing up along orange county  
beaches. take a look at laguna beach. the sand here speckled with 
tiny red crabs, they're washing  ashore because of the  
unseasonably warm water. thousands of species blanketed  
balboa island back in january.  

2:08 5/27/15 11:00p Environment 

we begin at 11:00 now, with  breaking news. manhattan, and 
redondo beach are  closed after gobs of oil wash  ashore. >> 
that's six and a half-miles  to torrance beach. >> reporter: we were 
just  talking to the coast guard,  still no idea where this is  coming 
from. this is piling up. this is where they are trashing  a lot of it.  
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0:41 5/27/15 11:17p Environment 

in this drought, every drop  of water counts, which is why a  nbc 4 
viewer told us about a  sprinkler situation at the  henson dam 
recreation area. we wanted to find out why they  were watering a 
barren field. 

0:25 5/27/15 11:33p Environment 

sea world san diego is  taking on more animals damaged  by the 
oil spill. we see the treatment treating  some of the seals. last night 
a sea lion and a  young elephant seal were brought  into the care 
center. all together, 11 sea lions and  six seals are under watch.  

2:33 5/28/15 11:07p Environment 

long stretch of the beach in  the south bay shut down once  again 
tonight while crews work  to clean up that tar that  started washing 
ashore on  wednesday. nbc 4's gadi schwartz live in  hermosa 
beach right now with an  update on the shutdown. and gadi, is it 
possible the  beaches will reopen any time  soon? 

0:19 5/29/15 11:00p Environment 
we begin with this breaking  news. just about 30 minutes ago. a 
3.8 earthquake. there are no reports of any  damages, but people 
in  idyllwild, as far as temecula  all say they felt it.  

2:23 5/29/15 11:00p Environment 

and after two days, a  six-mile stretch of beach is  open just in time 
for a warm  weekend after mysterious toxic  tar washed ashore. >> 
beverly white joins us live  in redondo beach where the all  clear 
has been given. 

0:16 6/2/15 11:00p Environment 
we begin with this breaking  news. a 2.7 earthquake centered in  
simi valley about 40 minutes  away, they felt a sharp jolt. no 
reports of any damage.  

0:44 6/2/15 11:10p Environment 

investigators are waiting  for test results after mortar  balls wash 
ashore on another  california beach. tar and clumps of oil were 
found  on zuma beach this morning. crews were able to clean up 
this  mess without having to close the  beach.  

0:22 6/2/15 11:18p Environment 

sea lions injured in a  chlorine attack are back at home  in the 
ocean tonight. we were there as the pacific  marine mammal 
center released 14  sea lions off the coast of  laguna beach. there 
they go. someone maid the sea lions sick  by pouring chlorine in 
the tank. sea lions are protected by  federal law.  

2:23 6/3/15 11:00p Environment 

breaking news at 11:00,  toxic tar balls close yet  another beep, 
this time, washing  ashore in long beach. the big question is where 
is it  coming from. >> robert kovalcik is live where  the coast guard 
is testing that  tar.  

0:30 6/11/15 11:33p Environment 

making waves during the  drought. tonight nbc 4 helped honor  
l.a.'s drought warriors, leaders who have dedicated their work to 
water conservation efforts. the annual gala for los angeles  water 
was held at the fairmont  miramar hotel in santa monica. 

0:39 6/12/15 11:18p Environment 

it is the attack of the giant  sea floods. they are invading the 
beaches. they have been watching up on  beaches like this in 
alameda in  unusual numbers that can weigh  up to 15 pounds and 
can grow  more than 30 inches belong. 

0:19 6/15/15 11:33p Environment 

an air quality warning for  people with respiratory  problems. they 
say the air will be  unhealthy tomorrow in the san  fernando and 
valleys. so, that means people with  asthma and chronic 
conditions  should inside.  

0:25 6/23/15 11:16p Environment 

two popular swimming  locations in the santa monica  mountains 
are polluted with  enough fecal matter to make you  sick. they 
found e.coli as well as  rock pool. and swimmers are at increased  
risk of developing pain rash and  painful stomach cramps and  
infection.  

0:20 6/23/15 11:33p Environment 
the pipeline problem that  caused that oil spill near santa  barbara, 
has forced exxon mobile  to stop platform. and santa barbara said 
it was  not an emergency.  
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0:28 6/26/15 11:17p Environment 

thousands of tiny tuna crabs  are washing up at the beach,  large 
amounts of these grabs,  washed ashore along the coast  all the 
way from huntington  beach to balboa island much to  the 
excitement of some of the  kids out there. 

0:22 6/29/15 11:18p Environment 

and did you look tat sky  tonight? you may have noticed what 
appear  to be two bright stars. it's actually venice and  jupiter. you 
can see this unusual site  known as a conjunction from just  about 
anywhere in the world. chris coleman join us now with  more on 
our forecast.  

0:28 4/2/15 11:08p foreign news 

terrorists burst in to a  university and slaughtered  nearly 150 
students in  northeastern kenya as others ran  for their lives in the 
early  morning attack. this assault was carried out by  a small band 
of al shabab  militants who rounded up  christians and shot them 
after  they were separated from muslim  students. 

0:40 4/2/15 11:09p foreign news 

a deadline is set and the  framework now in police to move  iran 
toward a peaceful nuclear  program. iran agreed today in principle  
to scale back its program. among the new requirements,  iran's 
nuclear resources would  be limited, and u.n. inspectors  would 
have full access to all  nuclear facilities there. 

0:36 4/3/15 11:09p foreign news 

more frightening details on  the crash of the germanwings  aircraft 
into the french alps. the co-pilot increased the  plane's speed as 
he descended  into the mountains. an engine sound that the  
passengers probably noticed. a search of lubitz's computer  
revealed he was on the internet  looking for ways to commit  
suicide days before he did just  that and took 149 innocent  people 
with him.   

0:32 4/7/15 11:13p foreign news 

imagine this. a moment of terror caught on  camera here. you can 
hear the kids in the  background screaming as a  stranger 
approaches them shaking  a chain saw in their faces. this 
happened yesterday in  canada to a family on vacation  there. that 
man apparently cut them  off.  

0:25 4/10/15 11:13p foreign news 

this just in. we are getting reports a gunman  in pakistan have 
killed at least  20 people working at a dam  construction site there. 
three others are reportedly  hurt. police officials say a large  group 
stormed the site and  overpowered security guards. 

0:47 4/23/15 11:07p foreign news 

the orange county man known  as the american mouthpiece of al  
qaeda, adam gudan is dead after  a drone strike. the 36-year-old 
was one of al  qaeda's most prominent members  appearing in 
more than dozen  propaganda video. he lived this orange county 
and  worked as a security guard for a  local mosque. the president 
of the mosque told  us about the gudan he knew. 

2:18 4/27/15 11:14p foreign news 

crews in nepal have now  recovered more than 4,300 bodies since 
saturday's devastating  earthquake. and tonight, there are many  
fears about the health of those  who survived the earthquake. tens 
of thousands are living in  tents with no access to  bathrooms or 
clean water. 

0:40 4/30/15 11:14p foreign news 
still, some amazing stories of survival coming out of nepal 
including, this 15-year-old who lived through five days, trapped in 
all of this debris before rescue crews, found him. 

0:08 5/1/15 11:00p foreign news 

breaking news at 11:00, nbc  confirming that royal baby  number 
two is on the way. kensington palace says the  duchess of 
cambridge, kate  middleton, is in the early  stages of labor. she 
was admitted to st. mary's  hospital in london hours ago. the 
duchess traveled there by  car with her husband prince  william. 
the new baby will join big  brother prince george, and we  will let 
you know when the  baby's born.  
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0:23 5/1/15 11:11p foreign news 

these are live pictures from  london where it is saturday  morning, 
and we are on baby  watch. live pictures from st. mary's  hospital. 
kate middleton is in the early  stages of labor. kensington palace 
says the  duchess was admitted to the  hospital within the past 
hour.  

0:45 5/1/15 11:19p foreign news 

we're going to take you live  to london. this is exactly what you 
would  expect. there are throngs outside the  hospital. the throngs 
are on the other  side of the street. you're looking at police  officers 
guarding the hospital. and the reason is kate middleton  is in the 
early stages of labor. 

0:42 5/1/15 11:33p foreign news 

here is a live picture  outside the hospital in london  where in just a 
few hours, the  duchess of cambridge and prince  william will 
welcome their  second child. the royal couple is inside that  
hospital, st. marys hospital,  the same place where the duchess  
delivered prince george and  prince william and prince harry  were 
born.  

0:28 5/8/15 11:15p foreign news 

now to one of the most  dangerous, botched smuggling  attempts 
you're likely to sigh. an 8-year-old boy locked inside  a suitcase for 
hours. agents discovered the child  curled up in the suitcase when  
they put it through the x ray  machine. a 19 year old woman from 
morocco  checked the bag in. 

1:05 5/12/15 11:02p foreign news 

we have more breaking news. we have learned the identities  of 
two u.s. marines missing in  nepal, both from southern  california. 
altogether six marines are  missing, all stations at camp  
pendleton. we talked with the brother of  sergeant james hidler 
who was on  board the chop where it  disappeared. his brother 
remains optimistic  he is alive. 

0:44 5/15/15 11:32p foreign news 
the mother of a camp  pendleton marine said her son  was doing 
what he loved when his  helicopter crashed in nepal. it.down in the 
mountains north  of kathmandu.  

0:42 5/27/15 11:15p foreign news 

there are calls tonight for  the president of soccer's  international 
governing board,  fifa, to resign. tonight several were arrested in  a 
five-star luxury swiss hotel  on charges of racketeering,  fraud, and 
money laundering as  much as $150 million. the charges stem 
from a u.s.  investigation and more arrests  they say are coming. 

0:35 6/1/15 11:15p foreign news 

breaking news. hundreds of people are trapped  inside a 
submerged ship in  china. rescue teams say they can hear  
sounds from the passengers who  are about 50 feet under water. 
the ship sank during torrential  rainstorms. 

0:40 4/10/15 11:17p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a year after a fedex truck  slammed into a bus full of  students on 
interstate 5 there  is a tribute to the victims. ten people died that 
day,  including five students on their  way to visit a university. this 
man's grand mother  treasures her memories of him.  

0:42 4/23/15 11:06p 
funerals and 
memorials 

family and friends came  together tonight to remember a  mother 
of four hit and killed by  a drunk driver. it happened in lakewood. 
balloons released in remembrance  of 33-year-old christina  
contreras. a driver hit contreras early on  sunday morning as she 
was  legally crossing del amo  boulevard. her mother has a 
message for the  driver who killed her daughter,  and others. 

0:13 4/30/15 11:13p 
funerals and 
memorials 

student at uc river side. held a candlelight vij it. to remember the 
people who died in the 7.8 earthquake in know paul. still, some 
amazing stories of survival coming out of nepal 

0:38 5/15/15 11:08p 
funerals and 
memorials 

tributes are pouring in as  fans and musicians remember the  
legendary bb king and his  contribution to the music world. flowers 
were placed on his star  on the walk of fame. many fans showed 
up to remember  him. 
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0:28 5/22/15 11:32p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a tribute on the field to a  fallen marine killed in a  helicopter crash 
killed in the  disaster rein the fall. family members took to the field  
for the lake elsinore storm's  minor league game. 

1:10 6/19/15 11:04p 
funerals and 
memorials 

the city of charleston came  together tonight to mourn and  
remember the nine parishioners  inside their church. and in 
pasadena as well, to  honor the victims out of  charleston. 

0:43 6/22/15 11:15p 
funerals and 
memorials 

family in mourning struggling  to figure out how the funeral  home 
mixed up two bodies and  buried their grandmother. they mixed up 
the 87-year-old  with some one else. they received the phone call 
the  day before her viewing. >> now imagine the other family. 

1:08 4/1/15 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

governor jerry brown is  calling for everyone to cut  water use by 
25%. how did we get to this point? in july of 2011 this is the  
enterprise bridge 80 miles north  of sacramento but compare that  
to august of last year. you can see a shocking  difference. it all 
starts with snow pack  which creates runoff for  reservoirs. this is 
satellite images on the  left from january 2013. 

0:37 4/1/15 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city of compton is being  sued for failing to regulate  marijuana 
dispensaries. there are 12 that are less than  100 feet from 
schools. parents are concerned.  

0:52 4/1/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

today the city of los  angeles agreed to pay very than  $1 billion to 
fix thousands of  these, dangerous sidewalks all  over town. los 
angeles has been called the  broken sidewalk capital of the  
country. it's a problem exposed by the  nbc 4 i team and now the 
city  council agreed to settle a  class-action lawsuit brought by  a 
disabled person who says the  sidewalks are so bad they can't  
get around. 

0:39 4/2/15 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

california is officially  under mandatory water  restrictions tonight. 
and you can face a hefty fine if  you use too much, especially  
when it comes to watering your  lawn. governor jerry brown has 
called  for the removal of 50 square  feet of lawn. one business is 
booming. crews ripping out lawns free of  large in exchange for the 
city's  water conservation rebate. 

0:23 4/7/15 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

united states official are  revealing how cyber hackers got  into the 
white house system even  though it is classified. they were able to 
obtain item  like the president's private  schedule. they believe 
they got in through  the state department computers. it happened 
after the u.s.  imposed sanctions on russia.  

0:33 4/10/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city of el cajon east of  san diego has an ordinance that  allows 
the city to restrict or  revoke alcohol sale privileges  if the business 
is caught  selling alcohol to minors or  drunk customers. a 
councilman wants to increase  the penalty for selling alcohol  to 
children. 

0:28 4/10/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

what is a fair price for a  parking ticket? one group is trying to 
organize  a group here in l.a. the group released a report  making 
several recommendations  including lowering the parking  fine 
from an average of $68 to  $23 for a first-time violation. 

0:18 4/13/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2016 on the way. the latest entry, florida  senator marco 
rubio. he is a first generation cuban  american. he joins senator 
ted cruz from  texas and rand paul as official  candidates for the 
gop. this comes just one day after  hillary clinton announced her  
bid for white house. 

0:16 4/13/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

this comes just one day after  hillary clinton announced her  bid for 
white house. she had set to make an  appearance at a community  
college in iowa tomorrow. her team says her campaign will  be 
much more personal this time  around with several stops in  small 
towns in the coming weeks.   
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0:50 4/14/15 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

technology is mayor  eric garcetti's state of the  city address today. 
the mayor says there are more  high-tech jobs here in los  angeles 
than any other county in  the nation. that makes us the number 
one  digital city in the country. garcetti also announced  beginning 
this summer ride share  companies like uber and lyft are  going to 
be allowed to pick up  passengers at lax and the city  will be 
launching a new data  sharing hipp with the popular  traffic app 
waze 

0:30 4/14/15 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

some 19 million people here  in southern california will have  lot 
less water this summer. today the metropolitan water  district 
approved a new drought  management plan. mwd is the water 
wholesaler for  southern california supplying  water to more than 
two dozen  agencies. 

0:22 4/15/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

how about football in carson  with 15,000 signatures, the  privately 
funded stadium is one  step closer to being a reality  now up to 
council to accept the  petition and move forward  without a vote or 
put one on the  ballot, that decision is  expected to happen within 
the  next few weeks.   

0:37 4/15/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

a zip line proposal in  runyun canyon, 2900 feet long  would drop 
gliders 500 feet into  the canyun however the majority  of the 
community doesn't agree.  >> they have to look alt another  area 
within greater los angeles. 

2:23 4/21/15 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

football is coming to  carson.  >> there you heard it. carson is now 
a step closer  tonight to getting an nfl  franchise, perhaps even two 
as  the city council votes to build  a stayed yum.  >> robert kovacik 
is live in  carson with the next steps. 

0:26 4/21/15 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

now this just in. it looks like pasadena has a new  mayor. it's terry 
tornek. it's not official yet, but the  candidate is up by 1500 votes  
with only 1300 mail in votes yet  to be count. he was facing off 
against jacque  robinson, who if elected she  would have become 
the city's  first african-american female  elected mayor.   

0:30 4/21/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

many people think it is a  matter of time before marijuana  is 
legalized in california. but what do state leaders think? we spoke 
with lieutenant  governor gavin newsome today  about legalizing 
pot and what he  calls the worst of both world. 

0:39 4/24/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

a day of remembrance is now  a night of reflection on this,  the 
100th anniversary of the  armenian genocide.  \m\m in west 
hollywood tonight a  social justice concert was held  to raise 
awareness to the  elimination of as many as 1.5  million people. 
now, earlier a crowd estimated  at around 100,000 men, women,  
and children took off from work  and school for the centennial  
march for justice. 

0:19 4/27/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

a plan will be given to los  angeles city council tomorrow  that 
could decide the fate of  the greek theater. the recreation and 
parks  commission is expected to  present a plan to have the city  
take over the operations there. the plan would give the city  
responsibility to maintain the  grounds and book the acts.  

0:25 4/30/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 
more trouble for the millennium project. a judge stopped to day. 
ruled to stop the project 

0:54 5/1/15 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

a woman who lives yards from  venice beach says she's being  
deprived of the right to get  closer to the water. diane capaldi has 
ms, but it's  impossible for her to cross the  sand and get down to 
the water. she said aside from someone  special wheelchair for 
the  entire beach, the city of los  angeles is failing to provide  
access to the water.  
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0:25 5/5/15 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

mergency water  restrictions just handed down  will limit how much 
water you  get. the state water sources control  board approved 
the plan to cut  by 25%. the first time california has  put manned 
story restrictions in place under the plan, water  agencies will 
choose how much  water they cut from commercial,  industrial, 
and residential  customers. 

0:29 5/5/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

a controversial vote is  expected at any time now and  this could 
change the santa  monica sky line. the debate brought out a lot of  
opinions at tonight's city  council meeting. 

0:38 5/8/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

a woman is in trouble over  her facebook page. she wrote in part, 
all illegals  should have to work for slaves  for free for every single  
citizen who came here the right  way. she says she didn't resign  
wednesday because she didn't  want people to think she's  racist, 
but she did resign  yesterday. >> incredibly important to think  
before speaking, especially  think before writing. >> in a 
statement, she says she  never meant any of the comments,  and 
she feels terrible about  them.  

0:29 5/12/15 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

santa monica took a tough  stance on short-term rental  options 
like airbnb. before the vote airbnb hosts  voiced their opposition 
but it  didn't matter. the city council voted 7-0 in  favor of banning 
vacation  rentals where the homeowner is  not there, which is 
nearly all  of the rentals on airbnb in  santa monica. 

1:58 5/13/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

and one group is calling for  resignation. nbc 4's beverly white 
talked  with the commissioner tonight  for the first time about this  
facebook fallout. beverly?  

0:26 5/13/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

and a large crowd showing up  at the speedway at the city  council 
meeting. they asked the city to keep the  track open but the mayor 
made it  clear tonight that there is  basically nothing anyone can 
do  at this point. 

0:35 5/14/15 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

new at 11:00, a proposal to  legalize prostitution here in  california 
is now underway. >> if we are successful, this  won't necessarily 
make it legal  per se. it just will prevent it from  being illegal, so 
individuals  who are engaging in prostitution  would not be 
criminalized. 

0:37 5/18/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

 the they voiced their opinion  on the west way to save water. they 
talked about possible steps  in response to the mandated cut. 
several people not happy with  the current plan.  

0:42 5/19/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

el monty's  planning commissioner is in hot  water with calls for his  
resignation after posting  anti-islamic comments on social  media. 
the council in several local  mosques voiced concern tonight  that 
the el monty city council  meeting about him and comments  on 
facebook last week. 

0:32 5/20/15 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

governor jerry brown has now  declared a state of emergency in  
santa barbara county for the  coastal oil spill that now  stretches 
more than nine miles. the move frees up emergency  state funding 
and resources to  help in the cleanup. oil floating off refugio state  
beach. 

0:36 5/20/15 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

in a packed meeting tonight  in porter ranch over a proposal  to 
build a dozen new oil wells. the community apparently has  
concerns and wants the  corporation to hear them. >> i have done 
my homework  before i moved here eight years. i wouldn't have 
moved here.  

0:24 5/22/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

it is a late night for  senators preparing to vote on  changes to the 
nsa's phone data  collection program. the house approved a 
measure  that could replace the bulk of  collecting data. with data 
collected on a case by  case basis. the senate is considering a bill  
that would stand a current law  by two months 
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0:25 5/22/15 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

the los angeles convention  center downtown is about to get  a 
face-lift. here is of the possible designs. all of the designs will have 
to  include more meeting space and  hotel rooms within walking  
distance. 

0:40 5/25/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

many cities in southern  california are giving up on the  
controversial red light cameras. but beverly hills is giving them  the 
green light. the city will hit the on switch  on camera locations that 
have  been offline since january. beverly hills has a new contract  
with a vendor to update existing  cameras and to add three  
additional ones to new  intersections. some drivers are not looking  
forward to having these cameras  back up and running 

0:27 5/25/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

it's being encouraged to  replace plants with non-watering  plants. 
home others have exceeded  expectations and applied for  more 
than $330 million in  rebates. the agency will consider adding  
$350 million to the fund at its  board meeting tomorrow. 

0:26 5/25/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

malibu, marina del rey and  lancaster residents could be  looking 
at triple charges on  their water bills if certain  cuts aren't met. the 
los angeles county board of  supervisors will consider the  drastic 
measures tomorrow. to avoid it, the customers in  antelope valley 
would need to  cut by 30%.  

0:46 5/26/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

a north ridge community has  come together to save a stand of 
trees set to be cut down bit  city of los angeles. the half century old 
trees are  scheduled for removal because  the roots are buckling 
the  street.  protesters say they've reached  out but have not had a 
response. 

0:22 5/26/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city wants business  owners to repair their own  damaged 
sidewalks, and if the  city has to come in and do the  work then 
they want residents  there to be responsible for the  upkeep. right 
now the city is fully  responsible for all repairs. this plan would 
repeal a law put in place in the 1970s.  

0:38 5/27/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

which was it, a simple  mistake or a system-wide break  down? 
either way, the consequences  could have been deadly. the 
pentagon admitting they  shipped live anthrax samples on  fedex 
without any special  protection to labs in california  and other 
states.  

0:22 5/28/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

some big changes are coming  for anyone who is planning a  yard 
sale in parts of los  angeles county. the board of supervisors  
approved an ordinance for those  living in the unincorporated  
areas of the county. 

0:44 5/28/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

well, it's taken about three  years, but finally hearings  began today 
in an effort to  legalize street venders in the  city of los angeles. on 
any corner on any given day  of l.a. county, you might find a  street 
vendor there are more  than 50,000 of them. but these vendors 
are operating  for the most part in the shadows  and breaking the 
law. 

0:27 6/1/15 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

this just in. former state senator hayden  revealed he is recovering 
from a  stroke. he is now at ucla medical center  in santa monica 
and says he is  under the care of a very good  medical team. 
hayden was once married to jane  fonda.  

0:42 6/1/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

is it a proper use of your  money. drivers are being paid with  
taxpayer money to avoid state  senators from driving drunk. that's 
what's happening in  sacramento. the sergeant at arms says the  
two part time drivers are for  emergencies. 

0:31 6/2/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

a unanimous vote to end the  decades-old practice to use  drinking 
water to maintain  walter levels in mission viejo. more than 20,000 
residents voted  to switch to advanced purified  water for lake 
refills.  
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0:21 6/3/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

los angeles on its way to a  $15 minimum wage. the city council 
approved a  landmark ordinance that would  make l.a. the largest 
city in  the u.s. to raise the minimum  wage to $15. it's a gradual 
increase and  hourly employees will not hit  the $15 mark until 
2020. a time vote is set for next  wednesday.  

0:35 6/8/15 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

in front of mayor garcetti's  home in hancock park. protesters have 
been there for  the past 24-hours and there was  a confrontation 
with the mayor  this morning when he slipped out  the back to 
catch a flight to  washington. 

0:22 6/15/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

and they're going to build a  pipeline to deliver drinking  water and 
they say the drain  water will be treated and then  returned to the 
drink water  system.  

0:34 6/16/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city of thousand oaks is killing off most of the grass at a 
popular park to meet drought  restrictions and neighbors are  
upset. >> everything to the outside of  this line is what they're  
planning to turn to wood chips. 

0:23 6/17/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

and a woman will replace  alexander hamilton on the $10  bill. this 
marks the first woman to be  on american paper currency in  more 
than 100 years, and at the  time that was martha washington  on 
the silver certificate  between 1891 and 1896. the u.s. treasury 
department  will announce which woman before  the end of next 
year. the new bill will go into  circulation in 2020.  

0:18 6/18/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

a sharpshooter is recovering  after he fell off a two-story  building. 
the agent was patrolling the  airport during the president's  arrival 
during this afternoon. when it happened, it's not clear  how he fell. 

2:11 6/18/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama is in beverly  hills after wrapping up another  
round of fund-raisers for the  democratic national committee. nbc 
4's kim baldonado is there  with details on the reception  and how 
he used the dinner to  discuss the shooting out of  charleston. 

0:40 6/19/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

it is probably a first for  any u.s. president, the leader  of the free 
world granting an  interview in a garage. >> we're talked about 
guns and  we talked about race. > 

0:24 6/23/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

and more plans to more  quickly dismantle homeless  
encampments. the approval came over about a  dozen protesters 
at the meeting. they want the city to do more to  help and house 
the homeless,  instead of confiscating their  homes.  

0:38 6/24/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

a summer night lights  program that offers activities  and meals at 
city parks to help  kids enjoy the parks without  fear. the mayor 
says the program is  designed to bring communities  together.  

0:21 6/25/15 11:21p 
Government and 

Politics 

now a new plan to save storm  water. right now storm water drains  
into the ocean. new plan calls for using it to  refill 
undergroundwater tables. if they can pull it off it could keep los 
angeles from relying on imported water. right now. 12% of our 
water comes from  local sources.  

0:30 6/26/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

frustration at a hearing on  the santa barbara oil like. as beaches 
reopened in time for  the weekend. the safety director at pich line  
company spent 90 minutes in the  hot seat and he said the coastal  
clean-up still isn't complete. 

0:35 6/29/15 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 
a 40 foot tower went up  overnight on top of the police  station. and 
the neighborhood said they  didn't know it was going up.   

0:18 6/29/15 11:34p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city banned fireworks in  the 1986 and anaheim residents  
approved a measure last year to  allow city counsel to regulate  
the use of fireworks.  
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0:58 6/30/15 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight, we're hearing from  the transgender woman who  heckled 
the president in the  white house. >> no, shame on you, you  
shouldn't be doing this. >> that woman is janice got to  eayres. she 
was invited along with other  lgbt groups to celebrate gay  pride.  

0:43 6/30/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

los angeles city counselman,  burrard parks retiring. the 71-year-
old started outads a  security guard and eventually  became chief 
of police in 1997  and then of course, a member of  the city 
counsel. and outside a screening of a  documentary of his life, he  
reflected on his 50 year career. >> there's no negatives about  the 
city or working for the  city. so, its about seeing and  reflecting 
back on that  experience, it's been enjoyful  for me. >> will remere 
on the public  access channel.  

0:25 4/2/15 11:32p 
Health and 

Medical 

is a nasty new stomach bug  that is spreading. it's called shigella. 
it's a bacteria that spreads  easily and can cause diarrhea,  
stomach pain and fever. several clusters of the illness  have 
turned up here in  california. about half the people infected  
recently travelled to india or  the dominican republic. 

0:16 4/9/15 11:34p 
Health and 

Medical 

all right. a reminder. don't forget the bug spray if  you plan on 
enjoying the  outdoors any time soon. the reason why? the 
department of public health  says california has had more  case of 
the west nile virus than  any other state in 2014. keep in mind that 
west nile is  spread by mosquitos.  

0:35 4/13/15 11:18p 
Health and 

Medical 

the cruise to mexico and the  riveria down there from san  diego 
was anything but  enjoyable. more than 200 people on two  
different cruise ships tried to  conten with a powerful sickness  the 
cdc believes would be the  foro virus. 

0:19 4/17/15 11:32p 
Health and 

Medical 

four in one flu vaccine is  being recalled. glaxo smith klein says the  
vaccine can become less  effective over time. those who got the 
vaccine in  early january or later are still  susceptible to the flu 
strains. the recall affects 2 million  doses.   

0:22 4/17/15 11:32p 
Health and 

Medical 

the california department of  public health says there have  been 
no new measles case linked  to the the outbreak at  
developmental disabilities for  42 straight days. 132 people were 
infected during  the course of the outbreak. health officials warn 
this could  happen again. just like sports the best  

0:29 4/21/15 11:15p 
Health and 

Medical 

the listeria outbreak  related to blue bell ice cream  could date 
back to 2010. genetics test linked listeria to  at least six cases in 
the last  five years. this outbreak has killed three  people, put 
seven others in the  hospital, all the way from  kansas to south 
carolina. 

0:51 4/21/15 11:17p 
Health and 

Medical 

the story is hard to  believe. a woman who underwent brain  
surgery here in l.a. woke up to  shocking news. doctors found her 
embryonic twin  inside her skull. doctors say this is a highly  
unusual phenomenon. 

0:30 4/28/15 11:09p 
Health and 

Medical 

new only the, the cdc is  investigating a santa barbara  medical 
office after five  patient there's tested positive  for hepatitis c. the 
office is allen thomas. apparently they all received  injections on 
the same day. investigators say they found  unsafe practices in 
november and  the doctor closed down last  month. health officials 
urging anyone  at that office to get tested.  

0:50 4/29/15 11:15p 
Health and 

Medical 

hawaiian gardens hospital is  being sued for repeatedly  dumping 
a mentally ill patient  on skid row, all of this in  violation of hospital 
discharge  policies. today los angeles city attorney  mike feuer 
filed a lawsuit  against gardens regional  hospital and medical 
center for  dumping a 38-year-old mentally  ill homeless woman on 
skid row. 
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0:24 5/4/15 11:17p 
Health and 

Medical 

the whooping cough vaccine  may not be as effective as you  
think. they say the illness is cyclical  and peaks every three to five  
years. they have had 1,600 cases  statewide through march. 
doctors we talk with say that  new vaccines are not as good as  
previous ones and does not give  you lifelong immunity.  

0:25 5/7/15 11:33p 
Health and 

Medical 

ethnicity plays a big factor  in a new report about life  expectancy 
in l.a. researchers stay average life  span ofation residents, 85  
years. followed by latinos at 83 years. white residents, 80 years 
and  black residents at a life speck  tanlsy of just are 75 years. 
77% of adults in l.a. county had  trouble accessing fresh fruits  and 
vegetables.  

0:51 5/25/15 11:08p 
Health and 

Medical 

a little girl can stand on  two feet now thanks to dedicated  doctors 
and a non-profit  organization. she was born in a rural village  in 
panama. she and her sister were joined  at the pelvis. at only 20 
days old, her sister  died and doctors separated them,  leaving her 
with three legs, two  of which didn't work. but thanks to the 
shriner's  hospital and the children of war  foundation ann that can 
now  stand. 

0:24 6/30/15 11:16p 
Health and 

Medical 

starting next year, all  california students must be  vaccinated in 
order to attend  public schools. the mandatory vaccination bill  sign 
under to law today. makes california, one of three  states without a 
exemption. the only exemption is for kids  with medical issues.  

0:42 4/16/15 11:16p housing 

concerns tonight over a  homeless encampment just outside  a 
local school near lafayette  park. half a dozen tents are lined up  
just feet away from the entrance  of large mont charter school. no 
reports of aggression from  the homeless living in the  tents. one 
parent says he understands  the situation, it's not easy for  people 
living on the streets but  he and school officials agree  the 
encampment is a safety risk. 

0:28 4/16/15 11:17p immigration 

human smugglers will do  almost anything to get into this  country. 
here is one that even surprised  a border patrol together. agents in 
indio arrested a  couple after finding a man  stashed underneath a 
modified  fuel tank in the car. the 40-year-old man had very  little 
air during the trip. 

0:24 5/6/15 11:09p immigration 

some stickers expressing  negative sentiments about  
undocumented immigrants are  stirring outrage on the campus  of 
ucla. the stickers read emigrating to  the u.s. in violation of u.s.  
law still makes you an illegal  immigrant. media relations says the 
message  is hateful and disrespectful.  

0:34 4/2/15 11:17p lifestyle 

a baby brought business at a  downtown los angeles courthouse  
to a screeching halt this  morning. the mom came in to pay a bill  
and left with a tax deduction. >> she goes down on the floor. she 
is leaning on the chair. she is the baby is coming right  now. no, 
wait, hold on. >> it only took maybe five  minutes. 

0:28 4/2/15 11:17p lifestyle 

an unlucky dog should be  okay after a rattlesnake bite. and it 
happened in fontana. the pug mix and its owner were  out on a 
hike when the snake bit  the dog right in the face. the owner 
managed to get him  over to a vet right away, and  the dog is 
going to be okay. and it does serve as a warning  for others who 
take their dogs  out hiking. always stay on the trails, and  don't let 
your dog explore too  much. 

0:27 4/3/15 11:33p lifestyle 

get ready for blood moon. the moon is going to dip into  the earth's 
shadow turning a  coppery red. it begins at 2:00 a.m. and  reaches 
its peak at 4:58 a.m. if you sleep throughs, there  will be another 
one september  28.   
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0:25 4/6/15 11:32p lifestyle 

this is more than just a  status update or a friend  request. some 
people are now using  facebook to literally end their  marriages. a 
new york judge has allowed a  woman to serve her husband  
divorce papers through that  social network.  

0:28 4/6/15 11:33p lifestyle 

and how about this? the l.a. county sheriff's  department is 
honoring a reserve deputy for 50 years of  commitment and 
dedication. stanley ferrer received a  50-year service pin from jim  
mcdonald. reserve deputies are volunteers. ferrer estimates he's 
put in  25,000 hours over the past 5  decades. he is 77 years old 
and is  serving with the sheriff  department transit policing  
division. 

0:38 4/7/15 11:33p lifestyle 

a special fundraising event  to benefit the special olympics. officers 
from the burbank police  department joined forces with  employees 
of claim jumper  restaurant for the annual tip a  com event. the 
officers worked alongside  the servers for all the extra  tips. it goes 
to benefit athletes of  the upcoming special olympics. >> the 
uniforms, transportation,  different things like that. 

0:43 4/9/15 11:16p lifestyle 

in irwindale, the days are  numbered for a popular drag  strip there 
considered to be  something of a safe haven for  street racers. 
the 1/8 of a mile strip allows  car enthusiasts to legally race  on a 
track. racing will run about $20 for  the night. 250 people line up 
every  thursday.  

0:27 4/15/15 11:33p lifestyle 
for some that is a  smartphone owner's worst  nightmare, it's an 
iphone  falling 40 stories in dubai, the  phone didn't even have a 
scratch  on it.  >> yet i can drop mine on the  floor right here.   

0:17 4/15/15 11:33p lifestyle 
a military helicopter made  an emergency landing on del mar  
beach today. it had low oil.  

0:21 4/16/15 11:33p lifestyle 

take a look at this. the countdown has begun. just 100 days until 
the special  olympics world games. lax is what you are looking at. 
they lit up the pylons out there  tonight in support of the  special 
olympics here in l.a.  beginning july 25th. this is the first time in 16  
years the u.s. has hosted the  summer edition of the world  games.  

1:00 4/22/15 11:08p lifestyle 

when you hear a story like  this next one, you have to ask  
yourself, what are the odds. a santa ana woman wins three  times 
playing the scratcher  lottery and each time her had  winnings get 
larger and larger  until she is a millionaire.  

0:40 4/28/15 11:16p lifestyle 
perfectly timed photo  captures a moment before a sea  lion drags 
a man under the  water, nearly causing him to  drown. you can see 
here, the sea lion  grabs him and the fish he just  caught.  

0:29 5/1/15 11:10p lifestyle 

from workers' righting to  immigration reform. thousands turned out 
for mayday  rallies all across southern  california. we followed 
several of these  groups today as they marched  through 
downtown los angeles,  all hoping to spread their  message. this is 
mayday, especially  sensitive this year given the  use of force 
lately and the  death of freddie gray in  baltimore. everything 
remained peaceful in  los angeles.  

0:49 5/1/15 11:16p lifestyle 

did you cash in on a lottery  scratcher ticket? somebody did. a 
customer walked in with what  he thought was a winning $75  
scratcher ticket. the clerk paid him, but the  ticket was worth 
$75,000. the store is trying to find him. 

0:47 5/11/15 11:32p lifestyle 

the word hero can be used at  times but not these people. they 
went to help in nepal in  that quaig that killed more than  8,000 
people. the fire engineer and david,  matt, were among a team of 
12  volunteers who spent a week in  nepal them did everything 
from  rescue and recovery missions to  make sure that people had 
enough  food and water. 
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0:36 5/11/15 11:33p lifestyle 

you could say maybe there  was a little divine intervention  and 
maybe it had something to do  with this man. hey. you have to go 
to the plate. that's archbishop jose gomez. he threw out the first 
pitch  before tonight's game. 

0:44 5/12/15 11:08p lifestyle 

donations coming in for a  monterey park canine, a police  dog 
stung by dozens of bees. this is robin. she and her handler were 
trying  to find a burglar last weekend  when she ran into a swarm 
of  bees. the bees stung her 50 to 60  times. the canine went into 
shock, is  still undergoing treatment. 

0:23 5/12/15 11:33p lifestyle 
beverly hills, an event  benefiting children in need to  foster 
dreams held at the  beverly hilton. fritz coleman was the emcee 
and  several members of our nbc 4  team were there as well.  

1:02 5/15/15 11:16p lifestyle 

imagine you start cleaning  your closet and you run into an  
unexpected visitor in the  closet. that's what happened to one  
woman and she had no idea how to  get it out of the closet. take a 
look. 

0:27 5/15/15 11:33p lifestyle 

thanks to the food bank,  these kids are carrying home a  lot more 
than books in their  backpacks. they are taking home enough food  
for six nutritious meals. some 3,000 students received  food for 
knowledge. 

0:52 5/18/15 11:33p lifestyle 

talk about retiring in  style, a man hit the lotto twice  in one month. 
the $50 time for $25,000 and  then a million. oscar sosa spent 30 
years  working for the postal service  and said he is a lifetime lotto  
player and it paid off when he  hit it for $25,000 last month 

0:31 5/21/15 11:32p lifestyle 

a stray dog gets a second  chance after a car struck and  injured a 
german shepherd in  corona. we will not show you his leg  injury 
because it's too  difficult to look at, but corona  animal services 
treated jesse  and the injuries were such that  jesse had to be sent 
to a german  shepherd rescue group. 

0:32 5/21/15 11:33p lifestyle 

today a lot of famous faces  have been sporting red noses. it's for 
a very good cause. the red nose day special aired  tonight on nbc 
4. the idea is to raise awareness  and money to help impoverished  
children around the world and  here in the u.s. red nose day usa 
raised more  than $10 million. 

0:20 5/22/15 11:33p lifestyle 
three jaguars at the l.a. zoo  have a larger upgraded home. they 
feature water falls,  swimming pool and zoo visitors  can see the 
cast up close and  personal through a new glass  viewing area.  

0:27 5/25/15 11:20p lifestyle 

when you lose a bet, you  have to pay your debt. just ask the 
mayor. >> he had to sing in front of  the city council. \m \m \m the 
cold never bothered me  anyway \m >> the mayor had a little help. 
those are some of his old  college buddies singing harmony  
around him. 

0:37 5/26/15 11:15p lifestyle 

a kitten escapes the talons  of a hawk, and we spoke to the  
woman who rescued it. here's the five week old kitten  this 
morning. a neighbor noticed a hawk on top of the basketball hoop 
with a  kitten in its talons. she scooped it up and took it to the vet. 

0:21 6/1/15 11:18p lifestyle 

here's an interesting piece  of video. a powerful lightning strike in  
mississippi. it struck near an officer's  patrol car. you can see the 
blinding light  and it narrowly misses the  police cruiser. the officer 
checked the spot  where the lightning hit the  ground. he found 
only a chunk of  concrete missing.  

0:46 6/2/15 11:16p lifestyle 

diabetic service dog seized  in a park and her owner may not  get 
her back because of her  breed. karma is a 4-year-old siberian  
husky. animal control took her from the  owner's home last month 
when the  owner called the animal shelter. she told the them her 
dog looks  like a wolf. and that's the problem. 
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0:30 6/2/15 11:33p lifestyle 

okay. you may remember this story. a kitten escapes the clutches 
of  a hawk. now that kitten has a temporary  home. last week, a 
woman spotted the  kitten in the hawk's mouth on  her neighbor's 
basketball hoop. she saved it when the hawk flew  away and 
dropped the kitten.  

0:44 6/3/15 11:07p lifestyle 

four people are recovering  from a bee attack at a  graduation 
ceremony. a beekeeper tells us something  set off the honey bees 
which  apparently created a hive at the  high school. this 
happened as hundreds  gathered on campus for a  graduation 
ceremony. 

0:41 6/3/15 11:14p lifestyle 

a group returned home from  iraq today. before returning home, 
members  of the red lion squad assisted a  mariner. ryan stuart is 
a pilot and is  coming home to meet his new baby  for the first 
time. 

0:38 6/3/15 11:16p lifestyle 

a man is taking matters into  his own hands because he says  his 
neighbors refuse to pick up  after their dog. i dropped several 
pounds of  chocolate chips in his yard  hoping their dogs would get 
sick  from nibbling on the chocolate. he said the experiment 
worked  but his neighbors say he went  too far.  

0:16 6/4/15 11:08p lifestyle 
a fullerton company recalled  30,000 pounds of poultry and  said 
that chicken sausages were  wrapped in hog casings not  listed on 
the label. they may cause an allergic  reaction for some people. >> 

0:20 6/4/15 11:16p lifestyle 

it is open every halloween  for the past 40 years, but not  this year. 
the lombardi ranch in santa  clarita is famous for pumpkin  
festivities like a corn maze and  pumpkin contest, but the owners  
say that nearly all of their  krops died because of the  drought. >>  

0:38 6/4/15 11:16p lifestyle 

a ford plan said a vampire  made them get on the roof of the  suv 
and start dancing. during a break of songs, he  broke off the 
windshield wipers. he is a sex offender who said he  did it because 
a woman with  fangs came to his door and said  children were 
about to be  sacrificed to vampires  

0:31 6/5/15 11:33p lifestyle 

there may be a solution for  dog owners. amici park has been a 
place  where dogs have been roaming  fry. the san diego school 
district  owns the property. it's the school district  approves, the 
plan would be to  build another park at the other  end.  

0:44 6/8/15 11:09p lifestyle 

those who saw it, couldn't  believe it. a woman goes ballistic over 
a  burrito at a dell taco. those who saw it told us about  the 
aggressive woman wearing  scrub who is complained about  her 
order, threw things and went  outside.  

0:23 6/8/15 11:17p lifestyle 

a warning at cal polypomona. a man is going around licking  toes. 
a student was asked if he could  take pictures of her feet and he  
recorded himself kissing and  licking her tows and ran off. they 
hope to talk to the student  tomorrow to id the person. >>  

0:22 6/8/15 11:33p lifestyle 

you heard of dog parks, but  how about a dog beach? they are 
considering putting a  dog beach near the port of l.a. the water is 
high levelled  bacteria and not safe for  people, but some people 
feel the  dog park would keep families out  of that section of 
beach. >>  

0:35 6/9/15 11:14p lifestyle 

two women trading punches  and rolling in the aisle. there is i 6-
year-old boy who is  watching and starts hitting one  of the women 
in the head. it tarted saz an argument and  quickly escalated. for 
several minutes there is no  store security. they are considering 
getting the  department of child services  involved in the 
investigation. >>  
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0:35 6/9/15 11:14p lifestyle 

take a look at this right  here. this is a serious case of road  rage in 
lolly wood 1k caught on  video. cell phone video shows the  
altercation at sunset and  highland. man makes a flashing 
movement  and the two drivers get out of  the car and throw 
punches  

0:25 6/9/15 11:17p lifestyle 

a service dog is being hailed  as a hero. he lunged in front of a 
school  bus, saving his owner's life. his owner is blind. this is figo. 
a golden retriever took the  brunt of the hit when a bus hit  him and 
his owner in new york. he has a bum leg after this, but  expected 
to be okay. his owner remains hospitalized. the driver was cited for 
failing  to yield. >>  

0:21 6/9/15 11:33p lifestyle 

next time you call uber for a  ride, check the fine print. the 
company wants to start  tracking your location even when  you are 
not using the app. uber wants access to your  contacts to send 
promotional  offers to anybody. both features are optional, but  
uber said they need the access  to get you to your destination  
faster.  

0:28 6/10/15 11:09p lifestyle 

all right, beverly. it's more than 24-hours and no  sign of a missing 
pregnant woman  who disappeared from her  doctor's office in la 
habra. we want to share this new  picture. she is 8 1/2 months 
pregnant and  suffers from schizophrenia and  bipolar disorder. 
she could be in pasadena and  perhaps alhambra and also has  
highs to anaheim. >>  

0:19 6/10/15 11:10p lifestyle 

hundreds lined a highway in  murietta to honor a marine who  died 
in a mission to nepal. marine sergeant eric seem an was  killed 
when his helicopter  crashed, delivering supplies to  earthquake 
victims in nepal last  month.  

0:49 6/10/15 11:18p lifestyle 

$21,000 has been raised to  help a teenager seriously  injured 
when a fire truck hit  her car a few days away from  graduation. the 
18-year-old from burbank  remains in the icu with a  traumatic 
brain injury.  

0:43 6/11/15 11:17p lifestyle 

a rare painting notable  enough to be nung a museum --  hung at a 
museum was discovered  at a st. vincent depaul center. the 
painting by john ferry  valued at more than $20,000. it's brought a 
lot of excitement to the san diego donation center and the auction 
house. 

0:25 6/16/15 11:33p lifestyle 

these days it seems that  prices are going up on almost  
everything, including animals at the zoo. so starting july the 1st  
admission to the los angeles zoo is going to increase to $20 for  
adults and kids over the age of  13. seniors will pay $17. and a 
ticket for a child between 2 and 12 will cost 15 bucks. this is the 
thirds time in two  years that the city council has  approved raising 
ticket prices.  

0:48 6/17/15 11:16p lifestyle 

a los angeles man is getting  international attention from  what he 
claims is a deep fried  rat. he says it's real enough, but  kfc says 
this is nothing but a  hoax. supposedly, dixon found it in  his box 
meal. 

0:30 6/18/15 11:10p lifestyle 
tomorrow in silver lake, the  city of los angeles will be  naming an 
intersection in honor  of murdered arts teacher joseph  gato.  

0:22 6/18/15 11:33p lifestyle 

the new apple watch is  according to vegas, a man was  asked to 
take his watch off  while he was playing black jack. others said 
they had similar  importances at other casinos. casinos could be 
worried that  the i watch might be used to  give players the upper 
hand. 
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0:36 6/19/15 11:32p lifestyle 

thanks to social media. it's a hot spot for visitors and  those who 
live in a neighborhood  nearby are fed up. they have sweeping 
views and  that's probably why so many  people are coming. many 
of residents in the area  claim the hikers are noisy,  messy and 
take up parking. 

0:14 6/24/15 11:04p lifestyle 
we asked you to send us  photos and videos using the #nbc  4 you 
and you did.  

0:29 6/25/15 11:16p lifestyle 

video out of hawaii. red pickup truck swallowed by a  sinkhole that 
opened up after a  water main break, water gushing  everywhere. 
there wasn't much the neighbors  could do but watch, try to scoop 
up some of it. 

0:37 6/26/15 11:16p lifestyle 
a dog rescued earlier this  month has a new chance at life  and a 
new family. a couple found this german  shepard mix, sadie, in 
riverside  county with a rope around her  neck.  

1:09 6/26/15 11:14p poverty 
the homeless man at the  center of this viral video, you  may 
remember this has died. tonight his father is speaking  out only to 
nbc 4. but what he says really happened  in this particular video. 

0:25 4/2/15 11:33p religion 

well, catholics gathered  tonight at the los angeles  cathedral 
downtown for holy  thursday. \m\m the mass commemorates jesus  
christ's last supper with his  disciples before the  crucifixion. at the 
last super he instituted  the eucharist. another mass will take place 
for  friday.  

0:20 4/3/15 11:32p religion 

today was good friday, the  day that christians commemorate  the 
passion and crucifixion of  jesus christ. archbishop gomez carried 
the  cross of christ and led the  congregation in prayer for the  
needs of those suffering around  the world.   

0:13 4/3/15 11:33p religion 
passover began today at  sundown. dozens gathered in mid-city to  
celebrate the holiday. passover commemorates the  deliverance of 
ancient jews from  slavery in ancient egyptian.   

0:33 6/29/15 11:33p religion 

this kind of sounds like a  bad joke. a clash over a convent. a 
group of nones and pop star  katy parry. she was in talks with the 
arch  diocese with los angeles to buy  the property for 14.5 million  
dollars but a group of nunz said  they already sold it to somebody  
else because they don't want her  to buy it. and he said he will 
work with  the sisters to make sure it's in  their best interest.  

0:35 4/1/15 11:16p safety 

tonight the los angeles fire  chief spoke to porter ranch  residents 
about the fire season  and what they can do to prefor  it now.  >> 
there are a lot of other  things associated with being  prepared. 
there is a basic medical  knowledge and the ability to  shut off your 
gas line. and to be aware of the  neighborhood.  >> one month 
from now, the  department starts their annual  brush clearance 
program. fire crews will inspect  high-threat areas, making sure  
there is plenty of clearance  between homes and brush.  

0:21 4/8/15 11:10p safety 
the sabra recall is  affecting 10-32 ounce hummus. listeria can 
cause infection,  fever and nausea. so far as of now there are no  
reports of any illnesses.  

0:27 4/14/15 11:06p safety 

officials say u.s. citizens  should stay out of certain  places in 
mexico because of  threats from organized criminal  groups there. 
u.s. citizens have been the  victims of violent crimes like  
kidnapping, carjacking, and  robbery by those groups. right now, 
there is no warning  for mexico city or some of the  resort towns 
like cancun and  cozumel.   
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0:24 4/24/15 11:01p safety 

just in tonight, lax is  increasing security following  what is being 
called a broad  terror threat. nbc investigative news confirms  the 
move is in response to an  evolving threat from isis over  the past 
month. we do know the target this  threat appears to be military  
and law enforcement personnel. security will be increased at  lax 
and other select airports as  a precaution.   

2:12 4/29/15 11:12p safety 

surfers and swimmers beware. two great white sharks spotted  
swimming way too close to shore. nbc 4's robert kovacik is live  for 
us tonight in seal beach  with a warning for beachgoers as  
temperatures soar and the surf  becomes very inviting. 

0:23 4/29/15 11:33p safety 

all right. you may want to check your dog's  chew toys. we have a 
recall to tell you  about tonight. nyla bone products is recalling  
some of its puppy starter dog  chews because they may be  
contaminated with salmonella. 

1:01 5/4/15 11:16p safety 

new warning for pet owners. dog jerky treats may pose a  health 
risk whether they're made  in china or right here in the  u.s. they 
say jerky treats like these  may be linked to thousands of  dogs 
getting sick and deaths  since 2007.  

0:27 5/19/15 11:32p safety 
it's a record. the biggest auto recall in  history. 34 million vehicles 
and they all  have air bag systems from the  japanese company, 
takata.  

2:59 5/20/15 11:15p safety 

we've all had a cell phone  video die. just imagine if all your 
phones  failed in the hours or days  after an earthquake, cutting 
you  off from loved ones or cutting  you from help. it's certainly a 
scary scenario,  as we trade land lines for cell  phones, and as 
companies switch  to the new technology. that could make 
communication  virtually impossible after a  major quake. i-team 
consumer investigator  randy mack explains.   

0:31 5/21/15 11:04p safety 

a developing story at 11:00. a salmonella sushi scare in los  
angeles, orange, and riverside  county sickening at least 19  
people. the state health department said  the link here is raw tuna  
distributed to sushi  restaurants. 

2:17 5/25/15 11:06p safety 

a major recall to tell you  about tonight. this is at lee's sandwiches. 
that's a popular vietnamese  sandwich chain based in garden  
grove. more than 200,000 pounds of meat  is being pulled from 
restaurants  across the u.s. kate larsen is live with more on  the 
recall and the impact here. kate? >> reporter: well, this store  
behind me and the two others we  visited today were open for  
business as usual.  

0:22 5/26/15 11:16p safety 

a garden grove company is  struggling to recall meat. they found a 
problem with meat  send to stores all across the  country. they're 
going through a recall  check to make sure that the  product is 
pulled and destroyed  from restaurants.  

0:47 5/27/15 11:15p safety 

it's a major concern for  parents. we're talking about their kids'  
safety when they walk to school. many parents are pushing for  
change. parents we talked to pointed to  the light. this takes away 
the buffer  between the kids and the  sidewalk. one mother offered 
her  suggestion. 

1:41 6/8/15 11:06p safety 
a warning for women. police are on the hunt for a  stocky man tied 
to a string of  gropings. gotti schwartz is live where  police hope 
someone will  recognize the man in the sketch. gotti?  

0:42 6/8/15 11:10p safety 

it has been hot outside today  and if you are hot, chance are  your 
pet is as well. the mountain rescue team was  called to help a 4-
year-old  tyson in eaton canyon. the boxer started panting and  got 
tired and collapsed during a  hike. some of the other hikers 
stepped  in and helped out until the  rescuers got there.  
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0:38 6/8/15 11:16p safety 

tonight police are warning  residents to be aware of their  
surroundings after a string of  home burglaries in @water  village. 
people are opening their window  and that makes it easy for  
people to break in. several neighborhoods were hit. all of the 
burglars got in  through a screen window. 

0:24 6/10/15 11:07p safety 

a warning for residents in  the san fernando valley in a  quiet 
sherman oaks neighborhood. this happened on friday near  
riverside drive. here's the man police are  looking for. he walked 
up to a woman and  pointed a gun at her and took  her property 
and took off. he should be considered armed  and dangerous.  

0:46 6/10/15 11:14p safety 

this is something you  probably don't want to hear. it is snake 
season and parents  should be on guard after two  children in the 
bay area were  bitten by rattle snakes over the  past couple of 
days.  

0:27 6/11/15 11:02p safety 

parents are being asked to  be on alert as the search  continues 
for a man wanted for  exposing himself to children. we're told on 
tuesday afternoon  the man in the drawing exposed  himself to 
young girls and women twice within a few hours.  

3:50 6/11/15 11:14p safety 

a nuclear terrorist attack  on los angeles. experts in homeland 
security  worry it could happen here. now the nbc 4 i-team has 
learned that one of the government  avenues best weapons for  
responding to such a disaster in southern california is moving  
across the country. investigative  

0:18 6/15/15 11:33p safety 
and more than 1 million  hondas have airbag recall. the problem is 
blamed for at  least seven deaths and more than  100 injuries.  

0:39 6/19/15 11:11p safety 

an aspiring model killed by  an exploding air bag according  to 
investigators. her family is suing honda and  the maker of the air 
bag and  also suing the rental car  business that loaned her the  
recalled vehicle. 

0:30 6/19/15 11:20p safety 

pet smart is recalling more  than 100,000 aquarium heaters  
because of an electric hazard. it involves plastic aquarium  heaters 
that have been 13  reports of people getting a  minor shock and 
reports of  overheating and one report of an  electrical fire. 

0:34 6/25/15 11:04p safety 

an urgent health alert is going out to students  and staff members 
at riverside  city college. they're being told they may have been 
exposed to some one with  active tb. a student at rcc became sick  
last week. 

0:18 6/25/15 11:33p safety 
a vernon based company is  recalling its spinach dip. the state 
department of public  health found la mexicana spinach dip 
includes milk, ingredient  not listed on the label.  

0:26 6/26/15 11:09p safety 

tonight there is growing  concern that an isis inspired  attack will 
happen over the  fourth of july. authorities say the holiday  threat 
came before friday's  international terrorist attacks  in france, 
tunisia, and kuwait. 

0:23 6/26/15 11:33p safety 

just launched a massive  recall in 12 states including  california. 
pulling raw macadamia nuts after  some tested positive for  
salmonella. in 11 ounce plastic tubs best  buy between march 19 
and june  21, 2016.  

0:47 6/30/15 11:15p safety 

already complaints about  illegal fireworks are soaring. this is 
going to be a familiar  sound come saturday night. there are plenty 
of places you  can buy legal fireworks but some  are using them 
illegally. police in huntington beach have  received so many calls 
and  they're a nuisance and effect  people with ptsd and send 
dogs  into a frenzy. 
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1:06 4/6/15 11:02p severe weather 

a spring storm is headed our way, with much-needed rain and  
even snow in the mountains. fritz coleman tracking that  storm for 
us. fritz? >> it will not be big. it will be a light to moderate  event. 
working its way through the bay  area right now. got a head of 
steam over the  gulf of alaska. we'll see the opening throes  
tomorrow morning in the form of  light, prefrontal shower. 

2:05 4/7/15 11:04p severe weather 

and we are tracking this  fast moving rain that moved  through 
southern california  tonight. this video is from fullerton and  the rain 
forced drivers to ease  up. with beverly has a look at the  impact of 
the storm. >> reporter: it is a brisk night  right now on the 
boulevard. we've seen some folks toting  umbrellas with their 
hands  tucked in their pockets. it is nice to need rain pro  toeks a 
day when even your wind  shield wipers got a bit of a  workout. 

1:11 4/7/15 11:06p severe weather 

that wet weather might be  leaving us but that chilly night  is 
settling in just about now. >> you're right. it wasn't a big storm to 
begin  with and it is leaving with a  whimper. mission viejo and 
north up above  the 15. moreno valley, up into the san  bernardino 
mountains. a low snow level but not an  issue. we'll pull back and 
show you  this wave that moved through in  90 minutes or two 
hours. a light to moderate amount of  rain. what we are keeping an 
eye on is  the upper reaches of the 5. even with just wet streets, if  
the temperatures get to below  freezing, there could be some  
travel issues. 

0:25 4/9/15 11:09p severe weather 

one person is dead, seven  injured after a tornado touched  down 
tonight in central  illinois. this is new cell phone video  just in of a 
large twister in  rochelle that is about 80 miles  west of chicago. 
officials are saying there is  significant damage to the  northern 
illinois community  there.  

0:22 4/14/15 11:00p severe weather 

breaking news at 11:00, high  winds ground a british airways  flight 
in ontario, the pilot  forced to divert from las vegas,  where 
conditions are much worse. >> here's why. these are the 
dangerous  conditions they are facing. you can see the pilot trying 
to  land and he is forced to take  off again and do what's called a  
go-around. winds gusting at up to 70 mir.   

2:12 4/14/15 11:01p severe weather 

high fire danger. in glendale, firefighters have  already put out one 
brushfire  and are bracing for more. >> reporter: the glendale five  
department is staying put  tonight. this fire was less than an acre. 
but just hours ago, with the  help of the los angeles county  fire 
department they pounced on  this fire here in shoal canyon,  not 
taking any chances.  

0:41 4/14/15 11:03p severe weather 

 the wind is expected to pick up  almost everywhere over the next  
few hours. nbc 4's anthonyian easy is  tracking the win warnings 
for  us.  >> things are going to get much  worse before they get 
better. right now what we are seeing is  these 40 miles per hour 
wind  gusts near lancaster. they have all been up to the  north so 
far today. these are going to sink to the  south as we move 
overnight into  tomorrow evening, into thursday  afternoon gusting 
into 60 miles  an hour, especially for the  mountain canyons and 
pass. 

0:24 4/14/15 11:10p severe weather 

new to an, something they  rarely see in oregon. a tornado near a 
community  college in eugene. it happened around 4:00 this  
afternoon. the twister was small. four cars were damaged. two of 
them flipped because of  the strong winds. no one was hurt. 
tornadoes extremely unusual.  

0:23 4/15/15 11:00p severe weather 
and fire crews battling high  winds and racing flames, a brush  fire 
burning in colton, nearly  30 acres so far. firefighters managing to 
get it  under hand. 
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0:28 4/15/15 11:01p severe weather 

the wind is making it very  difficult. >> right now winds are fairly  
reasonable in colton area,  south, southeast. 71 degrees less 
relative  humidity. red flag warnings. single digit relative humidity  
over the next 64 hours.   

1:44 4/21/15 11:07p severe weather 

new video in to nbc 4. yes, it is a tornado. and it's kicking up a lot 
of  brush and dirt in desert center. that's halfway between indio 
and  blythe just off interstate 10. the national weather service  
rated this as a weak ef 0  tornado. no damage reported. but the 
classic shape of this  tornado is very unusual for  southern 
california. and fritz, we were talking about  this earlier. 

0:54 4/23/15 11:04p severe weather 

flag here tells the story. high winds and chilly  temperatures are 
settling in  tonight. we are expecting more showers  and 
thunderstorms. but when? and where? fritz coleman is tracking it 
for  you. >> things are settled down as we  look at doppler but an 
active  day today with incredible  rainfall amounts. let me show you 
what's going on. 

1:33 5/4/15 11:00p severe weather 

breaking news at 11:00, high  tide and high danger. will the sand 
berms hold back  the water? >> live right now in seal beach  
where this could be a very long  night for people who live there.  
>> reporter: we are here right  at the water's edge. we are starting 
to see the water  come closer and closer to us. right along seal 
beach pier. they've actually extended the  sand berm a half mile 
south in  the -- whatever they expect to  be tonight. 

0:53 5/4/15 11:01p severe weather 

good to know that.  >> let's go right now to track  the high tide in 
the serious  situation for the next few hours  along the coast there. 
>> the worst has probably  happened, but the high surf  advisory 
continues until 11:00  tonight. these are four to 6-foot sets,  some 
sets to eight. this is a big south swell. 

0:22 5/5/15 11:06p severe weather 
the high surf that pounded  our coast for days appears to be 
receding tonight. it is set to expire this hour. high winds are moving 
in along  with chilly temperatures out  there. 

0:47 5/6/15 11:06p severe weather 
imagine something like this,  this huge coming right at you. yeah, 
this is a tornado. a tornado outbreak that sent  millions of people 
running and  sent some tigers free when it  hit. 

0:15 5/6/15 11:07p severe weather 
and a storm headed our way. we're tracking the storm and  we'll 
give you an update in a  few minutes.  

1:50 5/7/15 11:00p severe weather 

that rain is coming down  right on track. and it is not over yet. just 
about every neighborhood is  getting soaked. others are seeing 
snow and even  hail. >> news chopper 4 is watching  some 
flooding tonight and fritz  coleman is tracking it hour by  hour, and 
robert kovacik is out  where some areas have recorded  up to a 
quarter inch of rain.  

0:20 5/7/15 11:01p severe weather 

all right. thank you for that. this is our big bear camera  right now. 
a fresh dusting of snow there. and only the as fritz tells us,  you 
can expect to see more when  you wake up in our local  
mountains. >> now up in the sierras,  several inches of snow is  
already on the ground. this is near lake tahoe. a rare may snow 
day. 

0:05 5/7/15 11:02p severe weather 

let's see what fritz has. >> a pretty nice downpour. not everybody 
will get it. this is very showery, cold,  unstable storm. east end of 
the sfranld valley,  verdugo foot hills, all the way  to dodger 
stadium. east of their we're looking at  east los angeles, the  
intersection of the 10 and the  605. from claremont all the way to  
rancho cucamonga. to south fontana. down in orange county, 
southwest  of the 5.  
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0:16 5/7/15 11:16p severe weather 

we want to have you take  long at this video. this is something a 
viewer sent  in to us. yes, you're correct. this is a funnel cloud in 
san  bernardino. the national weather service  confirm the sighting. 
this was spotted out there this  morning.  

0:11 5/7/15 11:17p severe weather 

we've got more. take a look at this hail that a  viewer from green 
valley single  us. fairly large pea size hail  covered parts of the 
backyard. even filling up a flower pot. let's go back to fritz 
coleman.  

0:59 5/8/15 11:05p severe weather 

the storm that brought us  showers earlier is bringing  chilly 
temperatures tonight. you're looking at a live picture  from 
downtown. it is a crisp evening for the  clippers game. we're 
tracking the cold weather. >> most of what has fallen, even  the 
mountains have settled down. we pull back and see the center  of 
the storm spinning counter  clockwise centered right over  las 
vegas, taking over the great  basin and the four corners  states. 
take a look at the current  numbers. and they're going to fall from  
this. upper desert, upper 40s. low to mid-50s elsewhere. even the 
ie valleys. off the water in orange county,  about 59 degrees. a 
chilly night, not in general  terms, but for this time of year  very, 
very chilly. we have a dramatic change in  temperatures coming, 
and that  includes mother's day and maybe  another chance of 
rain after  that.  

1:45 5/14/15 11:00p severe weather 

and this is what happens  when the rain falls fast and  furious. in 
fact, take a look at this  water rushing down a staircase  in west 
hollywood. >> we are nearby with heavy  flooding in hollywood. 
robert? >> reporter: you must have been  talking to the people out 
here  because that's how they describe  it. fast and furious. 
melrose, parts of it, a muddy  mess tonight outside and in. 

1:39 5/14/15 11:02p severe weather 

back now to our weather. news chopper 4 over the norwalk  area 
right now. a live picture as you can see  the rain is still coming 
down. and it will intensify in the  next few hours. scottie schwartz is 
live at  dodger stadium right now where  fans were forced to run 
for  cover tonight, and the game went  into a rain delay. 

1:51 5/14/15 11:03p severe weather 

some roads started looking  more like rivers. beverly white is in 
northridge  where a man was rescued. beverly? >> reporter: yes. 
l.a. city fire station number 73  is a home to the heroes tonight. 
they are the folks who used a  rope and then a ladder and then  
just jumped into the wash for a  happy ending on a day of  
dangerous weather. 

1:22 5/14/15 11:05p severe weather 
gati mentioned this. lightning making for a dazzling  light show all 
across the  southern california skies  tonight. and the weather 
center is  tracking the next storm headed  our way. 

1:41 5/14/15 11:07p severe weather 
you can forget what the  calendar says. this video from big bear 
screams  winter. patrick healy is live at big  bear lake tonight with 
more on  the bizarre may weather they are  getting up there. 

0:18 5/14/15 11:09p severe weather 

right now the storm system  is pounding the san diego county  
area. heavy rain causing a flash  flooding there. there are several 
reports of  cars flooded and trapped in the  water. you see the 
picture right there. 

0:37 5/14/15 11:09p severe weather 

many of you have been  sending us your weather videos  like this 
one on our screen  right here. heavy rain. this is coming down in 
the  chatsworth area this evening. a steady downpour. and there's 
a lot more. now this next video came from a  viewer in west 
hollywood. you can see the water gushing  over the street when 
this one  was shot. 
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0:19 5/14/15 11:17p severe weather 

back now to the weather. with the weather we've been  having, 
you might ask, where is  the downtown l.a. skyline? this is time 
lapse video of  tonight's storms and low clouds  rolled in causing 
downtown l.a.  to virtually disappear. and we have more rain on 
the  way.  

2:02 5/15/15 11:04p severe weather 
more snow fell in big bear  for a second day. it is causing a lot of 
pain in  an area begging for this kind of  weather for months. nbc 4 
is live in big bear to  explain for us. 

0:17 5/26/15 11:15p severe weather 

here is some new video that  shows a tornado tearing through  a 
suburb of dayton, ohio. a mall security camera shows it  moving 
from left to right. it damage add few buildings  along with cars and 
trucks and  injured several people.  

0:22 5/26/15 11:18p severe weather 

the floodwaters are receding but the number of dead are  rising. 
the number of people killed has  risen to 18. . 14 others are still 
missing,  including those in a vacation  home that was swept away 
by a  wall of water.  

0:23 6/4/15 11:17p severe weather 
we will look at this video  from colorado. a tornado heading for a 
storm  chaser who keeps rolling. several touched down and a few  
homes were damaged. no reports of any kind of  jurisdiction.  

1:14 6/12/15 11:04p severe weather 

flash floods about 25 miles from  palmdale in the antelope valley. 
largo vista road had to be shut  down because of the mud. cars 
stuck in it. very unstable wet weather out  there today. fritz joins us 
now. it's not over yet. 

2:31 6/12/15 11:05p severe weather 

powerful  thunderstorms like this one you  see here rolling across 
the  antelope valley and that led to  flooding and at least one roll  
over accident. nbc 4's robert is live in  lancaster with what one  
neighborhood saw. 

1:51 6/30/15 11:01p severe weather 

diners wowed on the  huntington beach pier. >> live in torrance 
with one  close call.  >> reporter: of all places a  close call at a it 
dmv when this  pole was struck by lightning and  this is just one 
strike of many  all across southern california. bolt after bolt. >> 
everything just lit up.   

0:37 6/30/15 11:02p severe weather 

this in fact is river side. and tracking the threat of more  storms for 
us.   all quiet now, but a  dangerous 12 hours starting in  the 
mountains of san diego  county, 15 to 20 strikes along  the orange 
county coast earlier. the highest danger, san  bernardino 
mountains, almost  like today. i'll tell you what time it's  going to 
happen and what to  expect in my future cast just  ahead. >> 

0:22 4/10/15 11:33p technology 

our smartphones do  everything this days and some  day they 
could warn you about  earthquakes. sensors in smartphones could 
be  used to build earthquake early  warning systems. it may be just 
a few seconds to  a minute but that is enough time  to find cover.   

0:47 4/30/15 11:14p technology 

911 texting when you dont want some one to hear your call for 
help. we have been talking abut this idea for years. and the 
director of the dispatch he can find uses for texting 911. the 
technology isnt ready yet.  

0:41 4/30/15 11:15p technology 

tesla announced its solar powered battery system. launched it. is 
teflon, and made the announcement in hawthorne. the solar power 
will reshape how power grid. reducing solution. the big question, 
how much is it. >> and the cost plus is $3500.  

0:31 5/18/15 11:17p technology 
scientists are creating tiny  man made earthquakes to show how  a 
powerful earthquake on one  side of the world can be related  here 
and that can be used to  protect major earthquakes. 
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0:20 5/25/15 11:33p technology 

you've seen lasers mounted  to spacecraft in sci-fi movies. now 
you may see them on fighter  jets. the u.s. military defense just  
completed its first test using  laser weapons. the next step is using 
them on  live targets on firing ranges. they are going to be used to  
shoot down drones.  

0:32 5/27/15 11:33p technology 

a new bug is causing iphones  to shut down when they receive a  
text message. it's true. it could be your phone. but it only happens 
when the  iphone receives a message with a  special string of 
characters,  including arabic. >> that happened the other  night. >> 
and it shut down? i want you to know that apple is  working on a 
fix. just disable the notification  feature, that should work.  

0:38 6/5/15 11:16p technology 
investigators are spill  trying to figure out how two  students pulled 
off an elaborate  hack attack. the teenagers, a senior and  junior 
were arrested for change  the grades of more than 100  students. 

0:26 6/23/15 11:33p technology 

now you can undue the email  tat you wish you hadn't sent but  
you have to be pretty quick. g mail allowing all users to  cancel 
emails within 30 seconds,  once you have activated the  setting in 
your settings. from 5 to 30 seconds, giving you  precious time to 
reconsider. >> 30 second, fred, 30 second. >> you two have a 
domestic  quarrel over there. and let's look at a lack of  marine 
layer and we do have a  chance of weekend thunderstorm. that 
could be a possibility. back to you.  

0:41 4/1/15 11:16p Transportation 

if you are frustrated by  confusing parking signs relief  is on the 
way. today the l.a. city council  approved a pilot program for  color-
coded signs with symbols. they come up with this after  focus 
groups. the city made more than 165  million dollars in parking 
fines  last year alone. these new signs start going up  friday along 
several blocks  downtown. 

0:23 4/1/15 11:33p Transportation 

fuel economy is typically a  major factor when you are buying  a 
car. the government uses two  calculations. the standards don't 
account for  driving conditions. they are an average that the  
manufacturers must meet. the number on the sticker set by  the 
epa is more specific and for  the car.   

0:42 4/3/15 11:16p Transportation 

new parking signs were  unvaild be the mayor today. but they 
seem to have other  drivers frustrated. they are color-coded with  
symbols. they are part of a pilot program  we told you about this 
week. they are on spring to main  streets and are supposed to 
make  it easier to understand where  and when you can and can't 
park  in l.a. but many drivers say they are  confusing. 

0:40 4/3/15 11:17p Transportation 

new safer bike lanes are on  the way but the construction is  
causing traffic tie ups. the parking protected lanes are  being 
marked off right now. the bike lane is on the curb  with cars 
allowed to park in  marked spots farther out on to  the street. >> 
switching the parking and the  bike lane is really safe and  
comfortable. you're not next to busy traffic. 

0:50 4/7/15 11:15p Transportation 

right about now a california  woman with cancer should be get  ofg 
a plane in san jose. this after she was kicked off an  earlier flight. 
elizabeth shot this video. her family was escorted off the  plane. 
she told a flight attendant that  she might need extra time to  board 
because of her cancer. so they called their doctor that  said she 
needed a doctor's note  in order to flight. 
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0:29 4/7/15 11:33p Transportation 

you may remember last week we  ran a story about a confusing  
parking sign in los angeles. you cannot confuse what you are  
about to see. take look. yes, that sign says no  kardashian parking 
any time. local street artists plastic put  one up outside the clothing  
store on melrose. he says it is not a protest  against the famous 
family but  the kardashian obsession because  people are shutting 
out real  news.  

0:42 4/8/15 11:09p Transportation 

shocking images when a plane  was hit by lightning. but they had 
no idea how bad it  was until they landed. >> we walked over and 
everyone  is staring at this hole in the  nose. >> and there it is. 
iceland air says lightning  struck flight 671 shortly after  takeoff 
from iceland. passengers felt a jolt, saw a  bright light and the pilot  
announced all systems were  normal. 

2:26 4/13/15 11:03p Transportation 

new now at 11:00, an unusual  emergency landing tonight. an 
alaskan airlines flight had  just taken off when passengers  and the 
flight crew heard  banging and screaming coming  from below. 
well, there was only one thing  to do. get the seattle to los angeles  
flight on the ground quickly. nbc 4's beverly white is live at  lax 
tonight where she spoke with  some of the passengers.   

0:25 4/14/15 11:33p Transportation 

gas under $3? yes, we drivers here in southern  california could 
see lower  prices by next month. they have dropped an average of  
39 cents over the past 40 days  n. l.a. county regular right now  is 
around 3:13. in orange county, it's $3.10. in the inland empire gas 
is  averaging $3.12 

0:55 4/16/15 11:15p Transportation 

now to one of the strangest  911 calls yet. a panicked baggage 
handler who  took a nap inside the cargo hold  in an alaska airlines 
737 wakes  up as the plane takes off. here he is on the phone 
trying  to explain thinks dilemma to a  confused 911 operator. 

0:52 4/17/15 11:16p Transportation 

if you think traffic is bad  in santa monica right now, wait  until the 
california incline  shuts down. that he is going to happen on  
monday. the incline is the road that  allows you to drive from santa  
monica down to the pacific coast  highway. it could be closed at 
least a  year. 

2:00 4/20/15 11:04p Transportation 

southwest airlines flight  attendant is filing a wrongful  death 
lawsuit against the  airline after her husband died  while he was on 
a flight to  orange county.  >> nbc 4's kate larsen talked  with the 
widow who blames the  flight crew now for not helping  him when 
he suffered a medical  emergency. 

0:46 4/22/15 11:15p Transportation 
we are hearing  from passengers aboard a flight  that made an 
emergency landing. the plane was on the way, when a pilot made 
an emergency landing  after a passenger passed out. 

0:20 4/22/15 11:33p Transportation 

the you are riding the gold  line, listen up. bus shuttles are 
replacing the  train service between the  stations that are closed 
and the repairs will not be fixed by the morning commute, so allow 
extra  time. 

0:37 5/4/15 11:16p Transportation 
homeowners say that something  needs to be done to fix a  
dangerous and deadly road. it paralegals highway 395 and  people 
living nearby say some  drivers aren't obeying the speed  limit. 

0:39 5/7/15 11:14p Transportation 

all of a sudden the jet was  fill with smoke. this happened on the 
flight from  florida to new york. this is what it looked like. heavy 
smoke that seemed to hang  there in the pressurized air at  30,000 
feet. they said somehow i am on got  into one of the two engines. 
that's why they had to set it  down and then make an emergency  
landing 
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0:26 5/8/15 11:15p Transportation 

at least 100 people got sick  on board a cruise ship. it is the 
norovirus. princess officials sanitized the  ship and made sure 
those who had  the virus stayed in the room. in total 103 of the 
3,000 people  on board got sick. the ship is currently docked in  
maui and will return next week.  

0:42 5/11/15 11:17p Transportation 

some anxious moments at  l.a.x. as passengers on a united  
express jet are told assume the  crash position. as the crew makes 
a perfect  emergency belly landing. the left lander failed to  extend. 
there were 43 people on board a  flight that came down from mont  
ray. everyone is okay. the passengers we talk to  couldn't believe 
how well  everything went. 

0:18 5/14/15 11:10p Transportation 

some scary moments for  people aboard a united flight  tonight 
after the passenger  cabin filled with smoke. this happened on a 
united flight  from san francisco to l.a. the plane took off at 9:00 
and  landed safely about an hour ago  at l.a.x. no word on what 
caused that  smoke.  

0:55 5/15/15 11:15p Transportation 

new, a southwest airlines  passenger is caught making a  text 
message to her former  husband or taking it in on the  other end. 
her husband was threatening to  commit suicide before her flight  
was about to take off.  

0:43 5/18/15 11:07p Transportation 

300 people on a hawaiian  airlines flight about 60 minutes  after it 
took off for honolulu. there was a possible fuel leak  for about an 
hour. the plane circled over the ocean  to lose weight to make a 
safe  landing and that's what it did. 

0:27 5/19/15 11:09p Transportation 

thousands of passengers stuck on  board a norwegian cruise ship  
after it ran aground in bermuda. the images were posted and the  
ship hit near bermuda hit a ship  and tugboats pulled the ship off  
the reef. 

0:35 5/22/15 11:06p Transportation 

the man who made late  night headlines for his taze and  taken 
down faced a judge today. christian heinz is charged with  
resisting arrest and avoiding  screening. he had a ticket and for 
some  reason he pushed past security  to get on to his flight on  
wednesday. 

0:36 5/22/15 11:15p Transportation 

do these gas prices look  familiar? a consumer watch dog group 
said  the painful prices at the pump  about to deliver price gauging. 
they come after several oil  refineries shut down for  maintenance 
after the explosion  at the exxon in torrance. 

0:20 5/26/15 11:07p Transportation 

it has been a busy day and  night for emergency responders  at 
l.a.x. within the last hours a  southwest flight came in with  possibly 
a fire in the cargo  compartment. the 737 taxied over to the  
terminal. 

2:31 5/26/15 11:08p Transportation 

and earlier at l.a.x., a  13-hour flight was just the  beginning for 
passengers aboard  a taiwan to los angeles eva 777. they were 
confined to a secure  area at the airport as police  and agents 
checked the plane,  passengers and luggage for  explosives. and 
tonight nbc news is  confirming that there was a  second threat at 
about the same  time, targeting yet another  plane.  

0:36 6/1/15 11:18p Transportation 

a lot of people wonder this  when they go to the airport. just how 
safe are we when we  fly? new reports show major lapses in  tsa 
screening at u.s. airports. homeland security agents posing  as 
passengers. nbc news confirms they were able  to sneak weapons 
past screeners,  67 out of 70 times. 

0:26 6/3/15 11:34p Transportation 

travelers who have been  trying to use the southwest  airlines 
website have been  experiencing major problems. the issue comes 
during a 72-hour  sale where some round trip air  fares are selling 
for $100. they're working to get the site  running again before the 
sale  ends in about 24 hours from now.  
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0:20 6/8/15 11:33p Transportation 

you can apparently fight  traffic tickets before paying  any fines. 
the judicial council adopted the  changes and it goes into effect  
immediately. they can appear in court to  challenge the tickets 
before  having to fork over any money. it deals with traffic citations  
from speeding to running red  light. they must people they have 
this  option.  

0:37 6/15/15 11:05p Transportation 

health officials are now  testing food that landed at lax  with a 
dozen passengers on board  from fiji. they all showed symptoms 
of food  poisoning. >> they asked if there was a  doctor on the 
flight and that's  all we heard and then we saw  people taken off 
early.   

0:30 6/16/15 11:12p Transportation 

and we have this breaking  news out of orange county. the pilot of 
a small plane  forced to make an emergency  landing at john 
wayne airport,  that caused additional problems  for the flights 
there. now, we're told the twin engine  cessna 310 was having 
some sort  of mechanical issue. 

0:20 6/16/15 11:34p Transportation 

and if you know someone who  is planning to drive back from  las 
vegas tonight to los  angeles, let's hope they're  already on the 
road. all southbound lanes of the i-15 will be shut down from 1:00 
a.m. to 4:00 a.m. tomorrow morning  because of construction just  
south of the nevada state line. there is a detour, but it's a  much 
longer drive.  

0:37 6/25/15 11:16p Transportation 
residents in the valley are  frustrated over a new train  track that is 
going to be built  right next to the one that is  already there.  

0:18 6/26/15 11:06p Transportation 

southwest flight from  houston-memphis delayed after a  crew 
member reported smoke in  the cabin. 81 people on board. 
evacuated. one witness says he saw the  smoke and it was a 
really bad  chemical smell.  
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, and as 
an hour at various times on the weekend, 
is an entertainment news-magazine 
which discusses the current news and 
issues in the entertainment business.  
The program also profiles current stars as 
well as behind-the-camera personalities. 
  

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA!, Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday, and as an hour 
at various times on the weekend, is a 
news magazine program about the 
current happenings in and around Los 
Angeles.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
10:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 
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ON THE MONEY, Recorded, Public 
Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  This weekly program hosted 
by Maria Bartiromo who has been 
covering financial news for over 15-years.  
The program gets inside the best minds 
in business with high-profile newsmakers, 
high-powered debates and high-priority 
issues.  There is a what’s new segment 
featuring top newsmaker interviews on 
the upcoming week’s most pressing 
financial news stories.  Also, there is a 
“personal journal” segment where viewers 
will learn and be able to take away 

important information on 401K news, 
taxes, retirement, investing and career as 
well as views of top money managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

 
 

 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting quarter follows.
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start 
time

Mon 3/30/15 Tue 3/31/15 Wed 4/1/15 Thu 4/2/15 Fri 4/3/15 Sat 4/4/15 Sun 4/5/15
start 
time

5:00a
Laugh In $29.95 (Paid 

Program) 
Murad V501D (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

5:30a Women of Power [4R] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a Astroblast 8:00a

8:30a The Chica Show 8:30a

9:00a Lazytown 9:00a

9:30a 9:30a

10:00a 10:00a

10:30a 10:30a

11:00a
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1189R]
11:00a

11:30a
NBC News Special Report 

Presidential Statement  (11:23a) 11:30a

12:00p 12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p 2:00p

2:30p 2:30p

3:00p Going Roggin 3:00p

3:30p Earth to Luna org sch 4/4 3:30p

4:00p Poppy Cat org sch 4/4 
Omega Larry Kin (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

4:30p Tree Fu Tom org sch 4/4 
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7502]
4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#21175] Extra [#21176] Extra [#21177] Extra [#21178] Extra [#21179] Open House [#5287] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#4841] Access Hollywood [#4842] Access Hollywood [#4843] Access Hollywood [#4844] Access Hollywood [#4845]
LXTV: First Look Behind the 
Scenes in Morocco [#3265] 7:30p

8:00p 8:00p

8:30p 8:30p

9:00p Undateable 9:00p

9:30p One Big Happy 9:30p

10:00p The Night Shift (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. The Slap finale  (10:01p) Saturday Night Live    American Odyssey 10:00p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look Behind the 
Scenes in Morocco [#3265]  

(1:02a)
1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Open House [#5282] 1:30a

2:00a 2:00a

2:30a
Cs 1 V. 4 / Nd  (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
2:30a

3:00a 1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

3:30a Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
21 Dayfix Seque (Paid 

Program) 
21 Day Fix (Seq (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1186R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3124]

Ellen [#12126]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3122R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1187R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3125]

Ellen [#12127]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3129R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1188R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3113]

Ellen [#12128]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3132R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3127]

Ellen [#12129]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Lethal 
Weapon) 

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3115R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1190R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3126]

Ellen [#12130]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Silent 
Witness and The Last 

Dance) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3117R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Golf Shell Houston 
Open 

NBC4 News

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

The Blacklist

Saturday Night Live     
(Michael Keaton & Carly 

Rae Jepsen) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W969] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Pittsburgh @ 

Philadelphia 

Golf Shell Houston 
Open  (12:03p)

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (Broken 
Trust) 

Dateline NBC (Bible Stories: 
The New Blockbuster) 

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21180]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Page 1 of 14
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/6/15 Tue 4/7/15 Wed 4/8/15 Thu 4/9/15 Fri 4/10/15 Sat 4/11/15 Sun 4/12/15
start 
time

4/15 La Fbs (Paid Program) 4/15 La Fbs (Paid Program) 5:00a

Open House [#5288] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201515]
9:00a

Forest Lawn Pai (Paid 
Program) 

9:30a

Wolfgang Puck O (Paid 
Program) 

10:00a

Earth to Luna org sch 4/11 10:30a

NBC News Special Report Boston 
Marathon Bombing Verdict  

(11:10a)
Poppy Cat org sch 4/11 11:00a

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL1193]  (11:17a)

Tree Fu Tom org sch 4/11 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (2:02p)

2:00p

The Meredith Vieira Show 
jip  (2:27p)

2:30p

Going Roggin
Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

41 Prosvent (Paid Program) 
Omega Larry Kin (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

LXTV: First Look Burger 
Bonanza [#3266] 

On the Money [#1698] 4:00p

NBC Nightly News
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7503]
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21181] Extra [#21182] Extra [#21183] Extra [#21184] Extra [#21185] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4846] Access Hollywood [#4847] Access Hollywood [#4848] Access Hollywood [#4849] Access Hollywood [#4850] 7:30p

Caught on Camera with Nick 
Cannon

8:00p

NBC4 I-Team: We 
Investigate 4 You

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

The Night Shift (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D.
Dateline NBC (A Perfect 

Spot)  (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (The Night Lynsie 

Disappeared) 
American Odyssey (10:01p) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Burger 
Bonanza [#3266]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5283] 1:30a

2:00a

Dd 1 V. 3 /Newd (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King V9 (Paid 

Program) 
21 Day Fix (Seq (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1191]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3137]

Ellen [#12131]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3128R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1192]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3135]

Ellen [#12132]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3119R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3138]

Ellen [#12133]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3123R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1194]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3140]

Ellen [#12134]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3120R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1195]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:13p)

Steve Harvey [#3130]

Ellen [12084R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Fatal 
Attraction and Family 

Affair) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3133R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

National Hockey 
League San Jose @ 

Los Angeles 

Boxing Premier 
Boxing Champions 

Extra Weekend 
[#21186]

Saturday Night Live     
(Taraji P. Henson & 

Mumford  &  Sons) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W970] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Figure Skating World 
Figure Skating 
Championships 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (On the 
Brink) 

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21186]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/13/15 Tue 4/14/15 Wed 4/15/15 Thu 4/16/15 Fri 4/17/15 Sat 4/18/15 Sun 4/19/15
start 
time

Cp 2 V.2A/Cr (Paid 
Program) 

4/15 La Fbs (Paid Program) 5:00a

Women of Power [#10] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Lazytown 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1699] 3:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 4/18 Earth to Luna org sch 4/18 3:30p

Open House [#5289] Poppy Cat org sch 4/18 4:00p

NBC Nightly News
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7504]
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21187] Extra [#21188] Extra [#21189] Extra [#21190] Extra [#21191] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4851] Access Hollywood [#4852] Access Hollywood [#4853] Access Hollywood [#4854] Access Hollywood [#4855] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Undateable 9:00p

One Big Happy 9:30p

The Night Shift (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D.
Dateline NBC (True Lies)  

(10:01p)
Dateline NBC (Deadly Intent and 

Deadly Deceit) 
Dateline NBC (Written in 

Blood) 
American Odyssey (10:01p) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look The Fabulous 
NYC [3255R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7501] 1:30a

2:00a

Freedom Pop No  (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
21 Day Fix (Seq (Paid 

Program) 
21 Day Fix (Seq (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1196]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3136]

Ellen [#12135]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3124R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1197]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3145]

Ellen [#12136]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3125R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1198]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives 
(1:13p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3134]

Ellen [#12137]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3113R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1199]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3139]

Ellen [#12138]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3127R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1200]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3144]

Ellen [12089R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Deadly Intent 
and Deadly Deceit) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3126R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - 
Minnesota @ St. 

Louis 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - 
Pittsburgh @ NY 

Rangers 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend jip [W971]  (8:02p)

Extra Weekend 
[#21192]

Saturday Night Live    
(James Franco & Nicki 

Minaj) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W971] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - 
Washington @ NY 

Islanders 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - 

Nashville @ Chicago  
(12:10p)

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (On the Trail of 
the Pink Panthers) 

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21192]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/20/15 Tue 4/21/15 Wed 4/22/15 Thu 4/23/15 Fri 4/24/15 Sat 4/25/15 Sun 4/26/15
start 
time

Pic - Pn22 Lo (Paid 
Program) 

Frk50420Lagc (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [8R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
NBC News Special Report 

Presidential Statement 7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201517]
9:00a

Earth to Luna org sch 4/25 9:30a

Poppy Cat org sch 4/25 10:00a

Tree Fu Tom org sch 4/25 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

The Meredith Vieira Show 2:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (2:24p)

2:30p

Steve Harvey [#3141] Going Roggin jip  (3:09p)
Omega Larry Kin (Paid 

Program)  (3:05p)
3:00p

LXTV: First Look Road to the 
Kentucky Derby [#3267] 

21 Dayfix Seque (Paid 
Program)  (3:35p)

3:30p

Open House [#5290]
On the Money jip [#1700]  

(4:05p)
4:00p

NBC Nightly News
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7505]
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21193] Extra [#21194] Extra [#21195] Extra [#21196] Extra [#21197] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4856] Access Hollywood [#4857] Access Hollywood [#4858] Access Hollywood [#4859] Access Hollywood [#4860] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Undateable 9:00p

One Big Happy 9:30p

The Night Shift (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D.
Dateline NBC (Queen of the 

Country)  (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (The Inside 

Man) 
American Odyssey (10:01p) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Road to the 
Kentucky Derby [#3267]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7502] 1:30a

2:00a

Frk50420Lagc (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
21 Day Fix Sequ (Paid 

Program) 
21 Day Fix (Seq (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1201]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#3157]

Ellen [#12139]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3137R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1202]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

NBC4 News Special 
Report Police Pursuit  

(3:42p)

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3135R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1203]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3146]

Ellen [#12141]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3138R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (7:21a)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1204]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3154]

Ellen [#12142]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Blacklist

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3140R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1205]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3143]

Ellen [#12143]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (The 
Promise) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3130R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - 
Washington @ NY 

Islanders 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - 

Nashville @ Chicago 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W972] (8:06p)

Extra Weekend jip 
[#21198]  (9:06p)

Saturday Night Live    
(Chris Hemsworth & 

Zac Brown Band) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W972] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Laureus Sports Awards 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - St 
Louis @ Minnesota 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (The 
Carrollton Plot) 

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21198]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/27/15 Tue 4/28/15 Wed 4/29/15 Thu 4/30/15 Fri 5/1/15 Sat 5/2/15 Sun 5/3/15
start 
time

21 Day Fix Sequ (Paid 
Program) 

Frk50420Lagc (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [6R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201518]
9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1206]

11:00a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Brush Fire  (11:44a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 
Program)  (3:07p)

3:00p

On the Money jip [#1701]  
(3:37p)

3:30p

Open House [#5291] 4:00p

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7506]

4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21199] Extra [#21200] Extra [#21201] Extra [#21202] Extra [#21203] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4861] Access Hollywood [#4862] Access Hollywood [#4863] Access Hollywood [#4864] Access Hollywood [#4865] 7:30p

NBC4 News 8:00p

Life Connected Special in 
Celebration of Asian Pacific 

Heritage Month 
8:30p

Undateable 9:00p

One Big Happy finale 9:30p

The Night Shift (10:01p) Chicago Fire
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (Exchange Student) 

(10:01p)
Dateline NBC (Bad Blood) American Odyssey (10:01p) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Puebla, Mexico [#3268]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7503] 1:30a

2:00a

Frk50420Lagc (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King V9 (Paid 

Program) 
Teeter Hang Up  (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3150]

Ellen [#12144]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3136R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1207]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3147]

Ellen [#12145]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3145R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1208]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3152]

Ellen [#12146]

NBC4 News at 5p

Chicago Fire

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3134R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1209]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3151]

Ellen [#12147]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Blacklist

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3139R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1210]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3148]

Ellen [#12148]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Angels 
& Demons) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3144R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - 
Washington @ NY 

Rangers 

Horse Racing 
Kentucky Derby  

(12:14p)

Golf World Golf 
Championships  

(4:20p)

Extra Weekend 
[#21204]

Saturday Night Live     
(Scarlett Johansson & 

Wiz Khalifa) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W973] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Horse Racing Rolex 
Kentucky Derby 3 Day 

Event 

Golf World Golf 
Championships 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (The 
Wire) 

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21204]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/4/15 Tue 5/5/15 Wed 5/6/15 Thu 5/7/15 Fri 5/8/15 Sat 5/9/15 Sun 5/10/15
start 
time

Frk50420Lagc (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [#11] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201519]
9:00a

Earth to Luna
21 Day Fix Sequ (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

Poppy Cat 10:00a

Tree Fu Tom 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

Going Roggin jip 4:00p

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201519]

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21205] Extra [#21206] Extra [#21207] Extra [#21208] Extra [#21209] Open House [#5292] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4866] Access Hollywood [#4867] Access Hollywood [#4868] Access Hollywood [#4869] Access Hollywood [#4870]
LXTV: First Look To New 

Heights [#3269] 
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

The Night Shift (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D.
Dateline NBC (Tom Brokaw: A 

Lucky Life Interrupted)  (10:01p)
Saturday Night Live    American Odyssey (10:01p) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look To New 
Heights [#3269]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7504] 1:30a

2:00a

Frk50420Lagc (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King V9 (Paid 

Program) 
Omega Larry Kin 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1211]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3162]

Ellen [#12149]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3157R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1212]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3161]

Ellen [#12150]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Undateable

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3141R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1213]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3158]

Ellen [#12151]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3146R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1214]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3159]

Ellen [#12152]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3154R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1215]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3160]

Ellen [#12153]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Secrets 
on Hot Springs Drive) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3143R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Golf The Players 
Championship 

NBC4 News

NBC4 News

The Voice

Saturday Night Live     
(Reese Witherspoon & 

Florence + the Machine) 
new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W974] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports World of 
Adventure 

Golf The Players 
Championship 

NBC4 News (5:02p)

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (While 
She was Sleeping) 

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21210]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/11/15 Tue 5/12/15 Wed 5/13/15 Thu 5/14/15 Fri 5/15/15 Sat 5/16/15 Sun 5/17/15
start 
time

Frk50420Lagc (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [#12] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
NBC News Special Report Amtrak 

Crash  (7:14a) 7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201520]
9:00a

Earth to Luna
Cp 2 V.2A/Cr (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1218]

11:00a

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL1218]  (11:45a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

NBC News Special Report Amtrak 
Crash  (2:09p) 2:00p

The Meredith Vieira Show 
jip  (2:29p)

2:30p

On the Money jip [#1703]  
(3:06p)

3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 5/2 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 5/16 Poppy Cat org sch 5/2 4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 5/16 Tree Fu Tom org sch 5/2 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21211] Extra [#21212] Extra [#21213] Extra [#21214] Extra [#21215] Open House [#5293] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4871] Access Hollywood [#4872] Access Hollywood [#4873] Access Hollywood [#4874] Access Hollywood [#4875]
LXTV: First Look Summer 

Retreats [#3270] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

The Night Shift (10:01p) Chicago Fire finale Chicago P.D. Dateline NBC (10:01p) Saturday Night Live    American Odyssey (10:01p) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Summer 
Retreats [#3270]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7505] 1:30a

2:00a

Frk50420Lagc (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
21 Day Fix Sequ (Paid 

Program) 
21 Day Fix (Seq (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1216]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3156]

Ellen [#12154]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3150R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1217]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3166]

Ellen [#12155]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Undateable finale 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3147R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (7:34a)

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#3167]

Ellen [#12156]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3152R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1219]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3165]

Ellen [#12157]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

The Blacklist finale 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3151R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1220] (11:08a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3170]

Ellen [#12158]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm finale 

Dateline NBC (The 
Secret) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3148R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

National Hockey 
League Conf Finals - 

Tampa Bay @ NY 
Rangers 

Horse Racing The 
Preakness  (12:40p)

NBC4 News

The Voice

Saturday Night Live    
(Louis C.K. & Rihanna) 

new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W975] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Cycling Amgen Tour 
of California 

National Hockey 
League Conf Finals - 
Chicago @ Anaheim 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (Deadly 
Game) 

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21216]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/18/15 Tue 5/19/15 Wed 5/20/15 Thu 5/21/15 Fri 5/22/15 Sat 5/23/15 Sun 5/24/15
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Lazytown 9:00a

Earth to Luna 9:30a

Poppy Cat 10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 
Program) 

Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 5/23 Open House [#5272] 4:00p

NBC Nightly News On the Money [#1704] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21217] Extra [#21218] Extra [#21219] Extra [#21220] Extra [#21221] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4876] Access Hollywood [#4877] Access Hollywood [#4878] Access Hollywood [#4879] Access Hollywood [#4880] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

NBC4 News (9:18p) 9:30p

The Night Shift (10:01p) Chicago P.D. finale 
Dateline NBC (Someone Was 

Out There) 
American Odyssey (10:01p) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Hangover 
Cures [3262R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7506] 1:30a

2:00a

Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Omega Larry Kin 
(Paid Program) 

Motor Sports Formula 
One Racing 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1221]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3169]

Ellen [#12159]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice finale part 1 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3162R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1222]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3153]

Ellen [#12160]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

The Voice finale part 2 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3161R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1223]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3164]

Ellen [#12161]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura 
finale 

Law & Order: Special Victims 
Unit finale 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3158R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1224]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3082R]

Ellen [#12162]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Red 
Nose Day 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3159R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: Meghan 

Trainor) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1225]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3089R]

Ellen [#12163]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Blacklist

Dateline NBC (In the 
Dead of the Night) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3160R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Golf Senior PGA 
Championship 

Boxing Premier 
Boxing Champions 

National Hockey 
League Conf Finals - 
Anaheim @ Chicago 

Saturday Night Live    
(Dwayne Johnson & 

George Ezra) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W976] (1:32a)

Motor Sports Formula 
One Racing 

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

French Open Tennis

Golf Senior PGA 
Championship 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (The Girl 
with the Blue Mustang) 

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21222]

Dateline NBC

Dateline NBC
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/25/15 Tue 5/26/15 Wed 5/27/15 Thu 5/28/15 Fri 5/29/15 Sat 5/30/15 Sun 5/31/15
start 
time

Open House [#5294] 5:00a

Women of Power [#13] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Saturday Today Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

NBC4 News (8:04a) 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Steve Harvey [3063R] Poppy Cat org sch 5/30 
Omega Larry Kin (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (3:42p)

Tree Fu Tom org sch 5/30 Lazytown org sch 5/30 3:30p

NBC Nightly News Earth to Luna org sch 5/30 4:00p

NBC4 News On the Money [#1705] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21223] Extra [#21224] Extra [#21225] Extra [#21226] Extra [#21227] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4881] Access Hollywood [#4882] Access Hollywood [#4883] Access Hollywood [#4884] Access Hollywood [#4885] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

The Island (10:01p) I Can Do That (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (The Secret Life of 

a Soccer Mom) 
Dateline NBC (Mystery in 

Orange County) 
American Odyssey (10:01p) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Chicago [3263R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5291] 1:30a

2:00a

Marb0525Losa (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cs 1 V.3/Cr (Paid 

Program) 
2 1 D a Y F I X (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1226R]

French Open Tennis

Ellen [12023R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3156R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1227R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3061R]

Ellen [#12164]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3166R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1228R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3062R]

Ellen [#12165]

NBC4 News at 5p

I Can Do That

NBC Specials 
iHeartRadio Country 

Festival 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3167R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1229R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3064R]

Ellen [12116R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (The Evil to 
Come) 

Aquarius

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3165R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: Pitbull *In 

Orlando) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1230R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3065R]

Ellen [12047R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3170R]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W977]

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Extra Weekend 
[#21228] (9:01a)

NBC Sports Special Penn 
Mutual Collegiate Rugby 
Championship  (12:03p)

Track & Field 
Prefontaine Classic 

National Hockey 
League   

Saturday Night Live     
(Cameron Diaz & Mark 

Ronson and Bruno Mars) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W977] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

French Open Tennis

Motor Sports Gobal 
Rallycross 

NBC Sports Special 
Penn Mutual Collegiate 
Rugby Championship 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC 
(Shattered) 

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21228]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/1/15 Tue 6/2/15 Wed 6/3/15 Thu 6/4/15 Fri 6/5/15 Sat 6/6/15 Sun 6/7/15
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

Poppy Cat org sch 6/6 10:00a

Tree Fu Tom org sch 6/6 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

The Meredith Vieira Show 
jip  (2:41p)

2:30p

Lazytown org sch 6/6 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 6/6 3:30p

NBC4 News Open House [#5295] 4:00p

NBC Nightly News On the Money [#1706] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21229] Extra [#21230] Extra [#21232] Extra [#21233] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4886] Access Hollywood [#4887] Access Hollywood [#4889] Access Hollywood [#4890] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Extra [#21231] 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#4888] 9:30p

The Island hosted by Bear Grylls 
(10:01p)

I Can Do That (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (Circle of 

Friends) Hannibal The Island American Odyssey (10:01p) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Audrina's 
Favorite Picks [#3271]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5292] 1:30a

2:00a

Marb0525Losa (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Bl680-14:Refres (Paid 

Program) 
Women of Power 

[10R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (Growing 
Hope) 

Dateline NBC (Stranger 
Danger) 

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21234]

Motor Sports Formula 
One Racing  (10:52a)

Action Sports Red 
Bull #3: Volcum Pipe 

Pro 

Sunday Today

French Open Tennis

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W978] (8:10p)

Extra Weekend 
[#21234]

Saturday Night Live    
(Chris Pratt & Ariana 

Grande) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W978] (1:32a)

National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup 
game #2 - Chicago @ 
Tampa Bay  (4:13p)

NBC4 News (7:10p)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1231]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3172]

Ellen [#12166]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3169R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1232]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3171]

Ellen [#12167]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3153R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1233]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#3168]

Ellen [#12168]

National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup 
game #1 - Chicago @ 

Tampa Bay 

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3164R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

French Open Tennis

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3153R]

Ellen [#12169]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Dangerous 
Liasons) 

Aquarius

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3082R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: Charli Xcx) 

Today Show

Today Show

French Open Tennis

Steve Harvey [#3155]

Ellen [#12170]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Movie of the 
Week Jurassic Park 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3089R]

Extra Weekend 
[#21234]

French Open Tennis

Motor Sports AMA 
Motocross 

Boxing Premier 
Boxing Champions 

Horse Racing The 
Belmont Stakes  

(1:27p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/8/15 Tue 6/9/15 Wed 6/10/15 Thu 6/11/15 Fri 6/12/15 Sat 6/13/15 Sun 6/14/15
start 
time

Marb0525Losa (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [11R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201524]
9:00a

Earth to Luna Astroblast org sch 6/6 9:30a

The Chica Show org sch 6/6 10:00a

Tree Fu Tom org sch 6/13 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin (3:01p)
Cp 2 V. 1 /Newd (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 
Program) 

21 Day Fix Sequ (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

NBC Nightly News Open House [#5296] 4:00p

NBC4 News On the Money [#1707] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21235] Extra [#21236] Extra [#21237] Extra [#21238] Extra [#21239] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4891] Access Hollywood [#4892] Access Hollywood [#4893] Access Hollywood [#4894] Access Hollywood [#4895] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

The Island hosted by Bear Grylls 
(10:01p)

I Can Do That (10:01p) Hannibal
Dateline NBC (The Devil in 

Disguise) 
Dateline NBC (The Root of All 

Evil) 
American Odyssey (10:01p) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Not Growing 
Up [3253R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5293] 1:30a

2:00a

Marb0525Losa (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cs 1 V.3/Cr (Paid 

Program) 
Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21240]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Golf KPMG Womens 
PGA Championship 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (Out of the 
Shadows) 

Dateline NBC (Party 
Safety and Sex) 

Extra Weekend 
[#21240] (9:04p)

Saturday Night Live    
(Martin Freeman & 

Charli Xcx) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W979] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Boxing PBC: Corner 
to Corner 

National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup 
game #5 - Chicago @ 

Tampa Bay 

NBC4 News (8:04p)

Track & Field Adidas 
Grand Prix 

Golf KPMG Womens 
PGA Championship  

(12:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3065R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3175]

Ellen [#12175]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Steve Harvey [3064R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: Fall Out Boy) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1240]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Dateline NBC (The Mystery at 
Empire Lake) 

Aquarius

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3149]

Ellen [#12174]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3062R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1239]

NBC4 News at 5p

I Can Do That

America Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1238]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3174]

Ellen [#12173]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3061R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [#12172]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1237]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3173]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3063R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3163]

Ellen [#12171]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1236]

NBC4 News at Noon
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/15/15 Tue 6/16/15 Wed 6/17/15 Thu 6/18/15 Fri 6/19/15 Sat 6/20/15 Sun 6/21/15
start 
time

Murad V501D (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [12R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

Today Show jip  (8:33a) The Chica Show 8:30a

Today Show Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201525]
9:00a

NBC News Special Report 
Charleston Shooting  (9:19a) Earth to Luna

Cp 2 V.2A/Cr (Paid 
Program) 

9:30a

Poppy Cat
Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

Tree Fu Tom
Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 

Program) 
10:30a

Poppy Cat org sch 6/13 11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Today Show jip 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Steve Harvey [#3142] 2:00p

Steve Harvey jip [#3142]  
(2:23p)

2:30p

Going Roggin
21 Dayfix Seque (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Dd 1 V. 3 /Newd (Paid 
Program) 

Resurgence V501 (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

NBC4 News Open House [#5297] Open House [#5297] 4:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News On the Money [#1708] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21242] Extra [#21243] Extra [#21244] Extra [#21245] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4897] Access Hollywood [#4898] Access Hollywood [#4899] Access Hollywood [#4900] 7:30p

Caught on Camera with Nick 
Cannon jip  (8:01p) 8:00p

NBC4 News 8:30p

9:00p

Access Hollywood [#4896] 9:30p

Dateline NBC (Mystery on the 
Early Shift) 

I Can Do That (10:01p) Hannibal
Dateline NBC (Robert Durst: The 

Lost Years) 
Dateline NBC (Poison) American Odyssey (10:01p) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Audrina's 
Firsts [#3272]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5294] 1:30a

2:00a

Cs 1 V.3/Cr (Paid Program)  
(2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
21 Day Fix Sequ (Paid 

Program) 
Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

A.D. the Bible 
Continues

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21246]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
FIVB Grand Slam 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (Crisis on 
Campus) 

Dateline NBC (Kids and 
Gun Safety) 

Extra Weekend 
[#21246]

Saturday Night Live    
(Blake Shelton) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W980] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross 

NBC Sports Special 
FIVB Grand Slam 

Boxing Premier 
Boxing Champions 

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3155R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Ellen [12118R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1245]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3051R]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3153R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: Nate Ruess) 

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3120R]

Ellen [12003R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Secrets on 
Shalimar Way) 

Aquarius

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3168R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1244]

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [12105R]

NBC4 News at 5p

I Can Do That

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1243]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3069R]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3171R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3088R]

Ellen [12043R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Steve Harvey [3172R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1242]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup 

game #6 - Tampa Bay 
@ Chicago 

NBC4 News (8:17p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1241]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [12114R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/22/15 Tue 6/23/15 Wed 6/24/15 Thu 6/25/15 Fri 6/26/15 Sat 6/27/15 Sun 6/28/15
start 
time

Frk50622Ange (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [13R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a
NBC News Special Report 

Supreme Court Ruling  (8:11a) Astroblast 8:00a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential Address  (8:33a)

Today Show jip  (8:24a) The Chica Show 8:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (9:08a) Lazytown

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201526]

9:00a

Today Show jip  (9:23a) Earth to Luna
Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

Poppy Cat
Forest Lawn Pai (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

Tree Fu Tom
Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 

Program) 
10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC News Special Report 
President Obama Eulogy  

(11:50a)
12:00p

NBC4 News at Noon 
(12:26p)

12:30p

Days of Our Lives 1:00p

NBC News Special Report 
Prisoner Shot  (1:42p) 1:30p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Newhall Brush Fire 

2:00p

The Meredith Vieira Show 
jip  (2:39p)

2:30p

Going Roggin
Cp 2 V. 1B/ New (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 
Program) 

Omega Larry Kin (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

LXTV: First Look Burger 
Bonanza  [3266R] 

Open House [#5298] 4:00p

Open House [#5298] On the Money [#1709] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21247] Extra [#21248] Extra [#21249] Extra [#21250] NBC Nightly News 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4901] Access Hollywood [#4902] Access Hollywood [#4903] Access Hollywood [#4904] Access Hollywood [#4905] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

The Island hosted by Bear Grylls 
(10:01p)

I Can Do That (10:01p) Hannibal
Dateline NBC (While He Was 

Sleeping) 
American Odyssey 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Burger 
Bonanza  [3266R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5295] 1:30a

2:00a

Frk50622Ange (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Resurgence V501 

(Paid Program) 
Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21252]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Track & Field U.S. 
Track & Field 

Championships  
(1:14p)

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC 
(Avalanche) 

Dateline NBC 
(Cyberbullying) 

I Can Do That

Saturday Night Live    
(Jk Simmons & 

D’Angelo) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W981] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports Red 
Bull: Simple Session 

Track & Field U.S. 
Track & Field 

Championships 

NBC4 News

St.Jude Defying

The Island

American Ninja Warrior

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3175R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Action Sports World of 
Adventure 

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3149R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show jip  (7:12a)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1250]

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3044R]

Ellen [12153R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Game 
Night) 

Aquarius

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1249]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3124R]

Ellen [12020R]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3174R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show jip  (7:10a)

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [3057R]

Ellen jip [12048R]  
(4:12p)

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

American Ninja Warrior

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3173R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1248]

NBC4 News at Noon

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3020R]

Ellen [12017R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3163R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1247]

Ellen [12033R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1246]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3085R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/29/15 Tue 6/30/15
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21253] Extra [#21254] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4906] Access Hollywood [#4907] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

The Island hosted by Bear Grylls 
(10:01p)

I Can Do That (10:01p) 10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a 4:30a

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3088R]

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show jip  (2:11p)

Steve Harvey [3130R]

Ellen [12130R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3142R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1252R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1251R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3093R]

Ellen [12036R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show
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